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ATLAS is one of the main four particle detector experiments constructed at the Large
Hadron Collide (LHC), a new world-largest particle accelerator situated at CERN in
Switzerland. Being designed as a general-purpose detector, ATLAS is intended to search
for new phenomena which involve highly massive particles whose detection was beyond
the reach of past, lower-energy experiments. Amongst its main goals are investigations of
the electroweak symmetry breaking mechanism encompassing searches for the missing
piece of the Standard Model, the Higgs boson or alternatively technicolors. As the
Standard Model (SM) is believed not to be an ultimate theory of nature, it is also
anticipated that ATLAS will shed light on new, more fundamental theories.
In this thesis the outcome of my research conduced in ATLAS between June 2006 and
May 2009 is summarised. The work has followed the progress of the experiment, which
during the years 2006-2008 was in its final preparation stage. The ATLAS detector was
finally assembled in June 2008 and successfully registered the first particles from the
LHC on 10 September 2008. A great disappointment came on the 19 September 2008
when the operation had to be stopped due to an accident in the LHC tunnel caused by
malfunctioning of the accelerator’s magnet system. The work presented in this thesis
includes therefore studies performed exclusively on the simulated data. The LHC is
scheduled to be brought to operation again in September 2009.
This thesis is dedicated to searches for a new heavy neutral particle decaying into
a pair of tau leptons. As a reference for the signal, an extra gauge boson (Z ′) from
the Sequential Standard Model (SSM) has been used. Since, however, experimental
consequences of the existence of a new heavy resonance are similar regardless of its
theoretical origin, the studies can be viewed as a generic search in the two tau leptons
final state. The tau-pair signature is important as it is sensitive to particles which
couple preferentially to the third generation fermions. Furthermore it offers potential
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for measuring of polarisation asymmetry which provides important constraints on the
nature of the observed resonance.
Outline
The thesis is organised in two parts. Part I consists of three chapters. In Chapter I
general theoretical aspects of this work are discussed. Chapter II provides description
of the experiment. In Chapter III my own research conduced in ATLAS are summarised
followed by conclusions. Part II consists of the four ATLAS Notes1, detailing my studies:
A. Z.Czyczula et.al, “Searching for New Physics using High-PT Tau Pairs in ATLAS”,
ATL-PHYS-INT-2008-038.
B. Z.Czyczula, M.Dam, “Electron veto in the tau identification package TAU1P3P”,
ATL-PHYS-INT-2008-007.
C. Z.Czyczula, M.Dam, “Cut-based electron veto algorithm for the track-seeded part
of tauRec”, ATL-PHYS-INT-2009-023.
D. Z.Czyczula, M.Dam, “Prospects of Measuring the Tau Polarisation in Z ′ → τ+τ−
events in ATLAS”, ATL-PHYS-INT-2009-049.
They will be referred to in the thesis with the respective capital letters. Notes A and D
are related to searches for new physics in tau-pair events while B and C are dedicated
to improvements in the tau lepton reconstruction and identification. They are placed
in the chronological order to reflect the improvements in the ATLAS simulation and
reconstruction algorithms.
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1 Why search for New Physics in
tau-pair Events?
In this chapter the motivation for searches for an extra heavy neutral particle decaying
into tau pairs is discussed.
The chapter is organised as follows: In Sect. 1.1, basic concepts and the Lagrangian
of the Standard Model are discussed based on [1, 2, 3]. The focus is on the electroweak
part of the theory which is important for further discussion of the various extensions of
this sector. The section closes with a list of shortcomings of the SM. As a next step,
theories Beyond the Standard Model (BSM) are discussed in Sect. 1.2. After a short
review of various models in Sect. 1.2.1, the discussion focuses on a new heavy neutral
particle which is a generic feature of many BSM theories. An emphasis is put on new
extra gauge bosons, arising as a manifestation of an extended gauge symmetry group.
Their theoretical origins are outlined in Sect. 1.2.2, while the present constraints on
their masses are presented in Sect. 1.2.3. Other sources of heavy neutral particles are
briefly summarised in Sect. 1.2.4. An overview of phenomenology of an extra gauge
boson is given in Sect 1.3, where various observables, such as the cross section, the
forward-backward and the polarisation asymmetries, invariant mass spectrum and the
width are discussed. Since the thesis concentrates on searches for a heavy resonance
decaying into tau pairs, Sect. 1.4 outlines the main characteristics of the tau lepton.
The general properties of taus are summarised in Sect 1.4.1 while their sensitivity to
the polarisation is discussed in Sect. 1.4.2.
1.1 The Standard Model
1.1.1 Introduction
It is currently accepted that the fundamental blocks of matter are three families of
quarks and three families of leptons. Studies of the symmetries they exhibit lead to es-
3
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tablish the Standard Model, a theory which describes electromagnetic, weak and strong
interactions of the elementary particles. So far all attempts to encompass the last type
of known interactions, gravity, has been unsuccessful. In the Standard Model, forces be-
tween quarks and leptons are mediated by force carrying particles called gauge bosons.
Electromagnetic interactions are mediated by photons, weak interactions by weak bosons
and strong interactions by gluons. The symmetry underlying the Standard Model is as-
sumed to be spontaneously broken at some scale in order for the elementary particles
to acquire mass. Existence of the Higgs boson, a neutral particle introduced to break
the symmetry, has not yet been experimentally confirmed. Fig.1.1 shows the Standard
Model particles.
Figure 1.1: The Standard Model particles.
1.1.2 Principles of the Standard Model
The importance of symmetries in nature was first emphasised by Emma Noether, who
showed in 1918, that there is a symmetry associated with every conservation law. The
invariance under spacetime transformations such as space translation, time displacement
and rotation leads to the conservation of momentum, energy and angular momentum,
respectively. Similarly the requirement of charge conservation (electron charge or color
charge) follows from invariance under a global phase (gauge) transformation.
The structure of fundamental interactions, embedded in the Standard Model, are
4
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connected to the local gauge invariance. The idea being that by promoting the global
symmetry to local, the originally free particle theory transforms into the theory of
interacting particle fields. The requirement of local gauge invariance is accomplished by
introducing new vector boson fields, the so-called gauge fields. The number of introduced
vector fields corresponds to the number of independent generators of a chosen symmetry
group. Therefore by a proper specification of the symmetry group one can describe the
particle system with the number of vector field which is expected from experiments.
The gauge symmetry group of the Standard Model is SU(3)×SU(2)×U(1). There
are no particular reasons for this choice, except that it successfully describes the experi-
mental data and it is the simplest group that reproduces the currently known features of
particles interactions. The SU(2)×U(1) group was chosen, in the sixties, by Glashow to
unify electromagnetic and weak interactions. It predicted the existence of four massless
gauge fields. Later, Weinberg and Salam showed that the weak bosons can acquire mass
via spontaneous breaking of the SU(2)×U(1) gauge symmetry. This theory is known as
the Glashow-Weinberg-Salam model [4]. The SU(3) symmetry group, on the other hand,
is associated with the local color symmetry of quarks. It underlies the theory of Quan-
tum Chromo Dynamics (QCD), established in sixties and seventies, which describes the
interaction of quarks inside hadrons.
The Standard Model, at that time, suffered from serious conceptual and technical
deficiencies. The only known way of extracting any information from the fundamental
equations was to expand in a power series in the coupling constants. Such an expansion is
called perturbation theory. It turns out that each term in the perturbation series, except
for the leading order contribution, is affected by ultraviolet divergences. The theory was
therefore not accepted until the early seventies, when G.’t Hooft demonstrated that the
SM is a renormalisable theory. This means that the prediction of physical observables
such as the masses or the cross sections can be calculated to an arbitrary precision 1.
1.1.3 The Standard Model Lagrangian
Within the Standard Model, the quarks and leptons are represented by fermion fields.
Since the electroweak interactions are chiral2, the left- and the right-handed components
1Renormalisation procedure removes singularities from perturbation theory at the expense of intro-
ducing a (finite) number of arbitrary constants whose values need to be measured by experiment.
2There is no theoretical explanation why nature chose the basic electroweak interactions to be chiral.
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are assigned to different representations of the SU(2) group, i.e. the left-handed fields
transform as SU(2)-doublets and the right-handed fermions transform as singlets. The
















































(1 + γ5)Ψ→ eiY β(x)ΨR (1.2)
where Ij, j=1,2,3 are the three generators of the SU(2) group and Y is the generator
of the U(1) group, often referred to as the weak isospin and the weak hypercharge,
respectively. The respective charges of the weak isospin and weak hypercharge need to be
conserved due to gauge invariance. Unification of weak and electromagnetic interactions
yields the Gell-Mann-Nishijima relation for the electromagnetic charge: Q = Y
2
+I3 with
I3 being the third component of the weak isospin.
In the following, the focus is on the electroweak part of the theory. For overview
of the QCD Lagrangian the reader is referred to [5]. The fundamental electroweak
Lagrangian can be written as a sum of three contributions:
L = LG +LH +LY (1.3)
where:
LG: the gauge part, describing kinetic energy of fermions, their interactions with the
gauge fields, as well as gauge fields and their self interactions,
LH : the part describing Higgs potential and Higgs-gauge Boson interactions,
LY : the part describing Higgs-fermion (Yukawa) interactions.
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where the sum is over all left- and right-handed fermion fields, denoted by fL and fR
respectively, and the covariant derivatives for the left- and the right-handed fields are
given by:










where W iµ, i=1,2,3 and Bµ are respectively the SU(2) and U(1) gauge fields, with field
strength tensors given by:
W iµν = ∂µW
i
ν − ∂νW iµ + g²ijkW jµW kν , (1.7)
Bµν = ∂µBν − ∂νBµ. (1.8)
The SU(2) coupling constant g and the weak hypercharge coupling constant g′ are
related to the electromagnetic coupling constant e through the Weinberg angle θW as
g = e/ sin θW and g
′ = e/ cos θW . The first two terms in eq. 1.4 describe the kinetic
energy of the fermions and the interaction of the gauge fields with the left- and the
right-handed fermions, respectively. The remaining two terms are the kinetic energy
and self coupling of the Wµ fields and the kinetic energy of the Bµ field. The term
bilinear in Wµν generates quadratic and cubic self interactions which are characteristic
for non-Abelian gauge theories.
The second term, LH , has the form:
LH = ((DL)µH)
†((DL)µH)− V (H,H†). (1.9)
Here four scalar (Higgs) fields, H, are introduced. They are arranged in a complex
SU(2)L isospin doublet with weak hypercharge Y = 1. The self-interaction term between
the Higgs fields, which has the famous “mexican hat” shape, V (H), is given by:
V (H) = −µ2H†H + λ2(H†H)2, λ2 > 0. (1.10)
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Since electric charge is a conserved quantity, the gauge group associated with elec-
tromagnetic interactions, U(1)em, needs to remain a true symmetry of the vacuum. This














The neutral field h is usually referred to as the Higgs field. The Standard Model sym-
metry group, SU(3)c×SU(2)L×U(1)Y , is spontaneously broken and the remaining sym-
metry is SU(3)c×U(1)em.
This mechanism, called the Higgs mechanism, gives rise to masses for the gauge
fields, W±µ and Zµ, and leaves the photon field, Aµ, massless. The physical gauge fields
are defined as:
W±µ =
W 1µ ∓W 2µ√
2
, Zµ =
gW 3µ − g′Bµ√
g′2 + g2
, Aµ =
g′W 3µ + gBµ√
g′2 + g2
(1.13)












The value for the sin2 θW is 0.23 and the masses for the W and the Z boson are 80.4
and 91.2 GeV/c2 respectively. The measured values for the couplings then yield v=246
GeV.
The last term in the Lagrangian, LY describes the interaction between fermions and








R + h.c. (1.15)
The Yukawa couplings, gf are arbitrary values, determined from experiments. To gen-





We can express the fermion-gauge boson interaction part, introduced in LG via
covariant derivatives, in the following form:
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where I+ and I− are the isospin raising and lowering operators. The coupling of the
photon is chirally symmetric. The Zµ field, like the Aµ field, couples to both left-
and the right-handed fermions, however due to I3 dependence it couples with different
strengths. It is responsible for the neutral current (NC) type of interactions. The W±µ
fields only couple to the left-handed fields and change the flavor of the quark within
a given isospin doublet. The down-type quark mass eigenstates (d,s,b) are connected
to the down-type quark gauge eigenstates (d’,s’,b’) through the Cabbibo-Kobayashi-
Maskawa (CKM) matrix. Therefore the weak charged current interactions may shift
between all types of flavour. Flavour changing neutral current transitions such as d→ s
are prohibited at tree level [3].
1.1.4 Experimental status of the Standard Model
After its establishment in the seventies, the Standard Model has undergone a large
number of stringent experimental tests.
To gauge the agreement of the theory with data, Fig.1.2 shows a comparison of
indirectly (theoretically inferred) and directly measured values of various electroweak
observables. All deviations are inside 3σ and therefore are consistent with being statis-
tical fluctuations.
1.1.5 Shortcomings of the Standard Model
Although the Standard Model is a very successful theory, it is believed not to be an
ultimate theory of nature. Reasons for that are twofold. First of all, there are a number
of phenomena, which are not explained within the Standard Model framework. They
are as follows.
Origin of mass of neutrinos. Various measurements of atmospheric and solar neu-
trinos have provided evidence for neutrino oscillations and therefore for neutrino
masses and mixing [7]. The SM assumes the neutrinos to be massless particles.
Source of the Dark Matter and the Dark Energy Cosmological observations, such
as the cosmic microwave background and the structure and movements of galaxies
9
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Figure 1.2: For various electroweak observables, comparison of the measurements with
their SM fitted values [6].
show that the energy content of universe consists of roughly 5% baryonic matter,
25 % dark matter and 70 % dark energy [8]. The SM describes only the baryonic
matter.
Gravity The fourth type of interaction, gravity, is not incorporated in the SM. At the
electroweak scale, gravity is so weak as to be negligible. The scale at which effects
of quantum gravity are expected to become important is of the order of 1019 GeV
and is referred to as the Planck scale, Mp.
Baryogenesis The baryon anti-baryon asymmetry observed in the universe is not ex-
plained by the SM.
Furthermore, there is a number of problems which either remain unsolved or the so-
lutions incorporated in the Standard Model do not have any fundamental justifications,
such as:
The Higgs mechanism and the fine-tuning problem. The Higgs field and the shape
of the Higgs potential has been introduced ad hoc. If the Higgs scalar field has
10
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indeed a VEV to give a right mass to the W± and the Z boson, m2h should be of
the order of [100 GeV]2. Assuming validity of the SM up to some scale, Λ, the
Higgs boson mass will receive radiative correction coming from vacuum polarisa-
tion diagrams (predominantly top quark loops) of the same order as the scale. It
is natural to assume Λ to be the Grand Unification Theory (GUT) scale which
is ∼ 1016 GeV. The natural value for the Higgs mass squared is, therefore, 1032
GeV2, a factor of 1028 higher than the experimentally constrained value. This
difference, between the experimental value of the Higgs mass and its theoretical
’natural’ value, is often referred to as the hierarchy problem. A precise adjust-
ment (fine-tuning) of the SM parameters to fix the hierarchy problem is not very
satisfying.
The unification problem. The SM gauge group SU(3)C× SU(2)L× U(1)Y consists
of three different subgroups each having its coupling constant. The couplings run
with the scale and it would be natural if they converge toward a common value
at some scale. This scale is referred to as the GUT scale. However, precision
measurements have shown, that the three coupling constants do not exactly meet
in a single point [9].
The masses and the flavor problem. The SM does not explain why there are ex-
actly three generations of quarks and leptons, the last two being heavier version
of the first. Furthermore, the masses of the fermions span over many order of
magnitude, as summarised in Fig. 1.1. The reason for this is unknown.
1.2 Models Beyond the Standard Model
1.2.1 A General Overview
Several extension of the Standard Model have been postulated to address the problems
outlined in Sect. 1.1.5. General concepts involve:
Imposing supersymmetry. Supersymmetry (SUSY) [10] is a theory which postulates
the existence of a symmetry between fermions and bosons. It predicts that for
every SM particle, there exist a supersymmetric partner with the same mass but
with the spin differing by 1/2. Since the particles have not yet been discovered,
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the symmetry must be broken at some scale. Supersymmetry is an appealing
extension of the SM because it provides solutions both to the hierarchy (through
cancellation of the fermion and boson loops) and to the unification problems. In
R-parity conserving models, the Lightest SUSY Particle (LSP) is stable and can
therefore account for the Dark Matter. The most popular model is the Minimal
Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) [11].
Imposing Unification of Gauge Interactions. The Grand Unification Theories [12]
predict that at some large scale, ∼1016 GeV, the electromagnetic, weak and strong
interactions are unified. This is accomplished by embedding the SM symmetry
group SU(3)c×SU(2)L×U(1)Y into a larger group, such as SO(10), with only one
gauge coupling constant. In most of these models the electroweak symmetry is
broken by introducing the Higgs field. Supersymmetry is often required since it
provides a solution to the hierarchy problem.
Allowing extra space-time dimensions. The idea being that the four-dimensional
world we live in, is embedded in the higher dimensional space. Since the extra
dimensions have not been detected so far, they have to be either compactified as
in the N.Arkani-Hamed, S.Dimopoulos, and G.Dvali (ADD) [13] and Universal
Extra Dimension (UED) models or have a strong curvature, which makes it hard
to escape into them as in the Randall-Sundrum (RS) model [14]. In these models,
gravity can propagate in the extra dimensions and therefore the Standard Model
particles experience only a small fraction of total gravitational force. In this way,
the hierarchy problem is solved because the fundamental scale of gravity (and
therefore the ultimate limit up to which the SM is valid ) lies around the TeV
region. In scenarios, where the SM particles are allowed to propagate in the extra
dimensions (such as in the UED model) for every SM particle there is a series of
particles, the so-called Kaluza-Klein (KK) excitations. The lightest of these KK
modes is stable and is therefore a good candidate for Dark Matter [8].
Dynamical symmetry breaking. The dynamic approach to electroweak symmetry
breaking has been developed in order to eliminate the somewhat unnatural elemen-
tary Higgs boson. The idea was motivated by the premise that every fundamental
energy scale should have a dynamical origin and thus the weak scale should reflect
12
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the characteristic energy of a new strong interaction called technicolor. Tech-
nicolor (TC) and Extended Technicolor (ETC) models are asymptotically free,
gauge theories of fermions with no elementary scalars. The electroweak symmetry
is dynamically broken through the new, technicolor interaction [15].
Modification of existing particles and their interactions. An example is the String
Theory, which assumes particles to be string-like and interactions to be extended,
rather then point-like. This theory naturally incorporates Gravity. Supersym-
metry and other extra symmetries are also required in these models. Another
example is provided by composite models in which quarks and leptons are built
of more fundamental constituents.
The goal of experimental physics is to verify the correctness of the models, alter-
natively to put constraints on the Beyond the Standard Model (BSM) theories. Many
hundreds of models, however, can be constructed in the way that they pass the elec-
troweak precision tests. One can vary the number, the size and the shape of the extra
dimension, alter the rank of an extra gauge group, impose sypersymmetry or add ex-
plicitly extra particles.
A generic feature of most of the SM extensions is the existence of a neutral heavy
particle which can decay into two leptons of opposite charge.
1.2.2 Extra Gauge Bosons
A large group of models predict the existence of one or more extra spin-1 gauge boson,
commonly called Z ′. The Z ′ particles can be classified into two broad categories de-
pending on whether they arise in GUT scenarios or not [17]. The few examples given
in this section are meant to illustrate the various possibilities rather then to provide an
exhaustive, fully exclusive list of models. For a detailed review of the models the reader
is referred to [17, 18, 19].
The SU(5), SO(10) and E6 GUT models
The first GUT model was proposed by Georgi and Glashow in 1974 [12]. In this model
the SM gauge group SU(3)c×SU(2)L×U(1)Y is embedded in a simple group SU(5). The
unified group, SU(5), is then thought to be spontaneously broken to the SM group
at the GUT scale. The model yields a mechanism for proton decay, predicting its
13
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lifetime to be much shorter than experimentally observed. Besides, the experimental
measurement of the Weinberg mixing angle (sin2 θW=0.23) contradicts prediction of
this model (sin2 θW=0.375). Despite its deficiencies, it created the foundation for more
complex models, which are passing experimental constraints. Many of these models
involve supersymmetry or superstrings. Here we treat them as originating purely from
GUT.
The two most popular GUT scenarios are based on a SO(10) and an E6 symmetry
groups [17].
In SO(10) models, the symmetry can be broken according to the following pattern:
SO(10) −→ SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)Y × U(1)χ.
The extra U(1)χ group leads to existence of the extra neutral gauge boson, commonly
denoted Z ′χ. Another interesting possibility is the Left-Right Model which arises from
the following intermediate symmetries:
SO(10) −→ SU(3)C × SU(2)L × SU(2)R × U(1)B−L.
The U(1)B−L is a global gauge symmetry associated to conservation of baryon minus
lepton (B-L) number. The presence of the extra SU(2)R group can be interpreted as a
manifestation of the left-right symmetry of the gauge interactions. The LRM predicts,
besides the Z ′, existence of new charged W ′,± bosons which couple only to right-handed
currents. In SO(10) models one new fermion with the quantum number of the right-
handed neutrino is added to complete the SM particle multiplet.
In the E6 case, the symmetry group can break according to the following pattern:
E6 −→ SO(10)× U(1)Ψ −→ SU(5)× U(1)χ × U(1)Ψ
−→ SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)Y × U(1)χ × U(1)Ψ,
where U(1)χ and U(1)Ψ are additional symmetries. The two new Z
′ bosons will be linear
combinations, parametrised by the mixing angle α, of the Z ′χ and Z
′
Ψ arising from the
two U(1) groups. The Z ′ given by [18]:
Z ′(α) = Z ′χ cosα+ Z
′
Ψ sinα, (1.18)
is often assumed to have mass at the TeV scale while the orthogonal state is very heavy
and therefore beyond the reach of the LHC.
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Special cases of interests are the models where: (i) α=0o, corresponding to the extra
Z ′χ of SO(10), (ii) α=90




37.76o leading to the Z ′η motivated by superstring theories. The E6 model, besides the
extra gauge bosons, predicts a large number of exotic fermions. The couplings of these
fermions to gauge bosons are fixed in the GUT but the masses are not constrained by
the theory.
Models with Extended Weak or Hypercharge Interactions.
Extra gauge bosons arising in models with additional gauge interactions which single out
the third generation of fermions provide an interesting non-GUT example [20]. These
models involve a dynamical gauge symmetry breaking instead of the usual Higgs field.
They can also be string-inspired [21].
A general idea is that one (or more) of the Standard Model groups SU(N) is extended
into an SU(N)×SU(N) gauge structure. Fermions of the third generation transform
under one SU(N) group and those of the first and second generation transform under
the other one as discussed in [20]. The SU(N)×SU(N) group breaks to its diagonal
subgroup leading to a set of massive SU(N) gauge bosons which couple with different
strengths to fermions of different generations. Examples are theories with an extended
SU(2)×SU(2) structure for the weak interactions, such as non-commuting extended
technicolor (NCETC) models [22] and topflavor models [23]. Another possibilities are
models with an extended hypercharge gauge group, as for instance topcolor-assisted
technicolor [24].
The Sequential Standard Model
The Sequential Standard Model (SSM) is not a real model as it breaks the gauge invari-
ance principle. However, due to its simplicity, it is very commonly used in experimental
physics as a benchmark scenario. In the SSM scenario, the Z ′ (Z ′SSM) is a heavier copy
of the Z boson. Its couplings to fermions are identical to those of the SM Z boson.
1.2.3 Experimental Limits on the Extra Gauge Bosons
Most of the theories, which postulate existence of the extra gauge boson as a manifes-
tation of an extended symmetry group, do not predict the masses of these particles.
Several collider experiments have, however, put constraints on their masses.
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To extract limits from data, one selects observables Oi and compares with the pre-
dictions Oi((SM) + Z
′) from a model including a Z ′. This allows to exclude or confirm
the theory at a given Confidence Level (CL). The limits can be derived from direct
production of the Z ′ or can be based on indirect measurements of various SM signatures
below the Z ′ resonance.
Limits on Z ′ bosons with universal couplings to fermions
For a few representative models described in Sect. 1.2.2, Tab. 1.1 summarises lower
limits on the Z ′ boson masses derived at 95% CL. Direct searches have been performed
by the D0 and CDF experiments at Tevatron, 1.96 TeV pp¯ Collider. The indirect limits
come from various precision electroweak data and from measurements of interference
effects in the process e+e− → ff¯ at center-of-mass energy between 130-209 GeV at the
Large Electron-Positron (LEP) Collider.
Z ′ model Direct (pp¯) Electroweak (e+e−) Interference (e+e−)
Z ′SSM 923 1500 1305
Z ′LRM 630 860 600
Z ′χ 822 - 781
Z ′ψ 822 - 475
Z ′η 891 619 515
Table 1.1: Lower limits, in GeV/c2, on various Z ′ models at 95 % CL [25].
Since Z ′ bosons in these models have universal couplings to all lepton species, the
direct searches were undertaken in e+e− or µ+µ− final states as they provide the cleanest
signatures. Sensitivity for searches using τ+τ− invariant mass is considerably lower as
illustrated in Fig. 1.3 [26]. In this channel, the SSM Z ′ can be ruled out only when
having a mass below 399 GeV/c2.
Limits on Z ′ bosons with enhanced coupling to third generation fermions
In scenarios where a Z ′ couples preferentially to third generation fermions, direct searches
in leptonic final states can only be performed in the two tau channel. One would there-
fore expect the limit for the Z ′ mass to be lower than in case of a Z ′ boson with universal
couplings. It turns out, however, that the indirect searches conducted at LEP impose
rather severe constraints on such models. The idea being that one can approximate the
contribution of the Z ′ to fermion-fermion scattering as contact interactions, which have
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Figure 1.3: Upper limits at 95% CL on the production cross section times branching
ratio to tau pairs of scalar and vector particles, as a function of particle mass. The cross
section times tau pair branching ratio for the SSM Z ′ is superimposed [26].
scale set by the mass of the Z ′ boson. The limits on contact interactions yield a lowest
lower limit on the Z ′ mass of 1090 GeV/c2 at 95% CL [27].
1.2.4 Other Extra Bosons and Technihadrons
Physics beyond the SM can manifest itself in the existence of one or several new non-
gauge heavy neutral particles decaying into a pair of leptons, such as:
The Higgs boson Two heavy (H,A) and one light (h) neutral spin-0 particles are
predicted in the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) [11] as a con-
sequence of the introduction of two Higgs doublets. The masses of these particles
are typically expressed in terms of two parameters, the mass of the CP-odd Higgs
boson (mA) and the ratio between the vacuum expectation values of the two
Higgs doublets (tan β). They are in general unconstrained by the theory [11]. The
lower limit on the mass of mA was set by LEP experiment to be 93.4 GeV/c
2 [25].
Yukawa couplings of the Higgs bosons are proportional to the mass of the fermions
and therefore non-universal for the three families of leptons. The couplings of the
Higgs bosons to the down-type fermions, and therefore to the tau leptons, are
strongly enhanced for a large region of the MSSM parameter space (large values
of tan β).
RS graviton The Randal-Sundrum model [14, 28] predicts the existence of a tower of
Kaluza Klein (KK) excitation of the graviton. The graviton-fermion couplings are
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in general universal for all lepton species. The current limits are set by the CDF
and D0 collaborations. They depend on the parameters of the model and range
from several hundred GeV/c2 to one TeV/c2 [25].
KK excitation of the SM Z boson In some models with flat extra dimensions, the
gauge bosons, Z, W and γ, are allowed to propagate in the bulk3 [28]. These
theories predicts existence of Kaluza Klein excitations of the SM fields. The first
excited state of the Z boson (often denoted Z ′), can have a mass of the order of
TeV/c2 and therefore could be produced and observed at the LHC [28].
Technihadrons The existence of a vector meson such as techni-ρ (ρTC) or techni-ω
(ωTC) is postulated in technicolor theories [15, 16]. In general, they are predicted
to couple universally to the three generation leptons. The strongest limits come
from searches undertaken by the CDF collaboration, which rule out ρTC and ωTC
with masses below 280 GeV/c2 for a particular model and choice of parameters [29].
1.3 Extra Gauge Bosons and the Large Hadron Col-
lider
Some part of the formalism introduced in this section follows [30].
1.3.1 The pp→ γ/Z/Z ′ → ff¯ process.
The idea to describe the pp → γ/Z/Z ′ → ff¯ process based on the parton model [31],
originally developed for the process of an electron-proton deep inelastic scattering (DIS),
was first proposed by Drell and Yan [32, 33]. Given the properties of asymptotic freedom
of QCD, the idea is that partons which form the protons interact freely during collisions.
The hadronic cross section is hence obtained by summing independent contributions of
each parton, weighted by the Parton Density Functions (PDF) in the proton. Further-
more, the factorisation theorem states that one can separate a (short distance) hard









F )σˆqq¯→ff¯ (x1, x2, µ
2
F ), (1.19)
where x1 and x2 are the momentum fractions of the protons taken by partons, µ
2
F is the
factorisation scale and σˆqq¯→ff¯ is the cross section for the hard process: qq¯ → ff¯ .
3The term ’bulk’ denotes the the overall space with number of dimensions greater then four.
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Regardless of the theoretical origin of an extra gauge boson, the phenomenological
description of its production and decay is analogous to that of the SM Drell-Yan process
qq¯ → γ/Z → ff¯ as illustrated in Fig. 1.4.
Figure 1.4: The Feynman diagram for pp(qq¯)→ γ/Z/Z ′ → ff¯ process.
1.3.2 The qq¯ → γ/Z/Z ′ → ff¯ process.
At high energies, in the massless fermion limit, helicity conservation ensures that the
extra gauge bosons couple to pairs of fermions with opposite helicities. The only non-
zero contributions to the qq¯ → γ/Z/Z ′ → ff¯ process are therefore: qLq¯R → fLf¯R,
qLq¯R → fRf¯L, qRq¯L → fLf¯R and qRq¯L → fRf¯L. The four configurations give rise, at the




















where θ is the angle between the initial state quark and the final state fermion and B,B′










[(sˆ−M2B)2 +M2BΓ2B][(sˆ−M2B′)2 +M2B′Γ2B′ ]
. (1.21)
In the above relation, N qc =3 stands for the number of colors, MB and ΓB are the mass
and the width of the bosons B. The gB is the coupling strength of the electromagnetic,
weak or extra gauge interactions for B being γ, Z or Z ′ respectively.
The coefficients CqfBB′ and D
qf
BB′ are the following combination of the vector (gV ) and




































































4Higher order effects are discussed, for example, in Ref [18].
5The Feynman rules and basic steps to derive this formula can be found in Appendix.
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Note that since the electromagnetic interactions are chirally symmetric, the axial cou-





therefore gZ′ depend on the particular Z
′ model.
Various measurable observables are constructed in the way that they are sensitive
to the angular dependence of the cross section. They are of great importance in deter-
mination of the properties of the extra gauge interactions, such as its chiral structure.
1.3.3 Asymmetries at the Z ′ pole





σˆqf (cos θ > 0)− σˆqf (cos θ < 0)







At the Z ′ peak, neglecting the small contributions from γ and Z exchange, this asym-

















where gL and gR are the neutral current chiral couplings, related to the vector and
axial-vector couplings through the relations gL = gV + gA and gR = gV − gA. The Aq
and Af are hence called the initial-state and the final state fermions polarisation (chiral)
asymmetries.
At hadronic colliders the forward-backward asymmetry, AFB, depends on the initial
state quarks momenta. The AˆFB needs to be, therefore, convoluted with the parton
density functions as explained in Sect. 1.3.1. The asymmetry AFB is, thus, a complicated
function of the couplings of the Z ′ to both leptons and quarks and of the structure
functions of the proton. Furthermore for the AFB to be a measurable quantity at
symmetric proton-proton collisions, one needs to assume that the quarks (since being
harder then q¯) are travelling in the same direction as the Z ′ [34]. The measurable
asymmetry is therefore somewhat washed out.
Additional information is available for decay channels in which the helicities of the
final state fermions are experimentally accessible. At the Z ′ peak, the polarisation
asymmetry Af and the longitudinal polarisation, Pf , of fermion f are connected through
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Measurement of Af , which depends only on couplings to the finale state fermions, does
not involve knowledge of the proton structure function.
In theories, where more than one extra gauge boson is predicted, a single measure-
ment of its cross section is not enough to determine its coupling strength to fermions.
In the E6 scenario, for example, the Z
′ couplings depend on a mixing angle α (see
eq. 1.18), which is a free parameter of the theory. This parameter can be determined
by measuring the forward - backward or the polarisation asymmetry (in the Z ′ → ττ
events) as illustrated in Fig. 1.5. Note, that Af is a much steeper function of α for
most of the range of the mixing angle and therefore a measurement of Af will result in
a better determination of α than would an equally precise measurement of AFB [35].
(a) (b)
Figure 1.5: The forward - backward asymmetry (a) and the polarisation asymmetry (b)
as a function of the mixing angle α defined in Sect. 1.2.2. In plot (b) Apol stands for
Af . The dashed and the solid lines in (a) correspond to a lepton rapidity cut |η| <2.5
and |η| <5.0 respectively. The plots were made assuming the Z ′ to be produced at 40
TeV (center-of-mass energy) pp collider [35].
1.3.4 The Invariant Mass spectrum
Spectra of the invariant mass of the qq¯ → γ/Z/Z ′ → ff¯ , can be obtained by integrating
the angular distribution given in eq. 1.20 over the angle θ and by setting the centre of
mass energy
√
sˆ to be mff¯ . Restricting a search to mff¯ > 200 GeV/c
2 region, one can























































The first term in this expression corresponds to the SM DY spectra qq¯ → γ/Z → ff¯
where the Z peak has been neglected. The second part characterises the Z ′ resonance,
which has the Breit - Wiegner shape, while the last describes the interference of the Z ′
with the Z and γ bosons. The smaller are the Z ′ couplings (as compared to those of
the Z and γ) the more dominant the interference term is with respect to the Z ′ peak.
1.3.5 The Z ′ Width and decay channels
In the absence of any exotic decay channels, the total decay width of the Z ′ is given
by the sum of the partial decay widths to neutrino, leptons and quarks of all three
generations. Decays such as Z ′ → W+W− are expected to be rare [36] and therefore
neglected in the current discussion. The partial width of the Z ′ decaying into a pair of













The Z ′ width is typically of the order of three percent of the mass of the resonance. If
exotic decay modes are kinematically allowed, the Z ′ width becomes larger and, more
significantly, the branching rations to conventional fermions smaller.
Considering only decays into known particles, observation of extra gauge bosons in
a proton-proton collider may be possible in the following channels:
e+e− or µ+µ− channel. The Z ′ → e+e− and Z ′ → µ+µ− decays have the highest
sensitivity, due to the lowest backgrounds. A high mass resolution in the two
electron channel enable measurement of the Z ′ width [37].
τ+τ− channel. The τ+τ− channel has considerably larger background than the e+e−
or µ+µ− final states. It also yields significantly worse invariant mass resolution.
However, it enables extracting further information by measuring the polarisation
asymmetry Af . Moreover, this channel enables observation of a Z
′ with enhanced
couplings to third generation fermions.
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tt¯ or bb¯ channel. Studies of the heavy flavor decay modes Z ′ → tt¯ and Z ′ → bb¯ have
shown low sensitivity due to the overwhelming QCD background [38].
qq¯ channel. The QCD backgrounds are far too large to allow observation of a Z ′ de-
caying into light quark pairs.
1.4 Tau Leptons and the Large Hadron Collider
1.4.1 Properties of the Tau Lepton
The tau lepton, τ−, is the first-discovered member of the third quark-lepton family [39]
6. It is identical in all respects to its lighter generation counterparts, the electron and
the muon, expect for the mass. The tau lepton is unstable. It has a lifetime, τ , of 290.6
fs [25] and cτ of about 87 µm. With the mass of 1.777 GeV/c2, it is the only lepton
whose decays into hadrons are kinematically allowed.
Decay of the tau lepton can be described via exchange of a virtual W boson as
illustrated in Fig. 1.6. The W couples to the first and the second family leptons as well














Figure 1.6: The Feynman diagram for (a) leptonic and (b) hadronic τ− decay.
Leptonic decay modes are well described theoretically. Measurements of tau leptonic
branching fractions and lifetime enable precise tests of lepton universality - the
fundamental assumption of the SM.
Hadronic decay modes lack theoretical description based on first principles as there
is no theory of strong interactions in the limit of low momentum transfer. The
6For its discovery in mid-seventies M. Perl was awarded the 1995 Nobel Prize in physics.
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quark and antiquark do not emerge individually. Hadronisation of the quark pairs,
u¯d and u¯s, is dominated by resonance production. The meson may be a pseudo-
scalar, vector or axial-vector particle such as pi−,ρ−,a−1 or K
−,K∗−,K−1 .
The main tau branching fractions are summarised in Tab. 1.2.
τ− decay mode BR %
τ− → e−ν¯eντ 17.85
τ− → µ−ν¯µντ 17.36
τ− → pi−ντ 10.91
τ− → K−ντ 0.67
τ− → ρ−ντ 25.95
τ− → K∗−ντ 1.43
τ− → h−2pi0ντ 9.49
τ− → h−3pi0ντ 1.18
τ− → h−h−h+ντ 9.80
τ− → h−h−h+pi0ντ 5.38
Table 1.2: The main branching ratio (BR) of τ− [25]. h± stands for pi± or K±. The τ+
modes are obtained by charge conjugation of the τ− decays.
1.4.2 Tau Leptons as Polarisation Analysers
Since parity is maximally violated in the charge current weak interactions, the tau
is associated with a purely left-handed weak isodoublet partner ντ . Due to angular
momentum conservation, the angular distributions of the tau decay products depend
strongly on the spin orientation of the tau. The idea is illustrated in Fig. 1.7 for the
two body τ− → pi−ν decay mode.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 1.7: Decay of the left- and the right-handed τ− into pi−ν in the tau rest frame.
The dashed arrows indicate the direction of the τ in the laboratory frame, while the
small arrows denote the spin orientation of the fermions. Due to helicity conservation
decays (a) and (d) are favoured while decays (b) and (c) are suppressed.
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The discussion below of the formalism relating tau longitudinal polarisation, Pτ , to
the momentum of its decay particles follows [40].
Hadronic tau decays
The main observable being sensitive to the tau polarisation is the angle, θ, in the tau
rest frame between the tau line of flight and the direction of the visible decay products.








[1 + Pτ cos θ] . (1.28)
For decays involving vector mesons (ρ−, a−1 , K
∗,−), the hadronic system can be either
























[1− Pτ cos θ] , (1.30)
respectively, where v indicates the vector meson state.
Relations given in eq. 1.28-1.30 follow from angular momentum conservation. Decays
τ−L(R) → νLpi− and τ−L(R) → νLv−L favour backward (forward) emission of the pion or the
longitudinally polarised vector meson, while inverse is true for transversely polarised
vector meson emission τ−L(R) → νLv−T .
Since the neutrino is not observed, the tau direction and thus the decay angle θ
cannot be directly measured. After transformation to the laboratory frame, the decay
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7For τ+ decays, due to CP invariance, the Pτ changes sign.
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In the above relations, ω is the angle between the vector meson quantisation axis in the
laboratory and the tau rest frame. It is given by:
cosω =





τ −m2v) cos θ
(1.33)
The fraction of the tau energy carried by the hadronic system, xh = Eh/Eτ , is related





where mh is the mass of the hadronic system.
Fig. 1.8a shows the left- and the right-handed taus’ decay distributions in the τ− →
pi−ν channel. A clear difference is seen. For decays via vector mesons, there appears
a strong enhancement of hard longitudinal ρ for Pτ =+1 and soft transverse ρ states
for Pτ=-1, as shown in Fig. 1.8b-1.8c. However if no attempt is made to analyse the
polarisation of the hadronic systems, one must average over eq. 1.29-1.30 (eq. 1.31-1.32).





, which is ∼ 1/2
for the decay involving ρ and almost vanishes in the case of a1 state.
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Figure 1.8: The angular decay distribution in the laboratory frame of (a) τ− → pi−ν (b)
τ−L → ρ−ν and (c) τ−R → ρ−ν.
For the ρ−ν → pi−pi0ν final state, the decay angle ψ in the ρ− rest frame between
the ρ− and the pi− directions is sensitive to the polarisation of the hadronic state. In





|ppi− + ppi0| , (1.35)
where Epi− and Epi0 (ppi− and ppi0) are the energies (momenta) of the charged and neutral
pions, respectively. The decay distributions of the ρ indicate that transversely polarised
ρ favour equal slitting of the ρ energy between the two pions, while longitudinally
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polarised states lead to a large asymmetry between the pion energies. The complete
information of the tau polarisation in the ρ−ν → pi−pi0ν final state is contained in the
double decay angular distribution shown in Fig. 1.9.
Tau decays via a1 vector meson lead to three pions in the final state. To extract full
information of the parent tau helicity in those decays, up to six kinematical variables








































































































































































































































Figure 1.9: The decay distributions 1
Γρ
d2Γρ
d cos θd cosΨ
for τL → ρν (a),(b),(c) and τR → ρν
(d),(e),(f) proceeding via transversely (a),(d) and longitudinally polarised (b),(e) ρ states
as well as the sum of the two contributions (c),(f).
Leptonic tau decays
For the leptonic tau decays, there are two neutrinos in the final state. The laboratory










(5 + 5xl − 4x2l ) + Pτ (1 + xl − 8x2l )
]
, (1.36)
with xl = El/Eτ , which yields relatively weak dependence of the lepton spectrum on
Pτ .
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Sensitivity
For each tau decay channel, using the symbol z to designate the set of n observables
used for extraction of the tau longitudinal polarisation, the decay distribution can be
written in the generic form [42]:
W (z) = f(z) + Pτg(z), (1.37)
where the f and g functions satisfy the normalisation and positivity conditions:∫
f(z)dnz = 1,
∫
g(z)dnz = 0, f ≥ 0, |g| ≤ f. (1.38)
To quantify the analysing power of each of the different tau decay channels, the






Each channel contributes to the Pτ measurement with a weight w being the product
of the sensitivity squared, S2, times the branching fraction B for a particular mode:
w = S2B. Tab. 1.3 summarises the sensitivities for the main tau decay channels in
the ideal case, that is when detector effects are neglected. In the case of the τ → piν,
the decay kinematics are fully reconstructed, and therefore S takes its maximal value
of 0.58. Since, however, the τ → ρν channel has twice higher branching fraction, this
mode has a higher weight to the total measurement then the τ → piν channel.
Channel Number of observables
Sensitivity cos θ cos θ and cosψ all
τ → piντ 0.58 - 0.58
τ → ρντ 0.26 0.49 0.49
τ → a1ντ 0.10 0.23 0.45
τ → lν¯lντ 0.22 - 0.22
Table 1.3: Sensitivities of the τ decay channels assuming Pτ=-0.15 [42].
Measurement of tau polarisation in the Z ′ → τ+τ− events
There are two important aspects related to the measurement of the tau polarisation in
Z ′ → τ+τ− events.
First of all, due to angular momentum conservation, fermions produced in Z′ decays
have opposite helicities: Z′ → τ+L τ−R or Z′ → τ+R τ−L . Since, however, also the helicities
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of the ντ and ν¯τ are opposite, the angular distributions in τ
− and τ+ decays have the
same Pτ dependence:
W (z)τ± = f(z) + Pτg(z), (1.40)
As a consequence, the decay distributions of the τ− and τ+ can be simply added up in
the Pτ measurement without discrimination between the charges.
Secondly, the cos θ variable depends on the fraction of the tau energy carried by the
hadronic system, xh = Eh/Eτ . The measurement therefore relies on knowledge of the
tau energy. Since energy is carried away by neutrinos, this is experimentally accessible
only via the collinear approximation in which the visible decay products are assumed to
emerge along the directions of the parent tau-leptons and the total missing momentum
in the event is assumed to arise from the neutrinos from the tau decays. In this limit,












= py,1 + py,2 + py,miss,
(1.41)
where px (px,miss) and py (px,miss) denote the x and y components of the transverse mo-
mentum of the visible decay products (neutrinos). The collinear approximation reaches
its limit when the two tau decays are back-to-back. Thus, for a heavy Z ′, it leads to a
considerable loss of statistics with an acceptance only at 10 % level. A method suited
for tau polarisation measurement in the Z ′ → τ−τ+ events at the LHC is discussed in
Note D.
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30
2 Experimental Setup
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN will provide collisions of particles at un-
precedented high energies, which existed a fraction of nano-second after the Big Bang.
Under these extreme conditions, never reached before in a laboratory, new particles may
be produced and measured in the detectors providing signs of new physics. This chap-
ter describes the overall experiment with the emphasis put on those aspects which are
important for triggering, reconstruction and identification of τ leptons. It is organised
as follows. In Sect. 2.1, a short overview of the LHC is given. First, physics goals are
outlined and subsequently the LHC accelerator is briefly described. Next the layout of
the ATLAS (A Toroidal LHC AparatuS) detector is presented in Sect. 2.2 based on [44].
Physics requirements imposed on the design of ATLAS and its main components are
reviewed. In Sect. 2.3 the ATLAS trigger system is shortly outlined. The chapter closes
with Sect. 2.4 where the full simulation of events in ATLAS is described and the main
aspects related to reconstruction of τ leptons are reviewed.
2.1 The Large Hadron Collider
2.1.1 Goals
The LHC is intended to provide proton-proton collisions1, with a centre of mass energy
of 14 TeV at a designed luminosity of 1034cm−2s−1. This high luminosity and resulting
interaction rate are needed because of the small cross-section expected for many inter-
esting new physics processes such as a production of heavy neutral bosons as shown in
Fig. 2.1. Collisions will happen every 25 ns and will yield approximately 23 collisions
per bunch crossing. The multiple interactions per bunch crossing are commonly refereed
to as pile-up events. The LHC will also collide heavy ions, such as lead nuclei, at 5.5
TeV per nucleon pair at a designed luminosity 1027cm−2s−1.




Figure 2.1: The cross section and interaction rates for various physics processes as a
function of a centre of mass energy of the protons [45].
2.1.2 Design
The Large Hadron Collider has been installed in a 27 kilometre circumference tunnel,
which is approximately 100 meters underground and was used in the previous Large
Electron Positron experiment. The equal charge of the two proton beams requires two
separate beam lines. The accelerator consists therefore of two interleaved synchrotron
rings, which share the same mechanical structure and cryostat. The main elements of the
magnet system are 1232 superconducting niobium-titanium dipole and 392 quadrupole
magnets operating in super-fluid helium in temperature of 1.9 Kelvin. The dipole mag-
nets are used steer the particles along the ring while the quadrupole magnets are focusing
the beams. The dipole magnet strength is 8.3 T.
A system of smaller accelerators prepare the proton beams to be injected into the
LHC. The system consists of the 50 MeV Linac, the 1 GeV booster, the 26 GeV Proton
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Synchrotron (PS) and the 450 GeV Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS). The protons are
then accelerated in the LHC ring to 7 TeV. The two beams are made to collide at four
points where the main detectors are built. ATLAS and CMS [46] are general purpose
detectors. Although they share the same physics goals they involve different technical
solutions and magnet system. ALICE [47] is optimised to study the quark-gluon plasma
in collision of heavy nuclei, while LHCb [48] is designed to investigate CP violation in
the b-quark sector.
2.1.3 Coordinate System
The interaction point defines the origin of the coordinate system. The beam direction
defines the z-axis, the x-axis is defined as pointing from interaction point to the centre
of the LHC and the positive y-axis points upwards. The polar angle to the z-axis is
called θ and the azimuthal angle φ is measured around the beam axis. Positions are
usually given in terms of pseudorapidity η, defined as η = − ln tan θ/2.
2.2 The ATLAS Detector
2.2.1 Performance goals and layout structure
The goal of ATLAS is to cover the largest possible range of physics, such as searches
for new heavy bosons (in particular the Higgs boson), supersymmetric particles or any
other phenomena indicating new physics at energies up to a few TeV. The masses of
the new particles are, in general, unconstrained by theory and their branching fractions
into different final states vary as a function of their masses. The detector has to be,
therefore, sensitive in a large number of possible decay channels. It needs to be capable
of measuring particle’s momentum and position with high resolution and provide an
excellent particle identification. Due to the very high interaction rate, the detectors
require fast and radiation-hard electronics.
Since the QCD dijet production dominates by many orders of magnitude over the
production of new particles, ATLAS has to enable identification of experimental features
characteristic to the rare processes. A typical signature of many new physics events is
the presence of non-interacting particles, such as the SM neutrinos or SUSY neutrali-
nos. Their observation is possible through detection of the momentum imbalance in the
transverse plane often referred to as the missing momentum, PmissT . For the reconstruc-
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tion of PmissT it is important that the ATLAS calorimeter system has a coverage as close
to 4pi as possible. Many new physics events, such as Higgs boson production and decay,
are characterised by the presence of b quarks in the final state. The ATLAS detector
has therefore been designed to enable reconstruction of secondary vertices which are of
great importance in identification of b-jets.
To accomplish its task, ATLAS combines several sub-detectors. The layout structure,
with inner detectors, calorimeters and muon spectrometer is shown in Fig. 2.2.
Figure 2.2: Overview of the ATLAS detector [44].
2.2.2 The Inner Detector
Approximately 1000 particles will emerge at the interaction point every 25 ns creating a
very large track density in the Inner Detector (ID). To achieve the high momentum and
vertex resolution as well as a robust pattern recognition, the ID is built using a typical
layer structure. It consists of three fine granularity sub-detectors, which involve differ-
ent technologies. The Pixel Detector (PD) is located closest to the interaction point,
the Semi-Conductor Tracker (SCT) is in the middle, while the Transition Radiation
Tracker (TRT) is placed at outer radii. The expected resolution of the track momentum
measurement is σpT /pT = 0.05%pT ⊕ 1%, with pT given in GeV/c. Each sub-detector
consist of a barrel and two end-caps as illustrated in Fig. 2.3.
Pixel Detector and Semiconductor Tracker
The PD is designed to provide precision measurements closest to the interaction point.
The pixels are built of silicon. They are arranged in three precision layers, at average
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Figure 2.3: Overview of the ATLAS Inner Detector [44].
radii, R, of 5.1, 8.9 and 12.3 cm, typically crossed by each track. The intrinsic accuracies
are 10 µm in the Rφ direction and 115 µm in the z direction. The SCT consists of four
semiconducting double-sided layers at average radii of 29.9, 37.1, 44.3 and 51.4 cm and
provides eight precision measurements for each track. The resolution is 17 µm in the
Rφ direction and 580 µm in the beam direction. Both precision tracking detectors (PD
and SCT) cover the region |η| <2.5. The barrel-end-cap transition occurs at |η| ∼ 1.7
in the PD and at |η| ∼ 1.4 in the SCT detector. The semiconducting trackers allow
impact parameter measurements and reconstruction of secondary vertices for short-lived
particles such as τ -lepton. The innermost layer of pixels, called B-layer, is especially
important as it enhances the performance of the secondary vertex measurement.
Transition Radiation Tracker
At the larger radii between 55.4 and 108.2 cm, straw tubes are used for tracking. The
straws have a wire of tungsten in the middle and are filled with xenon-based gas mixture.
A particle which crosses a straw causes the gas to ionise, and the ionisation electrons
drift to the anode wire. The straw hits contribute significantly to the momentum mea-
surement. The TRT only provides Rφ information, for which it has an intrinsic accuracy
of 130 µm per straw. The lower precision per point compared to the silicon is compen-
sated by the large number of measurements. The TRT enables track following up to
|η| =2.0 with the barrel-end-cap transition occurring at |η| =0.7.
Besides its tracking function, TRT is also designed to provide particle identification.
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The idea is exploiting the Transition Radiation (TR) which occurs when a charged
ultra-relativistic particle traverse a boundary (interface) between two media with dif-
ferent dielectric constants. The effect depends on the media and the distance between
boundaries. The straws are, therefore, interleaved with radiator material to enhance
the emission of TR. The probability that a charged particle emits TR increases with
the Lorentz boost factor γ. Thus, at a given momentum, a lighter particle has a higher
probability to emit TR then a heavier particle. This effect therefore enables efficient
discrimination between electrons and pions. Since transition radiation gives a higher
signal amplitude in comparison to the one coming from ionisation, the dual function of
the TRT is accomplished by having two thresholds: a low threshold for ionisation, and
a high threshold for TR hits.
2.2.3 Calorimeters
The ATLAS calorimeters are located outside the solenoidal magnets which surround the
inner detector. The layout structure of the ATLAS calorimeters, with electromagnetic
and hadronic components, is illustrated in Fig. 2.4a.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.4: Overview of the ATLAS calorimeters (a), structure of LAr calorimeter in




The electromagnetic (EM) calorimeter is a lead-LAr (LAr for Liquid Argon) detector
with accordion-shaped electrodes, lead absorber plates and LAr active medium. The
use of LAr necessitates the operation at low temperatures, and therefore the calorimeter
is immersed inside a cryostat. The choice of accordion geometry ensures complete φ
symmetry without azimuthal cracks. The EM calorimeter is divided into a barrel part
(|η| <1.475) and two end-cap components (1.375< |η| <3.2). The detector covers the
region up to the radius of 2.25 meter, corresponding to more then 22(24) radiation
lengths (X0) in the barrel (end-cap) region.
The EM calorimeter is designed to provide precision measurement of electrons and
photons. The energy resolution is σE/E = 10%/
√
E ⊕ 0.7%. In the region devoted
to precision physics (|η| <2.5) the EM calorimeter is segmented into three longitudinal
fine granularity sections as shown in Fig. 2.4b. In the region of |η| <1.8, a presampler
detector is used to correct for energy losses of particles traversing through the inner
detector, the magnet coil and the cryostat. The coarser granularity of the rest of the
calorimeter is sufficient to satisfy the physics requirements for jet reconstruction and
the missing transverse energy (EmissT ) measurements.
Hadronic calorimeters
The hadronic calorimeter surrounds the EM calorimeter. Radially, the detector extends
from an inner radius of 2.28 meters to an outer radius of 4.25 meters. It consists of a
barrel Tile calorimeter (|η| <1.7) and two end-cap calorimeters (1.5< |η| <4.9). The Tile
calorimeter uses steel as the absorber and scintillating tiles as the active material. The
central barrel (|η| <1) is longitudinally segmented into three layers, while the extended
barrels (0.8< |η| <1.7), are divided into two layers. The end-cap calorimeter consist of
the Hadronic End-cap Calorimeter (HEC), covering the region 1.5< |η| <3.2 and the
high-density Forward Calorimeter (FCal), covering the region 3.1< |η| <4.9. The HEC
uses LAr as the active material, interleaved with copper as absorber and is segmented
into four layers. The FCal consists of three sections, and uses tungsten instead of cooper.
The large η coverage of the calorimeters ensures a good missing transverse energy
measurements, which is important for many physics signatures, such as those involving
τ leptons and supersymmetric particles. The granularity of these detectors, although
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coarser than in case of EM calorimeters, is sufficient for jet reconstruction and EmissT
measurements. The energy resolution is σE/E = 50%/
√
E ⊕3% for the Tile and HEC
and σE/E = 100%/
√
E ⊕ 10% for the FCal respectively. Transition in technology
between the barrel and the end-cap calorimeters was necessary to reduce the effects of
radiation in the forward region, where the particle multiplicity is the largest.
2.2.4 The Muon System
The muon spectrometer is used for identification and high precision measurements of
muons. Its layout structure is shown in Fig. 2.5.
Figure 2.5: Overview of the ALTAS muon spectrometer [44].
The measurements of muon momenta is based on the magnetic deflection of muon
tracks in the magnetic field. The field is provided by the barrel toroid, which is placed
within |η| <1.4, and by two end-cap magnets, which are situated between 1.6 and
2.7 in |η|. In order to accomplish various physics requirements and to cover a large
geometrical region, four different chamber technologies are involved. The Monitor Drift
Tubes (MDT’s) are designed for precision measurements of track coordinates over a large
η-range (|η| <2.7). At large rapidities, 2.0< |η| <2.7, in the innermost layer Cathode
Strip Chambers (CSC’s) are exploited instead of MDT’s. The remaining two chambers:
Resistive Plate Chambers (RPC’s) in the barrel and Thin Gap Chambers (TGC’s) in
the end-cap region, have faster drift times and are therefore used for triggering.
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2.3 The ATLAS Trigger System
The nature of proton-proton collisions at the LHC has another non-trivial consequence.
The interaction rate at the design luminosity is approximately one GHz, while the
present capabilities of storage and data handling limit the data recording to about
200 Hz. A highly sophisticated trigger system is therefore a prerequisite to achieve the
acceptable event rate and at the same time ensure that all possible signals of new physics
are selected with high efficiency. Most of the bandwidth is assigned to triggers which
rely on a single, or a combination of, specific feature of an event, such as the presence
of a lepton, photon, a high pT jet or large transverse missing energy. These signatures
are generic enough to cover the wide range of physics processes predicted by both the
Standard Model and its various extensions.
The ATLAS trigger system achieves the large required rejection factor against back-
grounds by using a multi-level design where the event selection decision is split into dif-
ferent stages (Trigger Level) of increasing complexity and processing time. A schematic

























Figure 2.6: Overview of the ALTAS trigger system [49].
The level one (L1) trigger is hardware based and uses the information from the
muon trigger chambers as well as reduced-granularity towers from calorimeters. Any
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sufficiently high pT object regardless of its type (electron/photon, muon, tau lepton, jet
or EmissT ), causes a positive trigger decision. Regions in φ and η in the detector, where
these objects have been found are called Regions-of-Interests (RoI’s). At L1, within
2.5µs only, the data rate is reduced to approximately 75 kHz.
The RoI data includes information on the type of feature identified and the criteria
passed, such as a pT threshold. This information is subsequently used by the High-Level
Triggers (HLT): the Level two (L2) and the Event Filter (EF). The L2 selection is seeded
by RoI and uses, at full granularity, all the available detector data within the RoI’s. It
is designed to reduce the rate to approximately 3.5kHz with an event processing time
of about 40 ms. The final stage of the event selection is carried by the EF, which uses
optimised version of the standard oﬄine ATLAS reconstruction software. It reduces the
event rate roughly to 200 Hz. Details about the ATLAS trigger system can be found in
[44, 50].
2.4 Monte Carlo Simulation and Reconstruction of
Physics Events
Given the complexity of the ATLAS experiment, precise simulations of events are neces-
sary to understand the measured outcome of the collisions. The simulated data enable
one to study the discovery potential of the detector and to understand signatures of
interesting processes. This knowledge is then used to design the trigger system as well
as to develop and optimise the algorithms for the oﬄine events reconstruction.
2.4.1 General framework
Monte Carlo simulation and reconstruction of events are performed within ATHENA [52],
the ATLAS oﬄine software framework. It consists of several steps which are briefly
described below.
Event generation. There are two general purpose Monte Carlo (MC) generators:
PYTHIA [53] and HERWIG [54] which provide a framework for events generation
at the LHC. Both generators cover a wide range of physics processes implemented
with overall leading order accuracy. They represent, however, different approaches
to the ’parton shower’, hadronisation and simulation of the underlying event (the
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remnants of the protons). In the absence of real data it is not possible to judge
which of the two generators provide more realistic event description.
There are also other MC programs, which are dedicated to simulation of a specific
part of an event and can be interfaced to the general purpose generators. Examples
are the MC@NLO [55] package which implements, for a limited number of processes,
a next-to-leading order matrix element for hard scattering, or the TAUOLA [56]
library which is used to simulate decays of polarised taus.
The information of the generated particles, their types and kinematics, is stored
in the HepMC [51] event record.
Detector Simulation and Digitalisation. The generated final state particles are sub-
sequently passed through the ATLAS detector. Their interaction with traversed
material is simulated within the GEANT4 [57] framework. Detailed information on
the detector geometry and the magnetic field is used when simulating particles’
propagation. At this step, the decay of long lived particles is handled.
To enable comparison with the detector output, the simulated events are digitised.
The output format is called the Raw Data Object (RDO).
Reconstruction. As a first step, tracks and calorimeter clusters are reconstructed
by the use of complex pattern recognition methods specific for different sub-
detetctors. This information is subsequently used to create physics objects such
as: electrons, muons, photons, tau leptons, jets and missing transverse energy.
Each object is reconstructed by the use of a dedicated algorithm.
The results are stored in various formats with different amount of information and
event size. The Event Summary Data (ESD) contain, besides the physics objects,
the complete information about the energy deposits in the calorimeter cells and
about the reconstructed tracks and clusters. The Analysis Object Data (AOD)
have reduced size and content while Athena Aware Ntuple (AAN) are dedicated




2.4.2 Tau Lepton Reconstruction and Identification
The tau lepton decays hadronically 65% of all cases, and the remaining fraction of
decays are to lighter leptons. Since it will not be possible in the ATLAS detector to
discriminate between prompt light leptons and leptons from tau decays, the leptonic
modes are not used as the signature of tau production. Identification of hadronically
decaying taus is a challenging task, mainly due to the overwhelming background from
QCD dijet production.
The hadronic tau decays consist mainly of one or three charged hadrons accompanied
with neutrinos and possibly neutral pions. Its reconstruction is restricted to the hadronic
components while the neutrinos give rise to the transverse missing energy. Tau decays
produce a jet-like cluster in the calorimeter. Such a jet is further characterised by the
number of associated tracks reconstructed in the Inner Detector, typically one (one-
prong decays) or three (three-prong decays). However due to detector effects, both
upwards and downwards migration in the track multiplicity relative to the true number
of tracks is observed.
Reconstruction and identification of hadronically decaying taus in ATLAS is per-
formed within the so-called tauRec package. In this section only very few relevant
aspects are mentioned. An extensive description of the tauRec package can be found in
[58, 59]. There are two algorithms implemented in the package:
Calorimeter-seeded (historically called tauRec) is a generic algorithm and provides a
robust tau identification over a wide energy range from 10 GeV up to one TeV. It
starts from a calorimeter cluster and then searches for associated tracks within a
narrow cone of ∆R <0.32 seeded by the cluster direction. The tracks are required
to have pT above 2 GeV/c and pass loose quality criteria. The energy of the tau
is determined by the seed cluster reconstructed in the calorimeters.
Track-seeded (historically called tau1p3p) is more specialised, as it is optimised for
identification of low energy taus mainly from W and Z boson decays. It starts
by selecting a good quality track with pT above 6 GeV/c and associates the other
tracks to the seed track in a narrow cone of ∆R <0.2. The algorithm requires
that there are no tracks in the isolation ring 0.2< ∆R <0.4. Subsequently the





calorimeter energy, deposited in a fixed cone seeded by the track at the vertex, is
collected. The tau energy is determined using the energy flow algorithm [60]. This
method uses the measured track momentum to improve the overall measurement
of the energy in the calorimeters. It provides improvements in the low energy
range between 20 and 60 GeV.
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Figure 2.7: An illustration of the calorimeter-seeded (a) and the track-seeded (b) algo-
rithms for tau reconstruction and identification.
Due to the relatively small mass of the tau lepton, a tau-jet is well collimated. The
narrowness of the shower in the calorimeter and low track multiplicity make it possible
to distinguish the tau lepton from the QCD jet. The identification, in both algorithms, is
based on the combined information from the inner detector and the calorimeters. In both
cases, a traditional cut based selection method as well as multi-variate discrimination
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techniques have been implemented. Their performance for the low and intermediate
energy range is discussed in details in [58, 59]. The identification of taus in the high
energy region is documented in Note A of this thesis.
The tau identification methods, optimised for rejection of QCD jets, intrinsically
provides no rejection against electrons. In the tauRec package, suppression of electrons
is provided by dedicated tools and is discussed in details in Notes B and C.
Recently3, the track-seeded and the calorimeter-seeded algorithms run in a merged
configuration so it is possible to have reconstructed taus with both a track-seed and a
calorimeter-seed, with variables from both tau1p3p and tauRec algorithms available for
tau identification.
3Since Athena version 14.
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3 Summary of the thesis
contribution to ATLAS
This chapter is meant to provide a general overview of the thesis contribution to ATLAS.
The work is further detailed in the four Notes included in Part II.
3.1 Searches for a new heavy resonance with tau-
pair signature
The existence of an extra gauge boson is a generic feature of many extensions of the SM
as discussed in Chapter 1. It can be detected in ATLAS via its decays to two leptons
of opposite charge. While studies of heavy resonances decaying into a pair of electrons
or muons have been widely conducted in ATLAS [37], the work presented in this thesis
shows the first attempt to include searches in the two tau lepton final state.
3.1.1 Discovery potential
The potential of ATLAS to discover a high-mass resonance decaying into two tau leptons
is studied in detail in Note A. As a reference for the signal a Z ′ in the SSM model has
been used with masses between 600 and 2000 GeV/c2. A possible discovery has been
studied in a realistic scenario where all detector effects were included and relevant trigger
requirements fulfilled. The studies show that despite the large QCD background, the Z ′
could be discovered in the low mass region already with a few hundred pb−1 of integrated
luminosity. In order to find the Z ′ with masses between 1200 and 2000 GeV/c2, one has
to collect more data as illustrated in Fig. 3.1a.
To gauge the discovery range, Fig. 3.1b shows the cross-section needed for a 3σ and
a 5σ discovery as a function of a true mass of the Z ′ assuming one fb−1 of data. The
5σ limit can be reached for the Z ′ mass up to almost 1200 GeV/c2. For comparison,
searches in the e+e− or µ+µ− final states would be able to discover the Z ′ with a mass
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up to about 2000 GeV/c2 [37].
Z’ mass [GeV]




































Figure 3.1: For the pp → Z ′ → τ+τ− process: (a) the luminosity required for 3σ
evidence and a 5σ discovery as a function of the true SSM Z ′ mass and (b) the cross-
section required for 3σ evidence and a 5σ discovery as a function of the true Z ′ mass
assuming 1 fb−1 of data. The cross-section from the SSM, as a function of Z ′ mass, is
superimposed.
Beyond the SSM model
Although a specific model has been chosen to simulate the signal, the result presented
in Fig. 3.1b holds to a large extent for other Z ′ models. The brief discussion below, of
the validity of a model independent search, follows detailed studies performed in [61].
The efficiency of reconstructing an extra gauge boson in the two lepton final state
is related to the Z ′ mass and the coupling constants to quarks. The latter depends on
the underlying model. Given that the parton distribution functions of u and d quarks
in the proton are different and that leptons in ATLAS can be precisely measured only
within pseudorapidity of 2.5 there will be a different fraction of lepton-pairs accepted
in the processes: uu¯ → Z ′ and dd¯ → Z ′, respectively. The difference in reconstruction
efficiency for the two extreme scenarios, is of the order of 10% for a Z ′ with mass of 500
GeV/c2 and decreases as a function of mass. In most existing models, the Z ′ couples
to a combination of up type and down type quark pairs and therefore the effect will be
less stringent.
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The effect of tau polarisation and its correlations
It should be emphasised that at the time the samples used for the studies presented in
Note A were produced, the TAUOLA library was not adopted to simulate tau polarisation
and its correlations in the Z ′ → ττ process. However the acceptance for event selection,
developed in Note A, depends on the kinematics of the two final state tau leptons and
therefore on their spin configurations, as discussed in Note D (Sect 4.3). It has been
studied that negligence of the spin effects results in an underestimation of the cross
section by approximately 6% for the SSM Z ′ with 600 GeV/c2 mass. The effect is
expected to be less profound for the higher mass points, since the distributions of the
event selection variables (such as pT of the taus or the transverse missing energy) lie
further away from the cut values. Had nature produced a Z ′ of 600/c2 GeV which
couples exclusively to left-handed (right-handed) taus, the required cross section for the
discovery would have to be 26 % (13%) higher (lower) than the one shown in Fig. 3.1b.
Discovery of other bosons
In the first approximation, the studies presented in Note A, also illustrate the sensitivity
of ATLAS to discover non-gauge bosons, such as a Higgs boson or a Graviton, in the two
tau channel. The following effects need to be, however, taken into account. First of all,
the spin correlations of the taus coming from decays of a spin-zero Higgs, a spin-one Z ′
or a spin-two Graviton will be different leading to a difference in the acceptance for the
event selection. Secondly, since the production mechanisms of the three bosons differ,
they will have different rapidity distributions. Furthermore the pseudorapidity distri-
butions of the final state tau leptons will depend on the spin of the parent resonance.
Both effects will influence the acceptance for selection of two taus within |η| <2.5. Last,
the cross section for production of a Higgs or a Graviton is considerably lower than that
of a Z ′ for most models. Therefore it might be necessary to explore extra signatures in
these events to accomplish a more efficient separation between signal and backgrounds.
For instance in case of the associated production of a Higgs, the sensitivity could be
improved by combining the analysis with the requirement of additional identified b-jets
in the final state.
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3.1.2 Polarisation Measurement
In the event of discovery of a new particle, a natural question emerges regarding the
exact nature of the resonance. Interesting constraints on its couplings can be derived
by measuring the longitudinal polarisation of the final state tau leptons as discussed
in Sect. 1.3.3. Prospects for such measurement have been explored and documented
in Note D. The studies were performed based on fully simulated data samples of the
SSM Z ′ with 600 GeV/c2 mass and both taus decaying hadronically. The proposed
method made use of the inclusive sample of one-prong decays with one or more pi0 s,
corresponding to more than one third of all tau decays. The polarisation was extracted
using the Υ variable, which relies on the energy sharing between the charged and the
neutral pions, and thus does not require knowledge of the energy of the decaying tau.
The result of the fit to the Υ variable is presented in Fig. 3.3. It has been concluded
that within the chosen scenario and assuming 30 fb−1 of data the tau polarisation could
be determined with combined statistical and systematic uncertainties of about 0.12.
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Figure 3.2: Results of the fit to the tau polarisation observable Υ, for taus from the
SSM Z ′ of 600 GeV/c2 mass. The true tau polarisation (Pτ ) equals -0.15.
3.2 Improvements of the tau lepton reconstruction
and identification
Searches for new physics in channels involving taus require an excellent understanding
of tau leptons’ signatures in the ATLAS detector. It can be achieved by observing taus
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originating from the Standard Model tt¯, W and Z decays. These processes will be used
as control channels and will be important for tau energy calibration and background
normalisation for searches for new physics.
Efficient and robust reconstruction and identification of hadronically decaying taus
is provided by the tauRec package which was introduced in Sect. 2.4.2. Its development
was a team work of many people in ATLAS. In Notes B and C two improvements to
the package are discussed: optimisation of criteria for track selection and suppression of
backgrounds coming from isolated electrons. Despite the considerable overlap between
the two notes inclusion of both illustrates the development of the algorithm.
Selection of tracks from charged hadrons originating from tau decays is a key element
of tau reconstruction within the track-seeded approach. Initially, the algorithm used the
track quality criteria developed in the context of b-quark tagging. Such selection en-
abled to efficiently eliminate tracks with hadronic interactions within the Inner Detector
(which is important for energy-flow algorithm) as well as to suppress the fraction of taus
with misidentified charge. These criteria have been revisited and optimised to accom-
plish requirements specific for reconstruction of tau leptons such as a high purity in
determination of number of prongs. New selection criteria, which considerably diminish
migration between one- and three-prong events and at the same time improve the overall
tau reconstruction efficiency, have been developed and implemented as default in the
track-seeded algorithm. For details the reader is referred to Note B.
The other improvement to the track-based tau reconstruction and identification con-
cerns development and implementation of a dedicated algorithm for suppression of elec-
trons. The method is cut based and uses information form both tracking and calorimetry.
Initially the tool was optimised to provide electron rejection in the low energy region
up to 80 GeV, which is relevant for tau identification within the track-based approach.
Following the development of the tauRec package, the algorithm was adopted to per-
form on a merged collection of taus reconstructed by both the track- and the calorimeter-
seeded approach. The discrimination variables have been reviewed and optimised to
cover the energy range from 10 to 1000 GeV. To satisfy requirements of various physics
analysis the method was extended to provide three flags: LOOSE, MEDIUM and TIGHT
corresponding to different levels of electron suppression. Its performance as a function
of calorimeter-seeded transverse energy and pseudorapidity is shown in Figures 3.3a and
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3.3b respectively.
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Figure 3.3: Selection efficiency for hadronic taus and electrons as a function of (a) ET
and (b) |η|.
Another related change which appeared in the tauRec package concerned the quality
criteria applied on the seed track. Since the cut on the fraction of TRT hits exceeding
high threshold was designed to veto tracks coming from electrons, this requirement was
moved to the dedicated electron veto tool. As a next step in the merging procedure
of tauRec, it is planned to adopt the algorithm to provide electron suppression for all
reconstructed taus, that is also those which do not have the track seed.
3.3 Conclusions
With the start-up of the Large Hadron Collider in the near future an exciting period in
particle physics research will begin. In this thesis, the potential for ATLAS to discover
a new particle using tau-pair signature has been discussed based on fully simulated
data samples. Such particle could be discovered in this channel already with a few fb−1
of integrated luminosity. After collecting more data, measurement of tau polarisation
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Calculation of cross section for the qq¯ → γ/Z/Z ′ → ff¯ process
Interaction of a Z ′ boson with the SM fermions can be written as:






























A depend on the particular Z
′ model.
The differential cross section for the qq¯ → ff¯ process, with f produced into a solid







In the above formula sˆ is the center of mass energy squared,M is the quantum-mechnical
amplitude for the process to occur.
According to the Feynman rules, contributions to the amplitude can be represented
by diagrams. The amplitude for the qq¯ → γ/Z/Z ′ → ff¯ process1, is given by a sum of
a three diagrams, corresponding the the exchange of the γ, Z and Z ′ as illustrated in
Fig.3.4.
Figure 3.4: The three Feynman diagrams contributing in the lowest order to the ampli-
tude for the qq¯ → γ/Z/Z ′ → ff¯ process.
















1To the lowest order in the perturbation series.
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Table 3.1: Feynman rules for the qq¯ → γ/Z/Z ′ → ff¯ process.
where MB is the amplitude for a single diagram corresponding to an exchange of a
boson B being the photon γ, the electroweak gauge boson Z or the extra gauge boson
Z ′. Total amplitude squared is a sum of contributions from pure exchange of the γ, Z
or Z ′ (B = B′) as well as from the interference terms between the bosons (B 6= B′).
Each diagram is made up from the following components: i) external lines represent-
ing the four incoming and outgoing particles, ii) internal lines (propagators) denoting
an exchange of the corresponding boson B = γ,Z or Z ′ and iii) vertices representing
interactions of the correponding boson with fermions. The amplitude associated with a
single diagram qq¯ → B → ff¯ can be expressed in terms of the Feynman rules as:
−iMB = v¯q¯IqµB uq × PBµν (k)× u¯fIqµB vf¯ (3.4)
where IB denotes the B → ff¯ vertex, PBµν (k) the propagator of boson B and k is
the four momentum transfer constraint by the momentum conservation at each vertex.
The u, v, u¯ and u¯ are spinors representing the initial and the final state fermions. The
Feynman rules for the vertices and the propagators are summarised in Tab.3.3.
Information on the initial and the final spin states is carried by the four spinors:
u, u¯, v, v¯. Calculation of unpolarised cross-sections involves averaging over the initial
and summing over the final spin states. This sum can be performed using the following
relations [1]: ∑
s
us(p)u¯s = pµγµ +m
∑
s
vs(p)v¯s = pµγµ −m (3.5)
Expressions in eq.3.3 of the form Re[MBM
∗
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Abstract
A number of non-Standard-Model physics processes can lead to events in ATLAS
with tau lepton pairs in the final state. In this note we discuss the potential
for ATLAS to observe high-mass resonances which decay into two oppositely-
charged taus. All three di-tau final states are considered in the study presented
here: lepton-lepton, lepton-hadron and hadron-hadron. Using the official ATLAS
oﬄine reconstruction software, we consider a Z ′ with masses between 600 and
2000 GeV. The application of this study to Graviton and heavy MSSM Higgs
boson searches is also discussed.
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1 Introduction
At the LHC, a number of non-Standard-Model physics processes can lead to events
with tau lepton pairs in the final state. Examples include the production of extra
gauge bosons predicted by Grand Unified Theories (GUT), Extra Dimensions (ED),
Superstring theories, Little Higgs as well as Strong Dynamics models [1, 2, 3]. These
theories predict the existence of the Z ′, a new massive and electrically neutral par-
ticle which couples equally to all fermion generations [4]. There are however a few
models which extend the SU(N) group of the Standard Model to an SU(N)×SU(N)
gauge structure in such a way that coupling to the third generation is enhanced [5, 6].
Fermions from the third generation transform under one special unitary group, while
those of the first and the second generations transform under a different SU(N). When
the SU(N)×SU(N) spontaneously breaks into its diagonal subgroup, the broken genera-
tors correspond to the set of massive SU(N) gauge bosons that couple to fermions with
different strengths. Examples are non-commuting extended technicolors (NCETC)
and a top-flavour model which extends SU(2)×SU(2) structure for the weak interac-
tions as well as top-colour assisted technicolor and flavour-universal top-color assisted
technicolor models which include the extended U(1)×U(1) group [7, 8, 9]. In this
note we discuss the potential to observe a high-mass resonance which decays into two
oppositely-charged taus1. All studies presented in this paper refer to proton-proton
collisions at a 14 TeV centre-of-mass energy. This note is organized as follows: In
Sec. 2, we discuss kinematical quantities of the signal events based on Monte Carlo
(MC) truth information. Subsequently, in Sec. 3, we focus on optimizing the rejection
of jets coming from QCD di-jet production while providing an efficient identification of
high pT taus. In Sec. 4, various trigger possibilities for each final state (lepton-lepton,
lepton-hadron and hadron-hadron) are discussed. Next, in Sec. 5, for each final state
(lepton-lepton, lepton-hadron and hadron-hadron) we discuss the individual event se-
lection and significance. Finally we conclude with Sec. 6, where a discussion of the
results is presented together with the outlook for further studies. Appendix A provides
all details related to the MC samples used in this analysis. Appendix B includes some
extra figures related to Sec. 3.
2 Signal Events
In this note we focus on a Standard-Model-like Z ′ boson produced in the Drell-Yan
process via qq¯ → γ/Z/Z ′. The Feynman diagram for this process is shown in Fig. 1a.
At the level of the matrix element calculation, the interference with γ and Z cannot be
neglected, therefore in order to not be dominated by qq¯ → γ/Z production, a cut at
half of the invariant mass (
√
sˆ/2) of the Z ′ boson has been applied. As a reference for
these studies, we assume the simple extension to the Standard Model (SSM). Events
were generated in PYTHIA [10] which is a general purpose MC generator for high-energy
physics events. The production cross-section times branching ratio into a tau-pair as
a function of the Z ′ boson mass is shown in Fig. 1b. The theoretical cross-section is
obtained through a convolution of the leading order (LO) matrix element (ME) and the
parton distribution functions for protons with the parton shower algorithm accounting
for higher order corrections (i.e., soft and collinear enhancements) due to initial state
radiation (ISR). More details on generation of the Z ′ boson can be found in Ref. [10]. It
1Throughout this paper the charges of the leptons are inferred to be of opposite sign.
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should be noted that tau leptons are decayed inside of PYTHIA 2, and hence information
on the spin correlations of the τ -lepton decay products is not provided.
(a)
 GeVZ’M





















Figure 1: (a) Feynman Diagram for the Drell-Yan production of Z ′ → ττ and (b)
cross-section for Z ′ → ττ production in the SSM as a function of mass.
Current experimental upper limits on the mass of the SSM Z ′ boson are derived
from searches using high-mass tau pairs at the Tevatron experiments and are set to
400 GeV [12]. To study the potential for observing a Z ′ over a large mass range
we consider four different samples of an SSM Z ′ with masses equal to 600, 800, 1000
and 2000 GeV. Figure 2a shows the mass of the Z ′ boson from MC generator-level
truth for each of the four generated mass points. The intrinsic width obtained from a
Gaussian fit in the range of two RMS values around the mean is on the order of ∼ 2%
of the gauge boson mass. It should be stressed that the width of the resonance is not
an intrinsic feature of the Z ′ boson but is directly related to the model chosen which
predicts the existence of such a gauge boson.
Since the production mechanism is a 2→ 1 process, a non-zero transverse momen-
tum originates from ISR in the case where the Z ′ recoils against one or more QCD jets.
Figures 2b and 2c show the pT
3 and η distributions of the Z ′ bosons, respectively. The
Z ′ is produced predominantly in the forward region of the detector with relatively low
transverse momentum (pT/M is on the order of 0.11 and 0.05 for masses of 600 and
2000 GeV, respectively).
In Fig. 3a the transverse momentum distribution of the un-decayed taus coming
from the four Z ′ bosons and sharp Jacobian peak around half of each Z ′ boson mass can
be observed. Figure 3b shows the integrated cosine distribution of the angle between
the two tau-lepton visible decay products. Most of the events are produced back-to-
back due to the relatively low transverse momentum of the Z ′. Experimentally, it
is impossible to resolve the neutrino system for such a configuration, therefore those
events will not contribute to the invariant mass reconstruction, as discussed later on
in Sec. 5. Another feature of Z ′→ ττ events is the relatively large missing transverse
2 Given that the TAUOLA package [11] has not been adapted for physics with extra gauge bosons,
it has not been used for generation of the signal events.
3If not stated otherwise, for all objects but hadronic taus pT denotes the transverse momentum.
In later case pT stands for the transverse momentum of the visible decay products.
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energy (EmissT ) coming from neutrinos from the tau-lepton decays as shown in Fig. 3c.
The plots in Fig. 4 show for each Z ′ mass kinematical quantities, the pT and η distribu-
tions of leptonic and hadronic taus visible decay products. In Tab. 1 the cross-section,
intrinsic width and average pT of the Z
′ boson as well as an average pT of tau-leptons,
of the hadronic system and of leptons from tau decay are summarized for the four Z ′
mass points.
Z’ Mass
MC truth 600 GeV 800 GeV 1000 GeV 2000 GeV
Cross-section fb (Z’) 3639.0 1240.0 509.0 24.0
Γ (Z’) 13.2 17.6 21.9 43.4
Mean pT GeV (Z’) 63.9 70.5 77.7 94.8
Mean pT GeV (Un-decayed τ) 216.2 286.1 352.7 678.7
Mean pT GeV (Hadr. τ) 141.6 187.3 230.3 444.4
Mean pT GeV (Lep- e, µ) 75.2 99.4 123.2 235.5
Table 1: For four different Z ′ mass points the cross-section, intrinsic width and average
pT of the Z
′ bosons are given. The average pT of the un-decayed tau-leptons, of the
hadronically-decaying taus and the average pT of the leptonic daughters (e and µ) from
leptonically-decaying taus are also given.
3 High pT tau performance
3.1 Tau Reconstruction
Tau jets are well-collimated low-multiplicity jets with hadronic and electromagnetic
energy depositions. Two algorithms are implemented in ATLAS for the reconstruction
of hadronic τ decays: The calorimeter-seeded tauRec algorithm [13], and the track-
seeded tau1p3p algorithm [14]. The former begins with a calorimeter cluster and
builds identification variables based on information from the electromagnetic (ECAL)
and hadronic (HCAL) calorimeters as well as from the Inner Detector (ID). The latter
starts from a reconstructed track and collects the energy deposited around the track
impact point in the calorimeter. In tau1p3p, the energy of the visible decay products of
the hadronically decaying taus is reconstructed using an energy flow algorithm [15] and
has been tuned for the low and intermediate pT ranges of the hadronic tau (20 . pT . 80
GeV/c). This approach however, strongly underestimates the energy in the high pT
region hence, due to the high pT nature of taus from a heavy Z
′, the reconstruction of
hadronic τ -candidates in the study that we present here was done using tauRec.
The tauRec algorithm starts from a reconstructed cluster with ET > 15 GeV and,
for the purposes of performance studies, this cluster is labeled a reconstructed τ if a
true τ -jet was found in a cone of ∆R =
√
∆η2 +∆φ2 < 0.3. In the version of the
ATLAS software used for this analysis 4, the package does not provide any discrimina-
tion against electrons or muons either at the reconstruction or the identification level,
therefore a significant fraction of true electrons and some true muons (92% and 8%,
respectively5) are reconstructed as hadronic taus. In order to avoid ”double-counting”,
4For details on ATLAS software version see Appendix A.
5These numbers were evaluated inclusively on the four Z ′ samples.
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Figure 2: For various Z’ masses (a) the distribution of the true mass, (b) the pT
distribution and (c) the η distribution are shown.
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Figure 3: For various Z’ masses (a) the pT distribution of the tau-leptons, (b) the
integrated cosine distribution of the angle between the two tau decay products and (c)
the missing transverse energy.
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Figure 4: (a) The pT distribution of the visible decay products of hadronic taus for
various Z ′ masses, (b) the pT distribution of leptons from tau decays for various Z ′
masses, and (c) the η distribution of leptons and hadronic taus evaluated inclusively
on all Z’ samples.
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a reconstructed tau matching a reconstructed tight electron or muon in a cone of
∆R < 0.2 around the τ -jet central axis is not considered as a hadronic tau.6
Figure 5 shows the reconstruction efficiency, which is defined as the probability of
the true hadronic tau to be reconstructed as a cluster, as a function of ET ,
7 η and φ. In
the plots against ET and φ only the true hadronic taus within |η| ≤ 2.5 were considered.
The efficiency for the e/µ-τ -jet overlap removal, defined as fraction of all reconstructed
taus which pass overlap removal criteria, is also plotted in Fig. 5. The efficiencies
from the four Z ′ samples are summarized in Tab. 2. The reconstruction efficiency is
normalized to all true hadronic taus with ET > 15 GeV inside of the η acceptance.
Efficiencies for the electron and muon vetos are given w.r.t. all reconstructed taus.
Electron and muon fake rates are normalized to all electrons or muons inside of the η
acceptance, respectively.
For the reconstruction of the tau energy, all cells within ∆R < 0.4 around the
barycenter are used. Cells are calibrated with an H1-style calibration, with cell weights
optimized for the calibration of jets. This method overestimates the energy of the
tau by roughly 4%. In the future, a scale factor should be applied to correct the
overall τ energy. The current correction which is employed in ATLAS is optimal
for low and intermediate ET ranges where QCD di-jets cones are much broader than
those originating from taus. Hence, the application of this scale factor would lead
to an adversely large energy underestimation and introduce a significant bias for the
reconstructed mass of the Z ′. The relative energy resolution (the mean divided by σ)
remains the same for the two calibration methods. It is for this reason that we only
use the H1-style calibration, without any corrections, in the study presented here.
Figures 6a and 6b show the tau transverse energy resolution as a function of re-
constructed ET and η of the tau, respectively. We can see that at higher energies taus
become more collimated and the resolution improves. Note that the energy is underes-
timated around |η| = 1.5, which corresponds to crack regions in the ECAL. Figure 6c
shows the overall tau transverse energy resolution which is on the order of 7%.
Z’ Mass
Efficiency % 600 GeV 800 GeV 1000 GeV 2000 GeV
Events in |η| ≤ 2.5 (MC truth) 87.1±0.2 89.9±0.1 91.5±0.1 95.3±0.1
+ET >15 GeV (MC truth) 85.5±0.2 88.7±0.1 90.6±0.1 94.8±0.1
Reconstruction 98.9±0.1 99.2±0.0 99.4±0.0 99.7±0.0
Electron veto 99.3±0.1 99.1±0.0 99.0±0.0 98.9±0.0
Muon veto 100.0±0.0 100.0±0.0 100.0±0.0 100.0±0.0
Electron -τhad fake rate 46.0±0.6 46.4±0.4 47.7±0.4 58.5±0.4
Muon - τhad fake rate 4.2±0.3 5.0±0.2 5.7±0.2 7.5±0.2
Table 2: For four Z ′ mass points the reconstruction efficiency, veto efficiency for e/µ-
τ -jet overlap removal and e/µ fake rates for taus from Z ′ decays are shown. For
completeness, the efficiencies for basic kinematic cuts are also shown.
6In later versions of the ATLAS software a dedicated tool has been implemented to provide efficient
suppression of electrons while maintaining a high tau reconstruction efficiency.
7If not stated otherwise, ET denotes the transverse energy of the visible decay products.
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Figure 5: Reconstruction efficiency and overlap removal efficiency as a function of (a)








































































Mean    1.048
RMS    0.1006
Underflow       0
Overflow      628
Integral 
 1.075e+05
 / ndf 2χ   1969 / 47
Constant  20.1±  4650 
Mean      0.000± 1.041 
Sigma    
 0.00021± 0.06964 
(c)
Figure 6: The tau energy resolution as a function of (a) ET and (b) η. (c) The overall
energy resolution together with a Gaussian fit performed in a range of two RMS values
around the mean value. These plots were made inclusively using all four Z ′ samples.
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3.2 Tau Identification: variables and performance
Several variables are considered in the tauRec package to exploit the well-collimated
low-multiplicity character of tau jets; these are combined into one discriminant based
on a likelihood method. A one-dimensional likelihood ratio is built based on 8 variables.
Three of them are discrete:
(1) Number of associated tracks (Ntrk)
(2) Number of strips in η-strip layer (Nη−hits)
(3) τ -Charge
and five are continuous:
(4) EM-Radius — the radius of the cluster in the EM calorimeter.
(5) Isolation fraction (∆E12T ) — transverse energy deposited in a ring of 0.1< ∆ R<0.2
around the cluster barycentre divided by transverse energy in cone ∆ R<0.4.
(6) Transverse energy weighted width in the η strip layer (∆η)
(7) Energy over momentum of the leading track in the transverse plane (ET/pT)
(8) Lifetime signed pseudo impact parameter significance (σIP) — ratio between impact
parameter in x-y plane and the error on the impact parameter. σIP is designed in
a way to have a positive (negative) sign if the decay happened in a flight (opposite
to its flight) direction.
Nevertheless, an important correlation exists between the variables which is ne-
glected within this approach. This method was proven to give the best hadronic tau
identification versus QCD-jet rejection. A detailed description of the method can be
found in [13]. At high ET the Ntrk variable, shown in Fig. 7a, provides the best dis-
crimination against the QCD di-jet background. The discrimination power of ∆E12T ,
shown in Fig. 7b, is high at lower values of ET and decreases with ET when the QCD
jets become very collimated due to the high Lorentz boost that they receive. It should
be noted that the tauRec algorithm includes an intrinsic requirement on the number
of tracks (1 ≤ Ntrk ≤ 3). Plots of the remaining six variables used in the calculation of
the log(likelihood) are shown in Appendix B in Figures 26 and 27. Figure 7c shows the
log(likelihood) discriminant (llh). Despite the fact that the log(likelihood) was tuned
in 11 ET bins, it shows a strong ET dependence. A fixed cut on the log(likelihood)
will not result in a flat efficiency, nor will it be optimal for jet rejection. Hence, an
ET -dependent cut should be applied as is also argued in [13].
Figures 8a and 8b summarize the performance of this approach in five different ET
bins. Plot 8a shows the ID efficiency for τ ’s from a Z ′ as a function of log(likelihood)
cut. In Plot 8b the cross-section-weighted number of fake taus from QCD di-jets for 1
fb−1 of data as a function of the highest log(likelihood) jet in the event is shown. Plots
of the QCD fake rate for six different pT values of di-jets from the hard process and
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Figure 7: (a) Ntrk, (b) ∆E
12
T and (c) Log(Likelihood). With the exception of (a), the
distributions here are shown after requiring 1 ≤ Ntrk ≤ 3. The QCD di-jet samples
with a pT of the hard process between 35 and 2240 GeV have been used.
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Figure 8: For the five different ET ranges: (a) The identification efficiency as a function
of the llh cut for hadronic taus from Z’ bosons. This plot was made inclusively using
all four Z ′ samples. (b) The cross-section-weighted number of QCD events per 1 fb−1
of data as a function of the llh cut. For every event the highest llh fake tau is selected
first. The QCD di-jet samples with a pT of the hard process between 35 and 2240 GeV
have been used.
3.3 Tau Identification: efficiency
To discriminate against backgrounds in this analysis, the hadronic tau needs to have
ET > 60 GeV, either 1 or 3 tracks, absolute value of the charge equal to 1 and fulfill
an ET -dependent llh cut as summarized in Tab. 3.
ET range 60-100 GeV 100-150 GeV 150-250 GeV 250-500 GeV >500 GeV
llh cut 6 4 2 0 -10
Table 3: The value of the log(likelihood) cut (llh) applied in different ET ranges.
The efficiency of such pre-selection and identification requirements as a function of
ET , η and φ are shown in Fig. 5 and the exact values are summarized in Tab. 4. The
efficiency is given w.r.t. reconstructed hadronic taus (after removal of the overlap with
e or µ). The QCD fake rate, defined as the fraction of events having at least one fake
tau at each step, is summarized in Tab. 5.
A clear drop in efficiency begins around |η| = 1.3 when requiring 1 ≤ Ntrk ≤ 3.
This reflects the non-uniform geometry of the ATLAS Inner Detector:
(i) The crack region in the Silicon strip (SCT) Detector at |η| = 1.3,
(ii) The crack region in the Pixel Detector at |η| = 1.7,
(iii) Lack of the coverage of the TRT Detector in the region 2.0 < |η| < 2.5.
An additional drop in efficiency after applying cuts on the log(likelihood) variable is
observed around |η| = 1.5. This corresponds to the crack regions in the ECAL, which
of course adversely affects calorimeter-based identification variables.
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Z’ Mass
Efficiency % 600 GeV 800 GeV 1000 GeV 2000 GeV
ET > 60 GeV 89.8±0.2 93.5±0.1 95.5±0.1 98.3±0.1
+Ntrk1,3 66.9±0.3 69.1±0.2 70.3±0.2 70.3±0.2
+ |charge| = 1 66.0±0.3 68.2±0.2 69.2±0.2 69.1±0.2
+llh cut 46.4±0.3 51.1±0.2 53.3±0.2 55.7±0.2
Table 4: For four Z ′ mass points the preselection and identification efficiency for taus
from Z ′ decays are shown.
4 Triggers for High pT Taus
The tau lepton decays to hadronic states in 65% of all cases, and the remaining fraction
of the decays are to lighter leptons (e or µ, accompanied by neutrinos) leading to three
different final states for a Z ′ → ττ analysis: lepton-lepton, lepton-hadron and hadron-
hadron. In this section we present the performance of the electron, muon and tau
triggers based on a trigger decision at the level of the Event Filter (EF).8
4.1 Triggers for the lepton-lepton and lepton-hadron final states
In our studies of lepton-lepton and lepton-hadron final states we select events using a
single lepton (e/µ) trigger.9 Thus, we consider five true final states, which we denote
eτh, µτh, ee, µµ and eµ. For channels with electrons we consider two trigger menu
items called e25i and e60, which are designed to select events that contain an electron
with pT above 25 GeV and 60 GeV, with and without isolation in the calorimeter
required, respectively. Events with muons are selected using a trigger menu called
µ20, appropriate for the selection of non-isolated muons with pT > 20 GeV. For a true
final state we define the trigger efficiency as the fraction of all events in a given final
state which pass the relevant trigger item normalized to total number of event in this
final state. Figures 10a and 10b show the efficiency of the triggers e25i, e60 and µ20
as a function of pT and η for channels involving electrons and muons, respectively.
Since the trigger decision is stored per event, and back-navigation to trigger objects
is not currently implemented in the ATLAS software, for true ee and µµ final states
the efficiency is plotted as a function of the transverse momentum of the highest pT
lepton found in a sensitive region of the detector (i.e., |η| < 2.5). For all of the channels
involving electrons we observe a drop of efficiency for the e25i menu item as a function
of pT as a result of the requirement of isolation in the calorimeter
10. Due to the soft
nature of the electrons from tau decays (as pointed out in Sect. 2) the e60 trigger
alone would results in unacceptably low efficiency. Hence we focus on events selected
by either the e25i or the e60 triggers. It is also worth noting that the electron triggers
are also less efficient around |η| = 1.5 due to the End-Cap/Barrel transition in ATLAS.
8This of course is preceded by trigger decisions at both Level-1 and Level-2. The Event Filter is
the third-level in the ATLAS trigger decision scheme.
9Combined electron-tau and muon-tau triggers were not yet implemented in the version of the
ATLAS software used here.
10The isolation requirement (applied at Level-1) is based on the total energy deposited in the
isolation ring rather than a fraction of the electron energy, therefore the high pT electrons are greatly
affected by the e25i trigger. The same argument holds for isolated hadronic tau trigger items.
15
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Figure 9: Preselection and identification efficiency as a function of (a) ET , (b) η and














































































































































































































































































































































The trigger for the muon channels is less efficient in the barrel region due to the
designed support structure, in particular around η = 0 which corresponds to the crack
region. Some loss in efficiency also appears between φ = −1.0 and φ = −2.2, corre-
sponding to the ’feet’ regions. Table 6 summarizes the efficiency of the trigger for each
of the five true final states.
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(b)
Figure 10: The efficiency as a function of true (a) pT and (b) η is shown for each
trigger item relevant to channels involving electrons and muons. These plots were
made inclusively using all four Z ′ samples.
Z’ Signal
Efficiency % 600 GeV 800 GeV 1000 GeV 2000 GeV
e25i (eτh) 48.0±0.7 51.3±0.5 50.4±0.5 42.3±0.5
e60 (eτh) 34.0±0.7 43.6±0.5 48.5±0.5 56.2±0.5
e25i or e60 (eτh) 52.9±0.7 59.2±0.5 61.4±0.5 64.3±0.5
mu20i (µτh) 55.3±0.7 58.9±0.5 59.9±0.5 63.1±0.5
e25i (ee) 73.3±1.7 75.9±1.1 76.1±1.2 68.0±1.2
e60 (ee) 54.4±2.0 63.0±1.2 69.8±1.3 74.6±1.1
e25i or e60 (ee) 76.5±1.7 80.9±1.0 83.7±1.0 82.9±0.9
mu20i (µµ) 80.1±1.7 81.9±1.0 84.5±1.1 87.3±0.9
e25i (eµ) 46.0±1.4 49.8±0.9 51.3±1.0 42.8±0.9
e60 (eµ) 30.8±1.3 41.1±0.9 45.8±1.0 52.9±0.9
e25i or e60 (eµ) 49.8±1.4 56.7±0.9 60.6±1.0 61.3±0.9
mu20i (eµ) 52.5±1.4 59.2±0.9 60.2±1.0 64.0±0.9
Table 6: For four Z ′ samples and the five true final states, the overall efficiency for
each trigger menu item is given.
The real goal of the trigger is to select with high efficiency events of exceptional
interest which are also expected to be found by the oﬄine analysis. Due to the reso-
lution of the pT at different trigger levels, the efficiency of each trigger item is not a
step function. Hence, the pT threshold for oﬄine selection should be set such that the
efficiency becomes flat as a function of pT . In our analyses we require pT of electrons
18
and muons to be 27 and 22 GeV, respectively; this corresponds to a 2 GeV shift above
each of the trigger thresholds. Five final states: eτh, µτh, ee, µµ and eµ are selected
by the aforementioned triggers and examined in the oﬄine analyses presented here11
and the efficiency is again defined as a fraction of all events in a given final state which
pass relevant trigger item. Figures 11a and 11b show the efficiency of the triggers as a
function of reconstructed pT and η of the leptons. The exact numbers are summarized
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Figure 11: The efficiency as a function of oﬄine (a) pT and (b) η is shown for each
trigger item relevant to channels involving electrons and muons. These plots were made
inclusively using all four Z ′ samples.
Z’ Signal
Efficiency % 600 GeV 800 GeV 1000 GeV 2000 GeV
e25i (eτh) 65.1±1.3 64.3±0.8 60.3±0.9 49.0±0.8
e60 (eτh) 55.5±1.4 61.8±0.8 63.6±0.9 69.1±0.7
e25i or e60 (eτh) 73.0±1.2 75.8±0.7 74.9±0.8 75.6±0.7
mu20i (µτh) 80.6±1.1 80.2±0.7 79.9±0.7 77.0±0.7
e25i (ee) 91.4±2.0 86.0±1.5 83.9±1.6 73.2±1.8
e60 (ee) 85.3±2.5 85.5±1.5 84.9±1.6 85.7±1.4
e25i or e60 (ee) 94.4±1.6 93.1±1.1 92.6±1.1 91.8±1.1
mu20i (µµ) 97.9±1.0 96.1±0.8 96.4±0.8 94.1±0.9
e25i (eµ) 67.3±2.4 62.6±1.4 62.0±1.5 47.5±1.4
e60 (eµ) 55.0±2.5 61.8±1.4 62.8±1.5 66.3±1.3
e25i or e60 (eµ) 75.1±2.2 75.4±1.2 76.3±1.3 72.8±1.2
mu20i (eµ) 80.4±2.0 82.0±1.1 79.7±1.3 78.7±1.1
Table 7: For four Z ′ samples and for five final states as classified oﬄine, the overall
efficiency for each trigger menu item is given.
11Electrons were identified oﬄine with the medium criteria whereas muons were required to pass
a cut on 0 < χ2trk−match < 20. Both leptons were required to be isolated as explained in the next
section. Hadronic taus were identified as described in Sec. 3.3.
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4.2 Triggers for the hadron-hadron final states
Due to large QCD fake-rates at low energies, the soft pT tau trigger menu items are
designed to be used in combination with other trigger signatures, while very high pT
items could be used standalone. In our study of the hadron-hadron final state we
select events using combined tau and missing ET triggers, tau35i and XE40, which
are designed to select events with an isolated hadronic tau with pT above 35 GeV and
missing transverse energy in the event above 40 GeV. Trigger efficiency is defined here
in the same way as for lepton-lepton and lepton-hadron final states.
Figures 12a and 12b show the efficiency of the single and combined tau items as
a function of pT and η for true hadron-hadron final states, respectively. Here pT
denotes the transverse momentum of the leading hadronic tau found within |η| < 2.5.
The efficiency of single tau35i drops significantly at high pT due to isolation criteria
applied at L1 for this signature10. Combining this hadronic tau trigger with the XE40
menu item further degrades the efficiency in the low pT region. These triggers are also
less efficient around |η|=1.5 due to the End-Cap/Barrel transition in ATLAS. Table 8
summarizes the efficiency of the single and combined trigger for the true hadron-hadron
final state.
It should be stressed that a single tau menu item such as tau60, designed to select
events containing non-isolated hadronic tau with pT above 60 GeV, would serve as
a more optimal trigger for the selection of events for the double hadronic channel.
Unfortunately this menu item was not yet implemented in the version of the ATLAS
software used here, but does appear in newer releases that have been prepared for data
taking [16].
For completeness, the performance of the trigger with respect to the oﬄine selection
has also been studied. The final state is marked as double hadronic if two hadronic taus,
selected as outlined in Sect. 3.3, are found oﬄine. Note that we require the hadronic
tau to have pT above 60 GeV which is far above the trigger threshold. Figures 13a
and 13b show the efficiency of the single and combined tau trigger menu items as a
function of pT and η for a reconstructed hadronic tau in the hadron-hadron final states,
respectively. Here again the pT denotes the transverse momentum of the highest pT
hadronic tau found within |η| < 2.5. Table 9 summarizes the efficiency of the triggers
for the oﬄine-selected hadron-hadron final state.
Z’ Signal
Efficiency % m = 600 GeV m = 800 GeV m = 1000 GeV m = 2000 GeV
tau35i 60.8±0.5 59.6±0.3 58.0±0.4 52.0±0.3
+ XE40 39.8±0.5 44.5±0.3 46.8±0.4 48.9±0.3
Table 8: For four Z ′ samples and the true hadron-hadron final state, the overall effi-
ciency for single and combined tau trigger menu items is given.
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Figure 12: Efficiency as a function of true (a) pT and (b) η is shown for single and com-
bined trigger items for the hadron-hadron channel. These plots were made inclusively
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Figure 13: Efficiency as a function of reconstructed (a) pT and (b) η is shown for single
and combined trigger items for the hadron-hadron channel. These plots were made
inclusively using all four Z ′ samples.
Z’ Signal
Efficiency % m = 600 GeV m = 800 GeV m = 1000 GeV m = 2000 GeV
tau35i 89.5±0.7 86.1±0.5 82.8±0.5 76.5±0.5
+ XE40 62.6±1.1 69.7±0.6 71.1±0.6 73.6±0.5
Table 9: For four Z ′ samples and the oﬄine-selected hadron-hadron final state, the
overall efficiency for single and combined tau trigger menu items is given.
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5 The Di-Tau Final State Analyses
In this section we examine event selection criteria that have been tuned for each of the
three di-tau final states: hadron-hadron, lepton-hadron and lepton-lepton. The final
number of signal events, s, and background events, b, in the cutflow are then used in the
calculation of the significance. We use a formula for the significance that is well-suited
for small numbers of events and follows directly from the Poisson distribution [17]:
S =
√




5.1 Common Selection Variables
The event selection variables that are common across each of the three final states
are listed, motivated and detailed below. Detailed and itemized lists of the individual
event selection criteria for each of the final states immediately follow in Sections 5.3, 5.4
and 5.5.
5.1.1 Opposite Charge
From charge conservation we know that the two taus coming from a Z ′ boson will
have opposite charge. Hence, the product of the charges of the visible tau decay
daughters must be less than zero. This requirement helps with the rejection of reducible
backgrounds from W+jets, tt¯ and QCD di-jets events, where we expect mis-identified
hadronic tau jets and leptons to have like and opposite charges equally as often.
5.1.2 Missing Transverse Energy
The presence of neutrinos in the final state (four in the case of the lepton-lepton events,
two in the case of the hadron-hadron decays) implies a significant missing ET in the
topology of the event. A cut on the missing transverse energy is efficient for rejecting
backgrounds from QCD di-jet production within a relatively low pT range. A cut on
missing transverse energy also significantly reduces tails from Drell-Yan processes such
as Z → ee (µµ) which have very little or no true missing energy. Figures 14a and 14b
show the missing transverse energy distribution for signal events with different masses,
and a 600 GeV signal versus various backgrounds, respectively.
5.1.3 Transverse Mass
To further suppress backgrounds we cut onMT , the transverse mass variable, calculated
from the transverse momentum of one visible tau daughter (a charged lepton if available
or a hadronically decaying tau in the case of the fully-hadronic final state) and the event
missing ET . The MT is calculated as
MT =
√
2 · pT,x · PMET (1− cos∆φx,MET ),
where ∆φx,MET is the opening angle in the transverse plane between the visible tau
daughter and the event missing energy. For the signal events, this transverse mass
distribution reflects the mass of the τ and peaks at a low value, but displays a wide tail
at higher values since the transverse missing momentum includes a contribution from
the neutrinos of the two τ decays. Requiring the upper bound on MT rejects most of
22
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Figure 14: The missing transverse energy distribution for signal events with different
masses (a), and a 600 GeV signal versus various backgrounds (b).
the processes involving aW boson, for which the Jacobian peak of theMT distribution
lies much higher. Figures 15a and 15b show the transverse mass distribution for signal
events with different masses, and a 600 GeV signal versus various backgrounds.
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Figure 15: The transverse mass distribution for signal events from various masses (a),
and a 600 GeV signal versus various backgrounds (b).
5.1.4 Total Event pT
The Z ′ boson is produced predominantly at rest or recoils againt jets from ISR radiation
as discussed in Sect. 2. Therefore, a vector sum of the transverse missing energy with
transverse momenta of the two tau visible daughters will result in a relatively low
23
value. To properly balance an event, if it contains a jet with pT > 40 GeV/c,
12 the
four-vector for that jet is also added. We call such a vector sum the total pT of an
event and denote this quantity as PT
tot. A cut on high values of PT
tot greatly aids in
the rejection of tt¯ backgrounds as well as QCD di-jets with high transverse momentum
of the hard process. Figures 16a and 16b show the PT
tot distribution for signal events
with different masses, and a 600 GeV signal versus various backgrounds.
 GeVtotTP



















































Figure 16: The event total transverse momentum distribution for signal events from
various masses (a), and a 600 GeV signal versus various backgrounds (b).
5.1.5 Visible Mass
A visible mass variable, calculated as defined by CDF [12] by adding the measured four-
momenta for both of the two visible tau daughters with the event missing transverse




T,y , 0, |EmissT |)), greatly helps with
background rejection in each of the final states. Similar to the transverse mass variable,
the visible mass offers partial mass reconstruction, hence the peak of the reconstructed
mass appears lower than the true value but still allows us to make a coherent statement
about the true Z ′ mass.
5.1.6 Collinear Mass Reconstruction
Although there are multiple nutrinos in the final state, event-by-event mass reconstruc-
tion is possible after making the assumption that the decay products of the τ lepton
are collinear with the τ in the laboratory frame. This is a good approximation since












= py,l1 + py,l2 + py,miss.
12We have used a cone ∆R=0.4 algorithm using topological clusters seeds for jet reconstruction
which is a standard ATLAS algorithm.
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We can then solve for the fraction of the tau momentum carried by the visible decay
daughters, x1 and x2, from the above formulas:
x1 =
px,1 · py,2 − px,2 · py,1
py,2 · px,1 + py,2 · EmissT,x − px,2 · py,1 − px,2 · EmissT,y
x2 =
px,1 · py,2 − px,2 · py,1
py,2 · px,1 + px,1 · EmissT,y − px,2 · py,1 − py,1 · EmissT,x
Using the invariant mass of the visible tau decay daughters, M12, the reconstructed





Figures 17a, 17b and 18a, 18b show the distributions for signal events with different
masses, and a 600 GeV signal versus various backgrounds for x1 and x2, respectively.
The collinear approximation becomes singular and breaks down when the two taus are
back-to-back, hence we impose the requirement that cos∆φ12 > −0.99, where ∆φ12 is
the opening angle in the transverse plane of the visible decay products of the two taus.
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Figure 17: The fraction of tau momentum carried away by the visible daughter (in this
case from a leptonically-decaying tau) for signal events from various masses (a), and a
600 GeV signal versus various backgrounds (b).
Figures 19a and 19b show the integrated cosine of the opening angle between the
decay daughters of the two taus for signal events from various masses and a 600 GeV
signal versus various backgrounds. Since the Z ′ boson is produced predominantly at
rest, most of events are back-to-back and although the cut on cos∆φ12 is very loose
13
the acceptance which results is quite low. Figure 19b shows that a significant number of
QCD events in the lepton-hadron channel have the two visible tau daughters pointing
in the same direction. In those events the same jet has been misidentified as both a
13Cuts that are much stricter are applied in searches for relatively low-mass resonances such as
Z → ττ or VBF H → ττ .
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Figure 18: The fraction of tau momentum carried away by the visible daughter (in this
case from a hadronically-decaying tau) for signal events from various masses (a), and
a 600 GeV signal versus various backgrounds (b).
hadronic tau and an electron of opposite charge.14 This “double counting” also explains
the double-peaked structure of the distributions in the x1 and x2 plots for QCD events
classified in lepton-hadron channel.
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Figure 19: The integrated cosine of the opening angle between the decay daughters of
the two taus. Note that the collinear approximation breaks down when cos(∆φ12) =
−1 for signal events from various masses (a), and a 600 GeV signal versus various
backgrounds (b).
It is worth noting that as the mass of the Z ′ increases, the more likely it is to have
been created at rest in the lab-frame and the more likely the visible tau decay daughters
14Recall in Sec. 3 a discussion on the overlap removal between hadronic taus and electrons. There
a tight electron was used whereas here in the event selection for the lepton-hadron channel we use
electrons identified using the medium selection.
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are to be back-to-back–in which case the collinear approximation is of limited use. This
fact, considered together with the small SSM cross-section for a Z ′ above 1000 GeV,
leads to our exclusive use of the visible mass for the 2000 GeV mass point. Of course if
Nature delivered a 2000 GeV Z ′ to ATLAS with a cross-section significantly enhanced
over that predicted by the SSM, one could afford to reject large numbers of events in
exchange for a more precise determination of the mass of the resonance.
5.2 Background factorization
Although most of the backgrounds we consider here are common across many analyses
in ATLAS, due to finite resources the Monte Carlo samples for these backgrounds have
not been prepared with sufficiently large enough statistics. Particularly affected are the
QCD andW+jets samples, where enormous rejection factors are required. It is for this
reason that a cut factorization method was developed to predict the background rates.
Assuming that the event selection cuts are uncorrelated with object identification cuts,
the factorization of these backgrounds is performed in the following way:
(i) Evaluate the cutflow for each channel as described in Sections 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5.
We call this the tight selection.
(ii) Evaluate the cutflow for each channel with the event selection cuts as described
in Sections 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5 but without any object identification cuts.15
We call this the loose selection.
(iii) Beginning with the cut on missing transverse energy, the loose selection is scaled
by a factor k, where for each channel k is defined as the ratio of the number of
events after the opposite charge requirement obtained using both the tight and
loose selections.
While this procedure has large uncertainties associated with it, these only affect our
ability to estimate our discovery sensitivity and will not be used during the ATLAS
data-taking era. Many efforts are currently underway to develop data-driven tech-
niques for estimating the normalization and shape for several of our most dominant
backgrounds.
5.3 Selection Criteria for the Hadron-Hadron Channel
The hadron-hadron final state is one of the most promising channels due to the large
branching ratio as well as low amount of neutrinos in the event enabling more efficient
mass reconstruction with better resolution. The selection criteria for this channel are
summarized below. The cutflow for each contributing background and each Z ′ mass
point in the hadron-hadron final state is summarized in Tab. 11. It is worth noting that
to avoid double-counting Drell-Yan events present in the signal Monte Carlo sample, the
Z+jets events passing the
√
sˆ/2 cut for each signal mass are subtracted from the signal
column in the cutflow. For the fully-hadronic analysis, this amounts to a decrease of
≈ 7% for each of the mass points—a conservative subtraction as it neglects interference
effects. Table 10 gives the significance calculated for each Z ′ mass point as expected for
1 fb−1 of data for searches involving the visible and reconstructed masses, respectively.
15Note that pT , η and isolation cuts are applied for electrons and muons. For taus neither preselec-
tion nor identification is required, only the pT requirement.
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(a) Trigger
For this analysis we only consider the use of tau triggers as outlined in Section 4.2
by selecting events which passed both tau35i and XE 40 triggers.
(b) Hadronic Tau Selection
We require two hadronic taus passing the selection criteria described in Sec. 3.3.
(c) Opposite Charge
The contribution from the reducible background processes in the cutflow can be
further suppressed by imposing the requirement that both hadronically-decaying
tau candidates be of opposite charge.
(d) Missing Transverse Energy
As very little transverse missing energy is expected from QCD events, as well
as most of the processes that contribute to the Z + jets background, requiring
ETmiss > 40 GeV here helps to reduce both of these backgrounds considerably.
(e) Transverse Mass
A cut on the transverse mass of the event, as defined in Sec. 5.1.3 above and con-
structed using the second-highest pT hadronic tau
16 in the event along with the
event transverse missing energy, helps to greatly reduce the background contribu-
tions from both W + jets and tt. Here we require MT < 35 GeV.
(f) Total Event pT
We require that the total event pT , as defined in Sec. 5.1.4, be less than 50 GeV.
This cut is especially helpful in suppression of contributions from both QCD di-jets
and tt.
(g) Visible Mass
For all events passing the event selection criteria up to this point, we construct a
visible mass as defined in Sec. 5.1.5 using both of the hadronic tau four-vectors as
well as the event missing energy. A cut on the Mvis variable is used as a kind of
one-sided mass window that only possesses a lower bound. In the hadron-hadron
analysis the lower bounds on Mvis are 400, 500, 600 and 800 GeV for Z
′ masses of
600, 800, 1000 and 2000 GeV, respectively. The reconstructed visible mass for this
channel, for an 800 GeV Z ′ in 1 fb−1 of data, is shown in Fig. 21c.
(h) Collinear Mass Reconstruction
A reconstruction of the Z ′ collinear mass, as defined in Sec. 5.1.6 where x1 and x2
are the visible hadronically-decaying tau daughters, is attempted on those events
that survive the Mvis cut. We require that 0 < x1, x2 < 1. The reconstructed
collinear mass for hadron-hadron events is exceptional, even with only 1 fb−1 of
data. A Gaussian fit to the reconstructed signal peak for an 800 GeV Z ′ yields a
mass resolution of ∼ 10% (Figure 22a).
16The choice of using the second-highest pT hadronic tau for the reconstruction of the transverse
mass was motivated by the resulting discrimination power.
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m = 600 GeV (Mvis > 400 GeV) 13.0
m = 600 GeV (Mcol) 6.8
m = 800 GeV (Mvis > 500 GeV) 8.4
m = 800 GeV (Mcol) 4.1
m = 1000 GeV (Mvis > 600 GeV) 5.4
m = 1000 GeV (Mcol) 3.8
m = 2000 GeV (Mvis > 800 GeV) 0.6
Table 10: Significance values for the hadron-hadron final state in 1 fb−1 of data.
5.4 Selection Criteria for the Lepton-Hadron Channel
The lepton-hadron final state is almost as powerful as the fully-hadronic channel. The
selection criteria used for the analysis in the lepton-hadron channel can be found below.
The cross-section for signal and backgrond processes after each selection cut, in fb, are
listed in Tab. 13. It is worth noting that to avoid double-counting Drell-Yan events
present in the signal Monte Carlo sample, the Z+jets events passing the
√
sˆ/2 cut for
each signal mass are subtracted from the signal column in the cutflow. For the lepton-
hadron analysis, this amounts to a decrease of ≈ 5% for the lowest mass point—a
conservative subtraction as it neglects interference effects. The remaining three mass
points were not affected. Table 12 gives the significance calculated for each Z ′ mass
point as expected for 1 fb−1 of data for searches involving the visible and reconstructed
masses, respectively.
(a) Trigger
In the lepton-hadron analysis we only consider events that have been collected
using high-pT lepton triggers such as those already described in Sec. 4.1.
(b) Lepton Selection
For electron and muon selection we used the standard ATLAS electron and muon
identification procedures. For electrons we require a track-match and impose the
“medium” electron selection. For muon identification we require a χ2 fit to lie be-
tween 0 and 20. We impose an isolation requirement:
∑
iET,EM<0.2/pT < 0.1 where∑
iET,EM<0.2 is the sum of the energy deposits in the electromagnetic calorimeter
within a cone of ∆R = 0.2 from the location of the lepton candidate in η-φ. To be
considered by this analysis, isolated electrons and muons must have pT > 27 GeV
and pT > 22 GeV, respectively, and |η| < 2.5. We require exactly one such lepton
to be found in the event.
(c) Hadronic Tau Selection
We require exactly one hadronic tau passing the selection criteria described in
Sec. 3.3 to be found in the event.
(d) Opposite Charge
The contributions from the reducible background in the cutflow can be significantly
suppressed by imposing the requirement that the charged lepton daughter from the












































































































































































































































































(e) Missing Transverse Energy
As very little transverse missing energy is expected from QCD events, as well
as most of the processes that contribute to the Z + jets background, requiring
ETmiss > 30 GeV helps to reduce both of these backgrounds considerably.
(f) Transverse Mass
A cut on the transverse mass of the event, as defined in Sec. 5.1.3 above and
constructed using the charged lepton (e or µ) in the event with the event transverse
missing energy, helps to reduce the background contributions from both W + jets
and ttbar by more than an order of magnitude. We require MT < 20 GeV.
(g) Total Event pT
We require that the total event pT , as defined in Sec. 5.1.4, be less than 50 GeV.
This cut is especially helpful in suppression of contributions from both QCD di-jets
and tt.
(h) Visible Mass
For all events passing the event selection criteria up to this point, we construct a
visible mass as defined in Sec. 5.1.5 using the hadronic tau, leptonically-decaying
tau daughter (e or µ) and missing energy four-vectors. A cut on the Mvis variable
is used as a kind of mass window that only includes a lower bound. In the lepton-
hadron analysis the lower bounds on Mvis are 300, 400, 500 and 700 GeV for Z
′
masses of 600, 800, 1000 and 2000 GeV, respectively. The reconstructed visible
mass for this channel, for an 800 GeV Z ′ in 1 fb−1 of data, is shown in Fig. 21b.
(i) Collinear Mass Reconstruction
A reconstruction of the Z ′ collinear mass, as defined in Sec. 5.1.6 where x1 is
the charged lepton from a leptonically-decaying tau and x2 is the hadronically-
decaying tau, is attempted on those events that survive the Mvis cut. We require
that 0 < x1 < 0.75 and 0 < x2 < 1. While the number of signal events in 1 fb
−1
for SSM cross-sections is quite small, a Gaussian fit to the reconstructed signal
peak for an 800 GeV Z ′, in 1 fb−1 of data, yields a mass resolution of ∼ 15%
(Figure 22b).
m = 600 GeV (Mvis > 300 GeV) 12.0
m = 600 GeV (Mcol) 4.0
m = 800 GeV (Mvis > 400 GeV) 8.2
m = 800 GeV (Mcol) 3.6
m = 1000 GeV (Mvis > 500 GeV) 5.2
m = 1000 GeV (Mcol) 3.0
m = 2000 GeV (Mvis > 700 GeV) 0.5




















































































































































































































































































5.5 Selection Criteria for the Lepton-Lepton Channel
The lepton-lepton final state has a low branching ratio, which is on the order of 12%.
As compared to the hadron-hadron and the lepton-hadron channels, the four neutrinos
in the fully-leptonic final-state lead to a worse mass resolution from the collinear ap-
proximation. The cross-section for signal and backgrond processes after each selection
cut, in fb, are listed in Tab. 15. It is worth noting that in the fully-leptonic final-state
the subtraction of Drell-Yan events present in the signal Monte Carlo sample was not
done due to the lack of the necessary information at the Monte Carlo truth-level in
the samples used. The number of events in 1 fb−1 for Z → ττ → ll + MET with
Mvis > 300 GeV is less than 1 and for Mvis > 400 GeV it was found that Z → ττ
does not contribute to the cutflow at all. Table 14 gives the significance calculated for
each Z ′ mass point as expected for 1 fb−1 of data for searches involving the visible and
reconstructed masses, respectively.
(a) Trigger
In this analysis we select events which pass either the e25i, e60 or mu20i triggers
as discussed in Section 4.1. We require that any one of these triggers be fired but
do not reject an event if, for example, both the e25i and mu20i triggers were fired.
(b) Lepton Selection
We require two leptons selected using the same criteria as described above in
Sec. 5.4 for the lepton-hadron channel.
(c) Opposite Charge
The contribution from the reducible backgrounds in the cutflow can be suppressed
by imposing the requirement that the charged lepton daughters from the leptonically-
decaying taus be of opposite charge.
(d) Missing Transverse Energy
As very little transverse missing energy is expected from most of the processes
that contribute to the Z + jets background, requiring ETmiss > 30 GeV helps to
reduce these backgrounds considerably.
(e) Transverse Mass
A cut on the transverse mass of the event, as defined in Sec. 5.1.3 above and
constructed using the highest pT charged lepton (e or µ) in the event
17 with the
event transverse missing energy, helps to reduce the background contributions from
W + jets by nearly an order of magnitude. We require MT < 35 GeV.
(f) Total Event pT
We require that the total event pT , as defined in Sec. 5.1.4, be less than 70 GeV.
This cut helps rejecting contributions from tt events.
(g) b-Jet Veto
The use of a b-jet veto is necessitated by the large number of tt background events
that dominate over the Z ′ signal after both the transverse mass and total event pT
cuts. Significant numbers of tt¯ events will have b-jets in the final state that have
been tagged as such by the ATLAS oﬄine reconstruction software (recall that
17The choice of using the highest pT charged lepton for the reconstruction of the transverse mass
was motivated by the resulting discrimination power.
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t → Wb ∼ 100% of the time). To further suppress this background we employ a
b-jet tagging method.
For jet reconstruction we have used a cone ∆R=0.4 algorithm [18]. Jets which
overlap with identified leptons and taus within ∆R < 0.2 were removed. A jet is
tagged as a b-jet by applying a weight which is calculated using both a method
of three-dimensional impact parameter and secondary vertex reconstruction [19].
Fig. 20 shows the distribution of the highest weight per event for a 600 GeV
signal versus various background events. A cut at 4.0 provides roughly a factor of
4 rejection against this background. The reliability of b-jet tagging during early
data-taking greatly depends on the inner detector alignment and the understanding
of fake-rates.
Highest B jet weight per event





















Figure 20: The distribution of the b-tagging weight variable for a 600 GeV signal versus
various backgrounds.
(h) Visible Mass
For all events passing the event selection criteria up to this point, we construct a
visible mass as defined in Sec. 5.1.5 using both of the charged leptonically-decaying
tau daughter (e or µ) and missing energy four-vectors. A cut on the Mvis variable
is used as a kind of mass window that only includes a lower bound. In the lepton-
lepton analysis the lower bounds on Mvis are 300, 400, 500 and 700 GeV for Z
′
masses of 600, 800, 1000 and 2000 GeV, respectively. The reconstructed visible
mass for this channel, for an 800 GeV Z ′ in 1 fb−1 of data, is shown in Fig. 21b.
(i) Collinear Mass Reconstruction
A reconstruction of the Z ′ collinear mass, as defined in Sec. 5.1.6 where x1 and x2
are the visible leptonically-decaying tau daughters, is attempted on those events
that survive the Mvis cut. We require that 0 < x1, x2 < 0.75. The resolution
on the reconstructed collinear mass for the lepton-lepton final state suffers due
to poor statistics and the presence of four neutrinos in the final state. Collinear
mass reconstruction in this channel is really only helpful in the event of signal

















































































Figure 21: The reconstructed visible mass distribution obtained for the (a) lepton-
lepton, (b) lepton-hadron and (c) hadron-hadron final states for a Z ′ signal mass of
800 GeV.
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Mean    782.8
RMS     121.3
Underflow       0
Overflow        0
Integral 
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 / ndf 2χ
 0.7423 / 3
Constant  1.044± 2.151 
Mean      33.7± 811.4 
Sigma    
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Constant  0.933± 1.753 
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Figure 22: (a) The collinear mass distribution obtained for the hadron-hadron final
state and (b) the collinear mass distribution obtained for the lepton-hadron final state
for a Z ′ signal mass of 800 GeV.
Signal Mass (Cut) Z’ Significance [σ]
m = 600 GeV (Mvis > 300 GeV) 4.8
m = 600 GeV (Mcol) 1.1
m = 800 GeV (Mvis > 400 GeV) 3.1
m = 800 GeV (Mcol) 0.4
m = 1000 GeV (Mvis > 500 GeV) 2.1
m = 1000 GeV (Mcol) 0.3
m = 2000 GeV (Mvis > 700 GeV) 0.1
Table 14: Significance values for the lepton-lepton final state in 1 fb−1.
5.6 Di-tau Systematic Uncertainties
In this section we discuss various experimental systematic uncertainties which are spe-
cific for analyses involving τ leptons and their affect on the overall significance. De-
tailed studies of the theoretical uncertainties on heavy resonance production, common
for both di-electron, di-muon and di-tau channels, and has been performed in [20].
The experimental systematic mis-measurements are as follows:
• The uncertainty on the efficiency of object identification is assumed to be 5% for
muons, 1% for electrons, and 5% for tau leptons;
• The uncertainty on the energy scale is assumed to be 1% for muons, 0.5% for
electrons, 5% for tau leptons and 7% for jets;
• The uncertainty on reconstructed pT of the objects is as follows: σ(ET ) = 0.012ET

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































• The uncertainty on the luminosity is assumed to be 20% with an integrated
luminosity of 100 pb−1 of data and 3% for 10 fb−1.
The uncertainties quoted on the resolution of muons, electrons, tau-leptons and
jets are conservative estimates assuming sub-optimal performance of the corresponding
algorithms at the beginning of ATLAS physics data-taking. In order to assess their
impact, each of the variations is applied in turn and the affect on the result of the
analysis is evaluated. Results are summarized in Tab. 16 for the four Z ′ mass points.
The most dominant systematic resulting in mis-measurement of the signal comes
from the hadronic tau energy scale. The lowest mass signal is affected by 10%. The
effect is less stringent for higher masses due to harder nature of taus coming from the
Z ′ decay, which lie much further away from the pT threshold used in the hadronic tau
selection.
Given 1 fb−1 of data the dominant systematic source on the signal, on the order
of 18%, comes from the uncertainty in the luminosity. Summing in quadrature the
effect of all systematic mis-measurements on the signal Monte Carlo sample leads to
a total systematic uncertainty of about ±20%. Given the insufficient statistics for
the backgrounds, as discussed in Sec. 5.2, a rigorous evaluation of the systematics
is not possible at this time. As a conservative estimate, we assume that the total
systematic uncertainty on the backgrounds is identical to that observed in the signal
Monte Carlo. This is a conservative estimate because the majority of the backgrounds
in the data have very large cross-sections (di-jets, W+jets, ttbar) and the evaluation of
systematic uncertainties there should be less sensitive to statistical fluctuations than for
the signal events as also argued in [20]. Current studies on the evaluation of the Z → ττ
background using a control sample from data, estimate the systematic uncertainty of
this sample to be around 10% [21].
5.7 Combined Significance
The discovery reach of resonance searches in the di-tau final state can be greatly en-
hanced by combining together each of the lepton-lepton, lepton-hadron and hadron-
hadron final states. Table 17 shows the overall significance that can be obtained for 1
fb−1 of data by taking a quadrature sum of the individual significances. Figures 24a
and 24b show the significance at the level of the Mvis and Mcol selection cuts, respec-
tively, in 1 fb−1 of data for the individual final states, as well as all combined. The grey
region in each plot denotes the affect on the total significance assuming 20% systematic
uncertainty on the background.
m = 600 GeV (Mvis) 18.3
m = 600 GeV (Mcol) 8.0
m = 800 GeV (Mvis) 12.1
m = 800 GeV (Mcol) 5.5
m = 1000 GeV (Mvis) 7.8
m = 1000 GeV (Mcol) 4.9
m = 2000 GeV (Mvis) 0.8
Table 17: Significance values for all final states combined, assuming 1 fb−1 of data.
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Figures 23a and 23b show the reconstructed visible and collinear mass shapes ob-
tained from the combination of all three final-states and assuming 1 fb−1 of data.
Visible Mass GeV



































Mean    770.1
RMS       175
Underflow       0
Overflow        0
Integral 
  17.34
 / ndf 2χ
 2.234 / 6
Constant  1.462± 4.261 
Mean      22.9± 805.4 
Sigma    














Figure 23: (a) The reconstructed visible mass distribution obtained for all final states
and a Z ′ signal mass of 800 GeV, and (b) the collinear mass distribution obtained for
all final states and a Z’ signal mass of 800 GeV. In each case 1 fb−1 of data is assumed.
Z’ mass [GeV]







































Figure 24: (a) The significance at the level of theMvis selection in 1 fb
−1 of data for the
individual final states, as well as all combined. (b) The significance at the level of the
Mcol selection in 1 fb
−1 of data for the individual final states, as well as all combined.
The grey region in each plot denotes the effect on the total significance assuming 20%
systematic uncertainty on the background.
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6 Summary and Conclusion
Using the official ATLAS reconstruction package and ATLAS trigger system emulation
we have studied the potential for discovering a Z ′ boson decaying into high pT tau
pairs. All di-tau final states (lepton-lepton, lepton-hadron and hadron-hadron) have
been studied in a wide mass range extending from 600 to 2000 GeV.
The hadron-hadron and lepton-hadron final-states are the most promising channels
due to the larger branching ratios and higher signal-to-background. In addition to
suffering from the smallest total branching fraction, the lepton-lepton channel requires
b-jet tagging to suppress backgrounds from ttbar events–it is not clear that this is a
capability we will have during early ATLAS data-taking.
The best mass resolution comes from the hadron-hadron channel (via the collinear
approximation) due to the fact that this final-state contains the fewest neutrinos. A
total of four neutrinos from tau decays in the lepton-lepton final state adversely affects
the mass resolution in this channel. It is worth noting that factorization of the QCD
di-jet background was only conducted for those samples which had pT < 560; for the
higher pT samples sufficently large statistics were available. It is also worthwhile to
mention that the exact cross-sections for the QCD backgrounds at the LHC are not
known, however scaling up the contribution from QCD di-jets by factors of 2 and 10
yield signifiances that are reduced by 10% and 45%, respectively. Even in the most
pessimistic case, the fully-hadronic mode remains a discovery channel for the two lowest
mass points that were considered in the analysis.
To gauge the discovery reach of these analyses, Figure 25a shows the amount of
luminosity required for 3σ evidence or a 5σ discovery as a function of the true mass
of the Z ′. If a Z ′ exists with a relatively low mass, and is coupled to the third family,
it could be discovered in the di-tau final state with only a few hundred pb−1 of data.
Figure 25b shows the cross-section required for 3σ evidence or a 5σ discovery (all
channels combined) as a function of a Z ′ mass given 1 fb−1 of data. The cross-section
from the SSM, as a function of the true Z ′ mass, is superimposed. Assuming SSM
couplings of the extra gauge boson to taus, we can reach a 5σ discovery limit if the Z ′
has a mass up to rougly 1200 GeV. However, such a discovery comes from a counting
experiment using the visible mass as outlined in Sec. 5. As shown in Sec. 5 the invariant
mass resolution is on the order of 10% in the hadron-hadron channel and 15% in the
lepton-hadron final-state. Since the SSM Z ′ is very narrow, the intrinsic width of the
resonance is completely dominated by the detector resolution. As discussed earlier,
the collinear approximation reaches a limit of validity at a mass of around 1000 GeV,
where almost all Z ′ signal events are back-to-back. If Nature presents ATLAS with
a Z ′ heavier than ∼ 1000 GeV, the mass could be estimated from the data by using
template and fitting methods, for example.
Although we assumed the SSM and it’s branching fractions in our analysis, we did
not consider possible contributions to the di-tau background from other Z ′ decays (e.g.,
e+e−, or tt).
It should be stressed that ATLAS software is still very much under development
and considerable improvements to a few areas have already appeared in newer releases.
Regarding the hadronic tau trigger, a new high pT single tau menu item has been
added which is relevant for selecting events containing a non-isolated hadronic tau.
This change will enhance the trigger efficiency for the hadron-hadron channel above
that shown in Sec. 4.2 of this note. A few changes which could improve the analysis
have also been implemented in the tauRec oﬄine tau reconstruction package:
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Z’ mass [GeV]




































Figure 25: (a) The luminosity required for 3σ evidence or a 5σ discovery (all channels
combined) as a function of the true Z ′ mass. (b) The signal cross-section required for
3σ evidence or a 5σ discovery (all channels combined) as a function of the true Z ′ mass
assuming 1 fb−1 of data. The signal cross-section from the SSM, as a function of Z ′
mass, is superimposed.
(1) The likelihood discriminant has been tuned to provide better separation of taus
and QCD di-jets.
(2) Dedicated tools to veto electrons and muons have been added; these suppress fakes
due to non-tau leptons and therefore increase the purity.
(3) Stricter track quality criteria have been employed to suppress tracks coming from
conversions, which in turn diminish charge mis-identification and hence a higher
efficiency of preselection is expected.
Although we have used a Z ′ from the Simple Extension to the Standard Model as
a reference signal for the studies presented here, much of the discussion generalizes to
a generic di-tau resonance search. The resulting cross-section needed for 3σ evidence
or a 5σ discovery as a function of a mass (shown in Fig. 25b) is a general statement
and holds for other types of resonances such as those from a very heavy MSSM Higgs
or a graviton.
In the MSSM scenario, one observation can be crucial: At large values of tan β
the coupling to down-type leptons and quarks is strongly enhanced. This means that
the dominant Higgs production mechanism is no longer a direct gluon-gluon fusion
(gg → H) mode alone, but associated production with b quarks in a final state
(bb¯ → H/A, bg → bH/A, gg/qq¯ → bb¯H/A) contribute as well. As the latter two
production mechanisms are 2 → 2 and 2 → 3 processes, the Higgs boson acquires a
large transverse momentum which in turn allows for a more efficient reconstruction of
the invariant mass via the collinear approximation. As discussed in Sec. 5.1.6 most of
the backgrounds peak around ∆φ=−pi/2 and therefore searches using a reconstructed
mass might become more sensitive.
In the event of a discovery of a new particle using generic searches, such as those
outlined here, a natural question emerges regarding the exact nature of the observed
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resonance. Discrimination between different models can proceed by investigating the
coupling of the resonance to τ -leptons and looking for the same resonance in other di-
lepton final states. Conducting an exclusive analysis reliant on the number of b-tagged
jets in a final-state could provide a clue as to whether the observed resonance is an
MSSM Higgs or not.
Generic searches in di-tau final-states also provide a unique opportunity to de-
termine the spin of the parent particle via correlations between the tau decay prod-
ucts [22, 23, 24]. Additionally, the spin-2 nature of a resonance can be determined by
using the cos θ∗ variable–an angular distribution built directly from the decay products
of the resonance [25]. The cos θ∗ method has broader applicability, as it can also be
applied to di-electron and di-muon resonances.
Appendix A
For the studies presented in this note, the following Monte carlo samples were used:
Signal : Z ′ bosons of 600, 800, 1000 and 2000 GeV decaying to tau lepton pairs with
all τ decay modes included. Details about the sample are summarized in Tab. 18.
Events were generated with PYTHIA 6.403. TAUOLA [11] package for τ decays
has not been used.
Backgrounds : Details about the samples are summarized in Tab. 19.
For analysis of tau performance and lepton-hadron and hadron-hadron final states
AAN data format was used. For lepton-lepton analysis, due to lack of information on
b-jet tagging in AAN, the AOD data format has been used.
Sample Mass (
√
sˆ/2 cut) Dataset ID ATHENA Cross-section [pb] N Events
Z ′ → ττ 600 GeV ( 300 GeV) 5607 v12.0.6.1 3.64 20000
Z ′ → ττ 800 GeV ( 400 GeV) 5618 v12.0.6.5 1.24 49250
Z ′ → ττ 1000 GeV ( 500 GeV) 5619 v12.0.6.5 0.51 37950
Z ′ → ττ 2000 GeV ( 1000 GeV) 6683 v12.0.6.5 0.02 49650
Table 18: Signal samples used for the Z’ lepton-lepton, lepton-hadron and hadron-
hadron analyses. For each sample invariant mass, ATLAS CSC dataset IDs, oﬄine



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 60-150 GeV-hadτT Eττ →Z’
 150-500 GeV-hadτT Eττ →Z’
 >500 GeV-hadτT Eττ →Z’
 60-150 GeVτfake-TQCD  E
 150-500 GeVτfake-TQCD  E
 > 500 GeVτfake-TQCD  E
(a)
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 60-150 GeV-hadτT Eττ →Z’
 150-500 GeV-hadτT Eττ →Z’
 >500 GeV-hadτT Eττ →Z’
 60-150 GeVτfake-TQCD  E
 150-500 GeVτfake-TQCD  E
 > 500 GeVτfake-TQCD  E
(b)
IPσ

















 60-150 GeV-hadτT Eττ →Z’
 150-500 GeV-hadτT Eττ →Z’
 >500 GeV-hadτT Eττ →Z’
 60-150 GeVτfake-TQCD  E
 150-500 GeVτfake-TQCD  E
 > 500 GeVτfake-TQCD  E
(c)
Figure 26: For three different ET ranges (a) Nη−hits, (b) ∆η and (c) σIP are shown.
All distributions here are shown after requiring 1 ≤ Ntrk ≤ 3. The QCD di-jet samples
with a PT of the hard process between 35 and 2240 GeV have been used.
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 60-150 GeV-hadτT Eττ →Z’
 150-500 GeV-hadτT Eττ →Z’
 >500 GeV-hadτT Eττ →Z’
 60-150 GeVτfake-TQCD  E
 150-500 GeVτfake-TQCD  E
 > 500 GeVτfake-TQCD  E
(c)
Figure 27: For three different ET ranges (a) τ -Charge, (b) EM-Radius and (c) ET/PT.
All distributions here are shown after requiring 1 ≤ Ntrk ≤ 3. The QCD di-jet samples
with a PT of the hard process between 35 and 2240 GeV have been used.
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Figure 28: The QCD fake-rate as a function of the llh for three different ET ranges
as marked on each of (a), (b) and (c). The llh refers to the highest llh fake tau per
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Figure 29: The QCD fake-rate as a function of the llh cut for three different ET ranges
as marked on each (a), (b) and (c) plot. The llh refers to the highest llh fake tau per
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Electron veto in the τ identification package
tau1p3p
Z. Czyczula, M. Dam
Niels Bohr Institute, University of Copenhagen,
DK-2100 Copenhagen, Blegdamsvej 17, Denmark
Abstract
A track based algorithm for suppression of electrons in an efficient identification
of hadronic τ decays is described. The algorithm is seeded by the leading track of
a τ candidate reconstructed by the tau1p3p algorithm. Information on energy
depositions in the hadronic and electromagnetic calorimeters close to the track
extrapolation are used for the separation. In addition, the transition radiation in
the TRT is used. The analysis covers the full detector region, |η| < 2.5, relevant
for τ reconstruction. Results of the algorithm are presented and a significant
improvement is observed relative to the standard ATLAS electron identification
procedure (the IsEM flag).
1 Introduction
Two algorithms are currently implemented in ATLAS for the reconstruction of hadronic
τ decays: The calorimeter seeded tauRec algorithm [1], and the track based tau1p3p
algorithm [2]. The first one starts from a calorimeter cluster and builds identification
variables based on information from the electromagnetic (ECAL) and hadronic (HCAL)
calorimeters as well as from the Inner Detector (ID). The latter one starts from a
reconstructed track and collects calorimeter energy deposited in a fixed cone seeded
by the track direction at the vertex. Neither of these methods, making use of the
narrowness and isolation of calorimeter showers and low track multiplicity, intrinsically
provides discrimination against electrons, and without further rejection the major part
of electrons would be reconstructed as hadronic τ decays. In the tauRec algorithm,
electron rejection is provided using a Neural Network discriminant [3]. Here we present
an algorithm for electron suppression in the tau1p3p package. The algorithm is track
based and uses a fixed cut method to discriminate hadronic τ decays from electrons.
The note is organized as follows. First, the track quality cuts applied in tau1p3p
are revisited and new improved quality cuts suggested. These improved cuts have been
now implemented as default in tau1p3p. Next, the electron rejection procedure is
discussed. Last, the efficiency is presented together with comparison to the standard
ATLAS electron identification procedure (IsEM flag). Appendix A presents details
about the used data samples. Appendix B describes an implementation of the algorithm
in tau1p3p together with the status in different releases.
2 Track selection and removal of electrons from
conversions
In tau1p3p, a tau candidate is seeded by the presence of a track with transverse
momentum above a certain threshold (default pT > 9GeV). Other nearby tracks
are recognized if their transverse momentum exceeds a lower threshold (default pT >
2GeV). To ensure that tracks are of good quality, they were required to fulfill the
following set of criteria:
1. transverse impact parameter, A0 < 1 mm;
2. number of pixel plus SCT hits ≥ 8;
3. good quality of the track fit, i.e. χ2/d.o.f. < 1.7;
4. number of TRT hits ≥ 10 (η range up to 1.9);
5. number of high threshold TRT hits < 5.
For an improved efficiency for three-prong decays, one of three tracks is allowed to fulfill
only the first two of these criteria. It is then required that a maximum of three good
tracks be found in the region considered as the core of the tau decay, and subsequently
an isolation cut on tracks is applied. The track with the highest momentum is called
the leading track, the other tracks are called additional.
Reconstructed tau decays are categorized as one-prong (1P), two-prong (2P), or
three-prong (3P) decays based on the number of reconstructed good quality tracks.
In the material of the ID, some fraction of photons from pi0 decays undergo conver-
sion into e+e− pairs. Another source of additional tracks is the underlying event.
As a consequence, true one-prong decays may migrate to higher topologies, typically
two- or three-prong. Due to inefficiencies in the reconstruction of good quality tracks,
downwards migration is also observed.
In order to minimize upwards migration, rejection against electrons from conver-
sions is needed at the reconstruction level. In tau1p3p, once a tau decay is built
and categorized as 1P, 2P, or 3P it cannot be moved from one category to the other.
Therefore, suppression of conversion electrons has to be performed already at the same
stage as the selection of good quality tracks.
The track selection variables are the following:
NB: Number of hits in the innermost layer of the Pixel Detector, the B-layer. Since
most conversions happen at larger radii, at least one hit in this layer ensure that
the track is a primary one. Requiring B-layer hits for the additional tracks rejects
a significant number of tracks from photon conversions (Fig. 1a and b). The
leading track, however, with very high probability (more than 99% in W→ τν)
is a primary one, why this cut, which would lead to an additional 3-4% efficiency
loss, is unnecessary.
NLT: Number of TRT hits. A track is required to have at least ten TRT hits. For
an improved efficiency, outlier hits (i.e. hits associated with the track, but not
used in the track fit) are included. Adding outlier hits improves the efficiency
by 5-10% (Fig. 1c). A significant number of additional tracks have no TRT hits
(Fig. 1c). These are predominantly soft tracks, pT < 10 GeV, (Fig. 1e) which
are likely lost due to inefficiencies in the reconstruction and/or interaction in the
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Figure 1: Top: Fraction of tracks from true one-prong (a) and three-prong (b) tau
decays having at least one hit in the B layer. Middle: c) Distribution of number of
TRT hits including outliers; d) Fraction of leading tracks having at least ten TRT
hits. Bottom: e) Transverse momentum of tracks with no TRT hits (distributions
normalized to number of leading, 2nd and 3rd tracks respectively). f) Tracking variable
NHT/NLT.
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W→ τν old selection W→ τν new selection
Reconstruction efficiency 55.2 % 57.2 %
1P→ 3P migration 3.8 % 3.4 %
3P→ 1P migration 5.0 % 3.6 %
Charge Mis-identification 1P 2.0 % 1.8 %
Charge Mis-identification 3P 2.4 % 3.0 %
Table 1: Reconstruction efficiency and probabilities for 1P→ 3P and 3P→ 1P migra-
tion and charge mis-identification (in %), for new and old track selection criteria.
NHT/NLT: Fraction of TRT hits (including outliers) with response exceeding high
threshold (Fig. 1f). High threshold hits indicate transition radiation and are
therefore sensitive to electrons.
The revised criteria to define good quality tracks are the following:
1. transverse impact parameter, A0 < 1 mm;
2. number of pixel plus SCT hits ≥ 8;
3. good quality of the track fit: χ2/d.o.f. < 1.7;
4. number of TRT hits (including outliers) ≥ 10 for leading track
5. fraction of TRT hits exceeding high threshold < 0.2;
6. for additional tracks, at least one B layer hit
The TRT cuts (cuts 4 and 5) are only applied in the range |η| < 1.9, and again, for
three prong candidates, one track is allowed to fulfill only the first two criteria. These
criteria have been implemented in tau1p3p since release 13.0.20. We refer to them
as “new selection” as opposed to the “old selection” used previously. If not otherwise
stated, the new criteria are used.
The reconstruction efficiency and the probabilities for 1P → 3P and 3P → 1P
migration and charge misidentification are summarized in Tab. 1, for the old and new
selections. Here, the reconstruction efficiency is defined as the ratio between the num-
ber of reconstructed tau candidates and all true tau decays with pT > 9 GeV. The
probability for 1P → 3P (3P → 1P) migration is the fraction of true 1P (3P) decays
being reconstructed as 3P (1P). Finally, the charge mis-identification probability is the
fraction of tau decays being reconstructed with a wrong charge.
3 Electron rejection
The rejection of electrons is based on the following variables:
EHCAL: The energy deposit in the first layer of the HCAL in a window ∆φ ≤ 0.2 and
∆η ≤ 0.2 around the track extrapolation (Fig. 2a). Cutting in EHCAL at 0.4 GeV
(or alternatively at 0.2 GeV) already gives a good separation of electrons from
hadrons (Fig. 2c). In the barrel HCAL transition region at |η| ∼ 1, the first
HCAL layer is partly missing, as visible from Fig. 2c. To compensate for this,
the energy in the full HCAL depth is collected in the region 0.8 ≤ |η| < 1.2.
The EHCAL variable is plotted for electrons and pions in the left hand column of
Fig. 2. Note from Fig. 2c, the step in efficiency around |η| ' 1.7. This coincides
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with the transition in technology of the HCAL going from the tile calorimeter in
the central part to LAr in the forward parts [4].
Emaxstrip: This variable has been designed to be sensitive to secondary energy deposits in
the ECAL not associated to the leading track. The energy in the strip compart-
ment is summed over three cells in φ, and local maxima are searched for in 101
cell sums in η centered around the impact point of the leading track (excluding
a region 1.475 ≤ |η| ≤ 1.5 corresponding to the ECAL crack). Excluding the
energy associated with the leading track, the variable measures the maximum
strip energy sum within the searched range. The variable is used only in the
region of |η| ≤ 1.7, where discrimination power is provided by the TRT.
EECAL/p: The ratio between the ECAL energy and the momentum of the track. The
energy is calculated in the following windows (∆η×∆φ) around the impact cell:
0.075 × 0.3 in presampler, 0.0475 × 0.3 in strips, 0.075 × 0.075 in middle, and
1.5× 0.075 in back compartment.
NHT/NLT : The ratio of high threshold to low threshold hits in the TRT including
outliers.
In the region where the TRT provides efficient discrimination between electrons
and hadrons (|η| ≤ 1.7), the separation procedure is as follows:
1. As a first step, candidates with EHCAL > 0.4GeV are selected as hadrons. Very
few electrons leak through the ECAL to deposit energy in the HCAL, as seen
from Fig. 2a. Thus, the electron contamination in this sample is already very
low. As seen from Fig. 2e, the efficiency for hadronic decays to pass this cut
varies from about 70% at low momenta to about 95% at high momenta and is
decreasing with pseudorapidity.
2. We concentrate next on candidates with EHCAL < 0.4GeV. For this sample,
the plots in the right hand column of Fig. 2 show the variable Emaxstrip. The decay
τ → ρν tends to have a rather energetic secondary shower from the pi0 photons.
Also for the τ → piν decay, a tendency towards secondary showers is observed.
This is likely caused by hadronic interactions in front of and inside the ECAL.
We apply the cut Emaxstrip > 0.3GeV, to select hadrons. In the selected sample,
the electron contamination is larger than above, so we apply a cut on the TRT,
NHT/NLT ≤ 0.11, in order to suppress this background.
3. The remaining candidates which have neither a significant HCAL energy (EHCAL <
0.4GeV) nor a secondary electromagnetic shower (Emaxstrip < 0.3GeV) are very rich
in electrons. Fig. 3a shows EECAL/p for this sample with the electrons tending
to peak at unity as expected. A cut, EECAL/p < 0.85, in combination with the
TRT requirement, NHT/NLT ≤ 0.12, is applied to suppress electrons.
In the region |η| > 1.7, where the TRT provides no efficient electron/hadron sepa-
ration, a much simplified rejection procedure is applied. Any candidate with EHCAL >
0.2GeV is accepted as a hadronic τ decay. For candidates with EHCAL ≤ 0.2GeV, it is
required that EECAL/p < 0.8 and that NHT/NLT ≤ 0.12. The lower requirement on the
HCAL energy as compared to the more central detector region improves the selection
efficiency significantly.
The electron rejection procedure is summarized in Tab. 2 and the efficiency at each









































































































































 1.7≤|η0.3, |≥strip2nd max E
ν e→W























 1.7≤|η0.3, |≥strip2nd max E
ν e→W
 1.7≤|η0.3, |≥strip2nd max E
Figure 2: Separation variables for hadronic tau decays and electrons. Left column: The
EHCAL variable. a) EHCAL for taus and electrons. c) fraction of taus/electrons passing
the EHCAL cut as function of |η|; e) same as function of pT . Right column: The Emaxstrip
variable for candidates passing the EHCAL cut; b) E
max
strip for taus/electrons; d) fraction









































 1.7≤|η<0.85, |T/PTE |> 1.7η<0.8,  |T/PTE
ν e→W
 1.7≤|η<0.85, |T/PTE |> 1.7η>0.8,  |T/PTE
b)
HT/LT TRT hits
































 1.7≤|η<0.85, |T/PTE |> 1.7η<0.8,  |T/PTE
ν e→W
 1.7≤|η<0.85, |T/PTE |> 1.7η>0.8,  |T/PTE
Figure 3: Separation variables and efficiencies for events that passed EHCAL and E
max
strip
cuts. Top: EECAL/p (a) and NHT/NLT (b). Bottom: Efficiency for electrons and
hadronic tau decays to pass the applied cut on EECAL/p plotted versus |η| (c) and pT
(d).
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Rejection cuts for |η| < 1.7
EHCAL < 0.4GeV EHCAL ≥ 0.4GeV
Emaxstrip ≥ 0.3GeV NHT/NLT < 0.12
EECAL/p < 0.85 NHT/NLT < 0.2Emaxstrip < 0.3GeV NHT/NLT < 0.11
Rejection cuts for |η| < 1.7




Table 2: Cuts for electron veto. At the top, for |η| < 1.7: Tracks are divided into three
categories based on the variables EHCAL and E
max
strip. For each category, cuts are applied
on the variables EECAL/p and NHT/NLT as indicated. At the bottom, for |η| > 1.7.
|η| ≤ 1.7
Physics event W → τν W → eν
EHCAL ≥ 0.4GeV a) 73.6 1.9
EHCAL < 0.4GeV 26.4 98.1
+ Emaxstrip ≥ 0.3GeV 16.9 14.0
+ NHT/NLT < 0.11 b) 15.3 2.1
EHCAL < 0.4GeV 26.4 98.1
+ Emaxstrip < 0.2 9.5 84.1
+ EECAL/p < 0.85 7.7 4.3
+ NHT/NLT < 0.12 c) 7.4 1.2
Full selection: a)+b)+c) 96.3 5.2
|η| > 1.7
Physics event W → τν W → eν
EHCAL ≥ 0.2GeV a) 90.7 4.4
EHCAL < 0.2GeV 9.3 95.6
+ EECAL/p < 0.8 5.3 1.8
+ NHT/NLT < 0.13 b) 5.1 1.6
Full selection: a)+b) 95.8 6.0
Table 3: Efficiency w.r.t all tau candidates (in %) given at each step of the selection
procedure, for |η| ≤ 1.7 (top) and |η| > 1.7 (bottom)
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reconstructed as reconstructed as reconstructed as Overall
single-prong two-prong three-prong
This algorithm:
W → eν w.r.t. true 2.0 0.1 0.0 2.1
W → eν w.r.t. reco 5.2 13.5 9.0 5.4
W → τν w.r.t. reco 95.6 96.8 97.2 96.1
isEM (tight):
W → eν w.r.t. true 13.0 13.2 24.1 13.1
W → eν w.r.t. reco 34.1 34.6 65.2 34.2
W → τν w.r.t. reco 99.9 99.9 99.9 99.9
Table 4: Selection efficiencies (in %) of the presented algorithm within |η| <2.5 and
pT > 9 GeV for electrons (W → eν) and hadronic tau decays (W → τν). Efficiencies
are given separately for candidates reconstructed as 1-, 2- and 3-prongs. The overall
efficiency is the weighted average of the 1-, 2-, and 3-prong numbers. For comparison,
the corresponding efficiencies of the isEM algorithm is also shown.
4 Algorithm efficiency and comparison with IsEM
Selection efficiencies of the presented algorithm within |η| <2.5 and pT > 9 GeV are
summarized in Tab. 4. The efficiencies, which have been deduced from samples of
electrons from W → eν and hadronic tau decays from W → τν, are given both
separately for candidates reconstructed as one, two and, three prongs, and overall
defined as the weighted average of the former. Here, efficiencies are defined as the
fraction of selected candidates with respect to all reconstructed candidates in the given
category. As described in Sec. 2, some electron veto based on transition radiation in
the TRT is applied already at the level of track selection. As a result the probability
to reconstruct a W → eν as a (fake) hadronic tau decay without any further veto
decreases from about 90% to 38%. For reference, therefore also given are efficiencies
defined as the ratio between the number of selected candidates and all true electrons.
For comparison, the corresponding efficiencies for the isEM flag are also given.
Notice, that we are here using the tight electron identification criterium (isEM = 0)
for vetoing of electrons. Since, however, the isEM flag has not been optimized for
electron vetoing but for electron identification, it is not surprising, that this method
works less optimal for our purpose than the dedicated electron rejection method.
Fig. 4a–d shows selection efficiencies as function of transverse momentum and pseu-
dorapidity of the leading track. Overall the selection is rather stable against momen-
tum. At the lowest momenta, however, the efficiency for hadronic tau decays falls
somewhat off. This is mainly caused by the lower tendency of soft hadrons to pene-
trate the ECAL and leave energy in the HCAL. As a result, lowering the pT threshold
of the leading track from 9 GeV, as studied here, to 6 GeV, which is the new default in
tau1p3p, results in an overall drop of efficiency for hadonic tau decays from W → τν
by 1.5%. The selection efficiency for electrons changes very little. Some variation of
efficiency with pseudorapidity reflects the non-uniform geometry of the ATLAS detec-
tor: i) lack of the TRT coverage for |η| > 2; ii) crack region in the ECAL around
|η| ' 1.5; iii) crack region in HCAL around |η| ' 1; and iv) change in HCAL tech-
nology at |η| ' 1.7. In Fig. 4e–f, the selection efficiencies for hadronic tau decays are
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Figure 4: Top: Selection efficiency for hadronic tau decays as function of pT of the
leading track (a), and |η| (b). Selection efficiency is shown for two thresholds for the
leading track, 6 and 9 GeV respectively. Middle: Same for electrons. Bottom: e)
Selection efficiency for hadronic tau decays reconstructed as 1P, 2P and 3P as function
of pT of the leading track (e), and |η| (f).
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decays, are predominantly associated with one or more neutral pions, which deposit
significant amount of energy in ECAL. In the region |η| > 1.7, where the algorithm
is much simplified, the EECAL/p cut brings down the selection efficiency for 1P tau
decays.
5 Summary
A dedicated algorithm for electron suppression in a track based reconstruction of
hadronic tau decays has been developed. It covers the full detector region relevant
for tau reconstruction (|η| ≤ 2.5). Track selection criteria have been revisited and
optimized to achieve a higher reconstruction efficiency for hadronic tau decays and at
the same time lowering the 1P → 3P and 3P → 1P migration. Compared to using
the standard electron identification tool, IsEM, for electron vetoing, the developed
algorithm performs considerably better, achieving a much higher rejection factor for
electrons for a relatively small loss of efficiency for hadronic tau decays.
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Appendix
A. Algorithm implementation in tau1p3p
The electron veto algorithm is implemented in Athena since release 12.0.5 as the tool
tau1p3pEleVeto in tau1p3p.
Release 12: tau1p3pEleVeto is executed at the level of reconstruction, after track
selection criteria are applied. It is switched off by default. In order to use it, the
user needs to produce her own Athena aware ntuples from ESD setting in the
jobOptions: doCaloCluster = True and doTauRec = True to rerun tauRec
on ESD and tau1p3pAlg.EleVeto.doEleVeto = 1 to switch on the tool.
Note, that before release 13, the algorithm does not have the optimal performance
presented in this note. In particular it does not provide any discrimination against
electrons in the region of |η| ≥ 1.7.
Release 13: tau1p3pEleVeto is switched on by default. It provides a two-bit flag for
tau objects, returning 1 or 0 depending on whether the object was identified as
an electron or not. One bit is reserved for identification based on the presented
algorithm, the other corresponds to identification based on the tight selection for
electrons provided by the isEM flag (isEM = 0.)
Note, that in ATLAS software version 13.0.20 and later, the new selection criteria
described in Sec. 2 are set by default in the selecGQTracks tool, without, however,
a cut on NHT/NLT applied on the leading track. This cut has been moved to the
11
tau1p3pEleVeto tool, which in release 13.0.2 does not include outlier hits in the TRT
and thus performance is not optimal. The complete version of the algorithm is imple-
mented since release verion 13.0.30.
B. Technical details
Data samples from the ATLAS CSC production have been used as detailed in the
table below. From the ESD samples, Athena Aware Ntuples (AAN) were produced
using release 12.0.6 of the ATLAS software with the tau1p3p algorithm integrated
inside the tauRec package. AAN’s were produced using tauRec tag 02-04-43
and tauEvent tag 00-02-09, with the following modifications: In tauRec newer
versions of selecGQTracks and tau1p3pEleVeto tools were used as implemented in
tauRec post branch 02-04-43-09. The AAN samples can be made available on
request.
Events Dataset Nevts
W → eν trig1 misal1 csc11.005104.PythiaWenu.recon.ESD.v12000601 50,000
W → τhadν trig1 misal1 csc11.005107.pythia Wtauhad.recon.ESD.v12000601 50,000
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Abstract
A cut-based method of electron rejection for the track-seeded identification of
hadronic τ decays in the tauRec package is described. The analysis covers the
full detector region, |η| < 2.5, relevant for τ reconstruction and the pT range
from 10 to 1000 GeV. Three selection flags are introduced loose, medium and
tight.
1 Introduction
For the reconstruction of hadronic decays of τ -leptons, two algorithms are currently
implemented in the ATLAS tauRec package [1]: the calorimeter-seeded and the track-
seeded algorithms. The calorimeter-seeded algorithm starts from a TopoJet [1] with
ET > 10GeV, which is labelled a reconstructed τ candidate, and builds identification
variables based on information from the electromagnetic (ECAL) and hadronic (HCAL)
calorimeters as well as from the Inner Detector (ID). The track-seeded algorithm starts
from a leading track of good quality with pT > 6GeV and collects secondary tracks
and calorimeter energy depositions in a cone around the track direction at the vertex.
Tight track selection criteria applied in the track-seeded approach, enables efficient
suppression of fake tracks from conversion and therefore assures precise charge de-
termination, minimising confusion between one and three-prong decays [1, 2]. The
calorimeter-seeded method, being almost 100% efficient at the level of reconstruction,
uses a looser track selection, hence results in higher charge misidentification and one-
and three-prong migration.
An efficient suppression of electrons is important for analyses involving τ -leptons.
Neither the track-seeded nor the calorimeter-seeded algorithm, making use of the nar-
rowness and isolation of calorimeter showers and low track multiplicity, intrinsically
provides discrimination against electrons. Without further rejection the majority of
electrons would be identified as, predominantly one-prong, hadronic τ decays. In
tauRec, electron rejection is provided by dedicated methods. In the calorimeter-seeded
part, this is enabled by a discriminant variable built using a likelihood method [1]. In
the track-seeded approach, a cut based method (e-veto tool) is implemented [2]. In this
note, we discuss a new optimisation of this method. The algorithm has been extended
to provide three flags for the user, loose, medium and tight, corresponding to different
levels of electron suppression.
2 Sample and method
The tuning of the electron veto algorithm was based on simulated samples of hadronic
τ decays and electrons from various physics processes. Tau decays with a visible trans-
verse momentum in the intermediate range from 20 to 80 GeV were from W → τν
and Z → ττ . As a source of high pT tau decays a sample of MSSM Higgs boson de-
cays, bb¯A → bb¯ττ , with a Higgs mass of 800 GeV and a samples of Z′ boson decays,
Z′ → ττ , with Z′ mass of 2 TeV, respectively, were used. The samples of electrons
included W → eν and Z → ee as well as electrons from τ → eν decays from Z → ττ ,
bb¯A → bb¯ττ , and Z′ → ττ processes. All samples were generated using the Pythia
6.403 [3] Monte Carlo event generator and passed through the full detector simulation
and reconstruction. More details about the MC samples can be found in Appendix A.
For the performance study, in the current analysis, tau candidates were matched to
true electrons or hadronic tau decays, respectively. A candidate was labelled a hadronic
tau decay, τhadr, if the leading track matched a charged pion from a τ decay at the
truth level. Similarly, a candidate was labelled an electron if the leading track matched
a true, primary electron from a W, Z or τ decay1.
Reconstruction of hadronic tau decays, particularly the track multiplicity, can de-
pend on the event topology. Migration, of true one-prong tau decays from bb¯A→ bb¯ττ
events, to higher track multiplicity categories, was observed to be larger than in case
of taus from Z′ decays. This was traced to overlaps of tracks from b-jets and the tau
jet. Hence, in this study, efficiencies are given for each sample separately.
Table 1 shows the fraction of electrons reconstructed as hadronic tau decays by the
track seeded algorithm, when no rejection of electrons is attempted.
Candidate 〈pT〉 Overall 1P 2P 3P
Electron from W→ eν 34 GeV 73.8±0.1 70.9±0.2 2.5±0.1 0.4±0.0
Electron from Z→ ee 38 GeV 74.6±0.2 71.5±0.2 2.6±0.1 0.4±0.0
Electron from Z→ ττ 25 GeV 73.1±0.3 70.3±0.3 2.5±0.1 0.3±0.0
Electron from bb¯A→ bb¯ττ 109 GeV 80.9±0.2 75.9±0.3 3.5±0.1 1.0±0.1
Electron from Z′ → ττ 244 GeV 79.3±0.3 76.0±0.3 2.6±0.1 0.6±0.1
Table 1: Fraction of electrons, in %, reconstructed as hadronic tau decays by the
track-seeded part of tauRec when no electron rejection is attempted. Numbers are
normalised to all true electrons with pT > 6GeV within |η| < 2.5, and are given
separately for candidates reconstructed as one (1P), two (2P) and three (3P) prongs.
The overall efficiency is the sum of the one- to six-prong numbers.
3 Electron veto algorithm
The electron veto algorithm has three levels of severity, loose, medium, and tight. Of
these the first is based on the use of the IsEM of the electron identification package [5],
whereas the two latter are provided by the dedicated cut-based algorithm.
1Electrons originating from conversion and semi-leptonic decays in b- and c-jets have not been
considered in the present studies.
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3.1 loose veto
For the loose electron veto, use is made of the IsEM flag from the ATLAS electron
identification procedure [5]. If a reconstructed tau candidate is matched within a cone
of ∆R < 0.2 by an electron candidate identified using the tight IsEM flag, the candidate
is vetoed. This method, being almost 100% efficient for hadronic tau decays, provides
a rejection factor of five against electrons from W→ eν decays. It should be stressed
that the IsEM flag has been optimised for electron identification and not for electron
vetoing. Hence a dedicated vetoing procedure naturally is more performant.
3.2 medium and tight veto
The electron vetoing algorithm is seeded by the leading track and uses a cut based
method to discriminate hadronic τ -leptons from electrons. It is based on the following
variables:
EHCAL/p
Ltrk: The ratio between the energy deposit in the first layer of the HCAL in a
window |∆φ| ≤ 0.2 and |∆η| ≤ 0.2 around the track extrapolation2 and the track
momentum. In the barrel HCAL transition region at |η| ∼ 1, the first HCAL layer
is partly missing. To compensate for this, the energy in the full HCAL depth is
collected in the region 0.8 ≤ |η| < 1.2 [2]. The EHCAL/pLtrk variable is illustrated
in Fig. 1. Here as elsewhere, distributions were derived from unweighted samples
of W → τν, W→ eν, Z→ ττ , Z→ ee, A→ ττ , and Z′ → ττ . Note the, higher
separation power at |η| > 1.7 as compared to |η| ≤ 1.7. This coincides with
the transition in technology of the HCAL going from the tile calorimeter in the
central part to LAr in the forward parts [4].
Emaxstrip: This variable was designed to be sensitive to secondary energy deposits in the
ECAL not associated to the leading track. The energy in the strip compartment
is summed over three cells1 in φ, and local maxima are searched for in 101 cell
sums in η centred around the impact point of the leading track (excluding a
region 1.475 ≤ |η| ≤ 1.5 corresponding to the ECAL crack). Excluding the
energy associated with the leading track, the variable measures the maximum
strip energy sum within the searched range. More detailed description of the
variable is presented in Appendix B. The variable is used only in the region of
|η| ≤ 1.7 and pLtrkT ≤ 50GeV, where the TRT provides efficient discrimination
between pions and electrons. The Emaxstrip variable is illustrated in Fig. 2.
EECAL/p
Ltrk: The ratio between the ECAL energy and the momentum of the leading
track. The energy is calculated in the following ∆η × ∆φ windows around the
impact cell1: 0.075 × 0.3 in presampler, 0.0475 × 0.3 in strips, 0.075 × 0.075 in
middle, and 1.5×0.075 in back compartment. The variable is used only for pLtrkT <
50 GeV. The EECAL/p
Ltrk variable is illustrated in Fig. 3. Electrons tend to peak
at unity as expected. A large fraction of electrons is accepted around |η| ∼ 1.5
corresponding to the ECAL barrel/end-cap transition region. The resulting lower
overall separation power in the |η| ≤ 1.7 region can be observed from Fig. 3b.
NHT/NLT : The ratio of high threshold to low threshold hits in the TRT including
outlier hits (i.e. hits associated with the track, but not used in the track fit). High
2Only cells with |ET | > 2σ noise threshold are considered.
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threshold hits indicate transition radiation (TR) and are therefore sensitive to
electrons. The probability for a pion to emit TR, increases with its momentum.
The NHT/NLT variable is illustrated in Fig. 4. To minimise loss of hadronic tau
decays this variable is only used in low momentum region, i.e. for pLtrkT < 50GeV.
Given the lack of the coverage of the TRT for |η| > 2, efficient electron/hadron
discrimination from this variable has been limited to within |η| ≤ 1.7.
As indicated above, not all variables are used in the whole kinematic region. Table 2
summarises the usage of the variables within different ranges of |η| and pLtrkT .
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Table 2: Usage of the e-veto variables in different kinematical regions.
In the region where the TRT provides efficient discrimination between electrons
and hadrons (|η| ≤ 1.7, pLtrkT < 50GeV), the separation procedure is the following for
the medium (tight) selection:
1. As a first step, candidates with EHCAL/p
Ltrk > 0.03 are selected as hadrons. Very
few electrons leak through the ECAL to deposit energy in the HCAL, as seen
from Fig.1a. Thus, the electron contamination in this sample is already very
low. As seen from Fig.1e, the efficiency for hadronic decays to pass this cut
varies from about 75% at low momenta to about 95% at high momenta and is
decreasing with pseudorapidity as seen from Fig. 1e. The remaining electrons are
suppressed requiring that NHT/NLT < 0.2 (0.17).
2. The next step concentrates on candidates with EHCAL/p
Ltrk < 0.03. The decay
τ → ρν tends to have one or two rather energetic secondary showers from the
pi0 photons. Also for the τ → piν decay, a tendency towards secondary showers
is observed. This is likely caused by hadronic interactions in front of and inside
the ECAL. We apply the cut Emaxstrip > 0.25 (0.5)GeV to select hadrons. In the
selected sample, the electron contamination is larger than above, so we apply
a stricter cut on the TRT, NHT/NLT < 0.11 (0.09), in order to suppress this
background.
3. The remaining candidates which have neither a significant fraction of HCAL
energy nor a secondary electromagnetic shower are very rich in electrons. A cut on
EECAL/p
Ltrk < 0.85 (0.6) in combination with the TRT requirement NHT/NLT <
0.12 (0.09) is applied to suppress electrons.
In the region |η| > 1.7 and pLtrkT < 50 GeV, where the TRT provides no efficient
electron/hadron separation, a simplified rejection procedure is applied. Any candidate
with EHCAL/p
Ltrk exceeding 0.02 for themedium (0.05 for the tight) selection is accepted
as a hadronic τ decay. For candidates with EHCAL/p
Ltrk below this value, it is required
that EECAL/p
Ltrk < 0.85 for the medium (< 0.6 for the tight) selection, respectively.
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The lower requirement on HCAL energy for the medium selection as compared to the
more central detector region improves the efficiency significantly.
In the higher momentum region, pLtrkT > 50 GeV, separation based on the EHCAL/p
Ltrk
variable alone improves significantly as seen from Fig. 1b. Hence a cut on EHCAL/p
Ltrk
is sufficient to efficiently discriminate electrons from hadronic tau decays. In order to
preserve a flatter signal efficiency, the cuts applied on EHCAL/p
Ltrk were optimised in
two η and two pLtrkT bins. The electron rejection procedure is summarised in Table 3.
Given the very small fraction of electrons reconstructed as three-prong candidates
(see Table 1), for medium selection the above procedure is only applied to one- and
two-prong candidates. Candidates with three or more tracks with pLtrkT > 50 GeV are
recognised as hadronic tau decays. For pLtrkT < 50 GeV, a cut on the TRT, NHT/NLT <
0.2, is applied to provides protection against non-isolated electrons in jets. Since the
tight selection is aiming at very high electron suppression, the separation procedure is
here applied to all candidates disregarding the number of tracks.
Rejection cuts for |η| ≤ 1.7 and pLtrkT ≤ 50 GeV
EHCAL/p
Ltrk ≤ 0.03 EHCAL/pLtrk > 0.03
Emaxstrip > 0.25 (0.5)GeV NHT/NLT ≤ 0.11 (0.09)
EECAL/p < 0.85 (0.6) NHT/NLT ≤ 0.2Emaxstrip ≤ 0.25 (0.5)GeV NHT/NLT ≤ 0.12 (0.09)
Rejection cuts for |η| > 1.7 and pLtrkT ≤ 50 GeV
EHCAL/p
Ltrk ≤ 0.02 (0.05) EHCAL/pLtrk > 0.02 (0.05)
EECAL/p
Ltrk < 0.8 (0.6) no cut
Rejection cuts for pLtrkT > 50 GeV
PPPPPPPPP|η|
pLtrkT ≤ 200GeV > 200GeV
≤ 1.7 EHCAL/pLtrk > 0.005 (0.04) EHCAL/pLtrk > 0.008 (0.07)
> 1.7 EHCAL/p
Ltrk > 0.005 (0.04) EHCAL/p
Ltrk > 0.015 (0.05)
Table 3: Cuts for electron veto. Cut values are given for the medium (tight) selection.
At the top, for |η| ≤ 1.7 and pLtrkT < 50GeV: Tracks are divided into three categories
based on the variables EHCAL/p
Ltrk and Emaxstrip. For each category, cuts are applied on
the variables EECAL/p
Ltrk and NHT/NLT as indicated. In the middle, for |η| > 1.7
and pLtrkT < 50GeV: Tracks are divided into two categories based on the variable
EHCAL/p
Ltrk. For low values of EHCAL/p
Ltrk, a cut on EECAL/p
Ltrk is applied to suppress
electrons. At the bottom, for pLtrkT > 50GeV: A cut on EHCAL/p
Ltrk is applied.
4 Algorithm Performance
The performance of the algorithm for the three different criteria, loose, medium, and
tight, are summarised in Table 4. The efficiencies deduced from different physics sam-
ples, W→ τν, W→ eν, Z→ ττ , Z→ ee, A→ ττ , and Z′ → ττ , are shown separately
5
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Figure 1: The EHCAL/p
Ltrk variable: (a) distribution for hadronic tau decays and
electrons, (b) background rejection versus signal efficiency, (c) average EHCAL/p
Ltrk
as a function of |η| for hadronic tau decays, and (d) for electrons, (e) fraction of
taus/electrons passing the EHCAL/p
Ltrk > 0.03 cut as a function of reconstructed ET,
and (f) as a function of |η|.
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Figure 2: The Emaxstrip variable for candidates within |η| < 1.7 and with pLtrkT < 50GeV
and EHCAL/p
Ltrk < 0.03: (a) distribution for hadronic tau decays and electrons, (b)
background rejection versus signal efficiency, (c) average Emaxstrip as a function of |η| for
hadronic tau decays, and (d) for electrons, (e) fraction of taus/electrons passing the
Emaxstrip > 0.25 GeV cut as a function of reconstructed ET, and (f) as a function of |η|.
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Figure 3: The EECAL/p
Ltrk variable for candidates with pLtrkT < 50GeV, EHCAL/p
Ltrk <
0.03, and Emaxstrip < 0.25GeV: (a) distribution for tau decays and electrons, (b) back-
ground rejection versus signal efficiency for two |η| regions as marked on the plot, (c)
average EECAL/p
Ltrk as a function of |η| for hadronic tau decays, and (d) for elec-
trons, (e) fraction of taus/electrons passing the EHCAL/p
Ltrk < 0.85 cut as a function
of reconstructed ET, and (e) as function of |η|.
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Figure 4: The NHT/NLT variable for candidates within |η| < 1.7 with pLtrkT < 50GeV:
(a) distribution for hadronic tau decays and electrons, (b) background rejection versus
signal efficiency, (c) average NHT/NLT as a function of ET for hadronic tau decays, and
(d) for electrons, (e) fraction of taus/electrons passing the NHT/NLT < 0.15 cut as a
function of reconstructed ET, and (f) as a function of |η|.
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for candidates reconstructed as one and three prongs and overall. Both for hadronic
taus and electrons the efficiencies are given with respect to reconstructed candidates.
Tables 6–9 in Appendix C show a breakdown of the efficiencies of the medium and tight
criteria for each step of the selection procedure in the different kinematical regions.
It should be noted that by construction, tau candidates selected by tight require-
ment will also pass the medium selection. This is, however, not true for the loose flag,
which is based on a different method. Therefore it might happen that a candidate
which is selected by a medium or a tight requirement does not pass the loose selection.
Figure 5 shows the selection efficiency as function of the pseudorapidity and the
reconstructed transverse energy of the tau candidate. The selection is rather stable
against ET, however for the loose selection, the electron contamination increases sig-
nificantly with energy. Some variation of efficiency with pseudorapidity reflects the
non-uniform geometry of the ATLAS detector:
(i) Lack of the TRT coverage for |η| > 2.
(ii) Crack region in the ECAL around |η| ' 1.5.
(iii) Crack region in HCAL around |η| ' 1.
(iv) Change in HCAL technology at |η| ' 1.7.
In Fig. 6 the selection efficiencies for hadronic tau decays are shown separately for
candidates with 1 and 3 reconstructed tracks. One prong tau decays, are predominantly
associated with one or more neutral pions. An experimental overlaps between photon
showers from pi0 decays and the charge track will occur, potentially leading to misiden-
tification for electrons. Hence higher selection efficiency for three-prong hadronic taus
as compared to one-prong events.
5 Summary and Outlook
A dedicated algorithm for electron suppression in a track based reconstruction of
hadronic tau decays has been developed and optimised. It covers the full detector
region relevant for tau reconstruction, |η| ≤ 2.5, and a wide range of transverse mo-
menta from 10 to 1000 GeV. It provides three flags corresponding to different levels
of electron suppression. The loose veto rejects tracks identified as tight electron by
the IsEM flag of the standard ATLAS electron identification algorithm [5]. Being al-
most 100% efficient, it provides a factor of five rejection against isolated electrons from
W→ eν. More stringent suppression has been achieved by the dedicated algorithm.
The medium flag provides a factor of 50 rejection at the expense of losing about 5%
of the reconstructed hadronic taus. To match a requirement of the W → τν analysis
the tight criterion has been introduced enabling suppression of electrons down to the
per mill level with 15% loss of signal. Appendix C describes an implementation of the
algorithm together with the status in different ATLAS software releases.
In the current studies we concentrated on tau candidates reconstructed by the track-
seeded version of tauRec. Moreover we focused on rejection of isolated electrons from
W, Z and τ decays. Further studies should involve the following steps.











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 5: Selection efficiency for taus and electrons (a) as a function of |η|, (b) as
function of the reconstructed ET, and (c) as a function of ET in the low ET range.
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Figure 6: Selection efficiency for one-prong (1P) and three-prong (3P) taus separately
(a) as a function of |η|, (b) as function of the reconstructed ET, and (c) as a function
of ET in the low ET range.
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(ii) Study of performance of the algorithm on non-isolated electrons coming from
semi-leptonic decays in b- and c-jets.
(iii) Tuning of performance of the algorithm with different pile-up scenarios foreseen
for higher luminosities of ATLAS operation.
Appendix A
All fully simulated samples used for the analysis presented in this note have been
reconstructed using release 14.2.10. Additional tags used which were not included in
release: TauDPDMaker-00-02-34, EventViewInserters-14-02-05, EventViewUserData-
14-02-12. Details about the samples are summarised in Tab. 5.
Sample Dataset ID N Events
W→ eν 5104 98k
W→ τν 5107 34k
Z→ ee 5144 27 k
Z→ ττ 5188 99 k
A/H→ ττ 5862 83 k
Z’→ ττ 6683 49 k
Table 5: Samples used for the analysis. For each sample ATLAS CSC dataset IDs and
number of events is given.
All samples include misaligned geometry with material distortions, simulated with
30 µm displacement.
Appendix B
The Emaxstrip variable is calculated in the following way. First the energy in the strip
compartment around the impact point of the leading track is summed over three cells
in φ. Only cells with |ET | > 2σ noise threshold are considered. Subsequently local
maxima are searched for in 101 cell sums in η around the impact point excluding a
region 1.475 ≤ |η| ≤ 1.5 corresponding to the ECAL crack. It is assumed that the
most energetic strip is associated with the energy carried by the leading track. The
second highest energy local maximum, which is the Emaxstrip variable, is on the other hand
sensitive to the photon shower from pi0 decays. This variable is only calculated in the
region of |η| ≤ 1.7 and pLtrkT ≤ 50GeV, where the TRT provides efficient discrimination



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































e-veto medium: selection efficiency % 1P hadronic τ 1P electron
EHCAL/p > 0.02 a) 85.4±0.6 2.2±0.1
EHCAL/p < 0.02 + EECAL/p < 0.8 b) 6.9±0.4 1.0±0.1
Full selection a)+b) 92.3±0.4 3.2±0.1
e-veto tight : efficiency % hadronic τ electron
Overall 1P 3P Overall 1P 3P
EHCAL/p > 0.05 a) 78.2±0.5 73.0±0.7 90.6±0.8 0.6±0.1 0.5±0.1 6.2±2.1
EHCAL/p < 0.05
+EECAL/p < 0.6 b) 6.6±0.3 7.8±0.4 2.8±0.5 0.1±0.0 0.1±0.0 0.8±0.8
Full selection a)+b) 84.8±0.5 80.8±0.6 93.4±0.7 0.7±0.1 0.6±0.1 7.0±2.2
Table 7: Efficiency at each step of the selection procedure, for |η| > 1.7 and pLtrkT <
50GeV of the medium (top) and the tight selection.
e-veto medium: efficiency % 1P hadronic τ 1P electron
EHCAL/p cut 95.3±0.1 4.1±0.2
e-veto tight : efficiency hadronic τ electron
Overall 1P 3P Overall 1P 3P
EHCAL/p cut 87.0±0.2 86.4±0.2 91.2±0.5 0.3±0.1 0.3±0.1 1.6±1.6
Table 8: Efficiency at each step of the selection procedure, for |η| < 1.7 and pLtrkT >
50GeV of the medium (top) and the tight selection.
e-veto medium: efficiency 1P hadronic τ 1P electron
EHCAL/p cut 95.0±0.4 7.1±0.9
e-veto tight : efficiency % hadronic τ electron
Overall 1P 3P Overall 1P 3P
EHCAL/p cut 89.3±0.5 87.8±0.6 95.3±0.8 0.4±0.2 0.5±0.2 0.1±0.0
Table 9: Efficiency at each step of the selection procedure, for |η| > 1.7 and pLtrkT >
50GeV of the medium (top) and tight selection.
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Appendix D
The electron veto algorithm is implemented in Athena since release 12.0.5 as the tool
tau1p3pEleVeto in the track-seeded version of tauRec3.
Release 12: tau1p3pEleVeto is executed at the level of reconstruction, after track
selection criteria are applied. It is switched off by default. In order to use it, the
user needs to produce her own Athena aware ntuples from ESD setting in the
jobOptions: doCaloCluster = True and doTauRec = True to rerun tauRec
on ESD and tau1p3pAlg.EleVeto.doEleVeto = 1 to switch on the tool. Before
release 13, the algorithm does not provide any discrimination against electrons
in the region of |η| ≥ 1.7.
Release 13: tau1p3pEleVeto is switched on by default. It provides a two-bit flag for
tau objects, returning 1 or 0 depending on whether the object was identified as
an electron or not. One bit, the IsEle flag, is reserved for identification based on
the presented algorithm, the other, the IsEle eg flag, corresponds to identification
based on the tight selection for electrons provided by the isEM flag (isEM =
0.). The algorithm covers full detector region |η| < 2.5 however is not optimal
for high pT (> 100 GeV) taus.
Release 14: Since release 14.1.0 some improvement in performance in high PT region
is included [1]. The complete version of the algorithm presented in this note is
available since release 14.4.0.
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Feasibility Study of Tau Polarisation Measurement




Prospects of Measuring the Tau Polarisation in
Z′ → τ−τ+ events in ATLAS
Z. Czyczula∗, M. Dam†
Niels Bohr Institute, Copenhagen, Denmark
Should a Z′ boson be observed at the LHC with decays to tau pairs, measure-
ment of the longitudinal tau polarisation can provide valuable information on
the Z′ couplings and hence help to discriminate between various models. By
analysing the kinematics of the final state pions in the τ± → pi±pi0ν decay
mode, the tau polarisation can be extracted without reconstructing the energy
of the decaying tau. Based on fully simulated data at
√
s = 14TeV, the sen-
sitivity of the measurement is investigated in a benchmark scenario, where a
600 GeV mass Z′ has couplings according to the sequential model.
1 Introduction
The existence of a new heavy neutral boson decaying to fermion pairs is predicted by
several models. Within the Standard Model, this could be the Higgs boson, although cur-
rent estimates indicate a mass lower than 200 GeV. In models going beyond the Standard
Model, a new heavy resonance could be a heavier Higgs boson—most notably predicted
by SUSY theories—or it could be a new heavy gauge boson; a Z′. Following the possible
discovery of a heavy resonance at the LHC, the next step would be to establish its prop-
erties. The first properties to be determined are its production cross section, its mass and
width, and its branching fractions. Furthermore, measurement of the forward-backward
charge asymmetry, AFB, in leptonic decay modes can provide valuable information on its
couplings [1]. Additional information on the nature of its couplings can be acquired from
the longitudinal polarisation of tau leptons in the τ−τ+ decay channel. A non-zero po-
larisation, which arises from parity violation in the decay, is expected in most Z′ models.
No polarisation should arise if the resonance would be a Higgs. The measurement of tau
polarisation was successfully exploited at LEP, where very precise information on the Z
boson couplings was obtained from Z→ τ−τ+ decays [2].
In this note, we study the prospects of measuring the tau polarisation in the decay of








h−pi0ν ρ−ντ → pi−pi0ντ 26.0
h−pi0pi0(pi0)ν a−1 ντ → pi−pi0pi0ντ 10.8
h−h−h+(pi0)ν a−1 ντ → pi−pi−pi+ντ 14.6
Table 1: Tau lepton branching fractions [3] classified according to leading decay modes.
h− stands for pi− or K−. The Cabibbo suppressed kaon modes amount to 0.5% in the case
of h−ν and 0.4% in the case of h−pi0ν.
Z′ boson. Due to angular momentum conservation, fermions produced in Z′ decays have
opposite helicities: Z′ → τ−L τ+R or Z′ → τ−R τ+L . The polarisation of τ− and τ+ therefore
have opposite signs. In this work, we define Pτ as the polarisation of τ
−. In terms of the







Averaging over the tau production angle (inside any reasonably defined acceptance), the
tau polarisation depends on the Z′ couplings to the final state taus only.
Since parity is maximally violated in the charged-current weak decay of the tau lepton,
the angular distributions of its decay products depend strongly on the spin orientation of
the tau. Tau decays can therefore be used as spin analysers. In particular the hadronic
decay modes, having only one neutrino in the final state, are powerful analysers of the tau
polarisation. For the fully leptonic modes, with two final state neutrinos, the sensitivity is
somewhat reduced. The main tau branching fractions are summarised in Table 1.
Powerful methods to extract the tau polarisation from data were developed at the time
of the LEP experiments [4, 5, 6]. The variables used to extract the polarisation relied on
knowledge of the energy of the decaying taus from the beam energy constraint. No such
luxury is available at hadron colliders, where the tau energies can be only reconstructed in
some fraction of events via the so-called collinear approximation (see Sec. 3.2). Without
knowledge of the tau energy, the polarisation can be only extracted from a helicity anal-
ysis in decays going via a vector meson. In this note, we will demonstrate how the tau
polarisation can be extracted from the energy sharing between the two pions in the pi−pi0ν
channel. A further complication at hadron colliders is the experimental isolation of pure
samples of taus. Strict event selection criteria are necessary to suppress the overwhelming
background from QCD [7, 8]. Such criteria can be expected to influence the polarisation
observables in intricate ways and may obscure the tau polarisation measurement.
Many models exist describing a possible Z′ (for a recent review, see Ref. [9]). Most of
the theories predict the Z′ boson to couple equally to all fermion generations [10]. There
2
are, however, models which extend the Standard Model gauge structure in such a way
that coupling to third generation is enhanced [11, 12]. For this study, we have assumed
the so-called sequential model (SSM), where the Z′ couplings are the same as those of the
Z boson. The current experimental limit on the mass of a SSM Z′ boson, derived from
searches using high-mass tau pairs at the Tevatron, is 399GeV [13]. Here we have assumed
a Z′ mass of 600 GeV.
The study aims to explore the prospects of the tau polarisation measurement in a realistic
experimental scenario with all detector effects included. For this, fully simulated data
produced at a 14 TeV centre-of-mass energy have been employed.
2 Data Samples
Samples of Z′ bosons were generated with the general purpose event generator PYTHIA [14].
The Z′ bosons were forced to decay to tau lepton pairs. The tau leptons were then made
to decay using the TAUOLA package [15]. The interface between PYTHIA and TAUOLA was
modified in such way that the Z′ coupling constants from PYTHIA were propagated to
TAUOLA and correctly used for the generation of the longitudinal polarisation of the tau
leptons. The modification was performed at the level of amplitudes, hence taking into
account the interference with the Standard Model γ/Z [16]. The ATLAS detector was
fully simulated using the GEANT4 package [17], implemented inside the ATLAS software
framework, ATHENA. No pile-up effects were included. Remaining technical issues related
to the data samples can be found in Appendix A.
As default, the PYTHIA input parameters were adjusted so that the Z′ couplings were in
accord with the sequential model, i.e. identical to those of the Z boson. Then, by modifying
the coupling of the Z′ to tau leptons only, it was possible to control the longitudinal
polarisation of the tau leptons, with everything else being the same. This way two large
data samples were produced: one where the Z′ coupled to τ−L τ
+
R pairs only (the τL sample)
and the other where it coupled to τ−R τ
+
L pairs only (the τR sample). For enhanced statistics
in the sensitive hadronic channels, all taus were forced to decay hadronically.
For the production, an invariant tau pair mass of at least 300 GeV was requested.
The invariant mass distribution is shown in Figure 1. Due to interference between the
Z′ and the γ/Z, a small fraction (∼2%) of the τL (τR) sample had the “wrong” helicity






R ). As expected, these events were concentrated at the lower
end of the mass distribution. Hence, to obtain cleaner τL and τR samples, a mass window
of ±100GeV around the peak was applied, reducing this problem significantly.
3 Tau Polarisation Measurement
As already stated, in Z′ decays, the helicities of the τ− and τ+ are opposite. Since, however,
also the helicities of the ντ and ν¯τ are opposite, the angular distributions in τ
− and τ+
decays will be identical. We can therefore simply add up the decay distributions of τ−
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Figure 1: Invariant mass of the generated τ+τ− pairs.
and τ+. In the following, we will be discussing the decay of the τ−. However, the charged
conjugate decay of the τ+ would everywhere display the same characteristics.
3.1 Polarisation Observables
Here we introduce the tau polarisation variables following largely Ref. [4].
For all tau decay modes, the main observable being sensitive to the tau polarisation is
the angle, θ, in the tau rest frame between the tau line of flight and the direction of the
visible decay products. With Pτ being the longitudinal polarisation of the tau, the decay








[1 + Pτ cos θ] . (2)
For decays involving vector mesons (ρ−, a−1 , K
∗−), the hadronic system can be either
























[1− Pτ cos θ] , (4)
respectively, where v indicates the vector meson state.
Since the ντ is not observed, the τ
− direction and thus the decay angle θ cannot be
directly measured. In the relativistic limit (Eτ À mτ ), θ is related to the energy fraction
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Figure 2: For the h−ν channel, fraction of the tau energy taken by the h− in the τL and
τR samples. Plots based on Monte Carlo generator-level information.





where m is the mass of the hadronic system.
Figure 2 shows, for the h−ν channel, the x distribution for the τL and τR samples
separately. A clear difference between the two samples can be observed.
For vector meson modes, if no attempt is made to analyse the vector meson polarisation,
one must average over Eqs. (3) and (4). As a result, the sensitivity to Pτ is reduced by a
factor α = (m2τ − 2m2)/(m2τ + 2m2), that takes a value of 0.46 for ρ− and 0.12 for a−1 .
Most of the lost sensitivity can be regained if information on the helicity of the hadronic
final state is incorporated. For the ρ−ν → pi−pi0ν channel, the decay angle ψ in the ρ−
rest frame between the ρ− and pi− directions is sensitive to the polarisation of the hadronic





|ppi− + ppi0| , (6)
where Epi− and Epi0 (ppi− and ppi0) are the energies (momenta) of the charged and neutral
pions, respectively.
Figures 3a and 3b show the cos θ and cosψ distributions for the h−pi0ν channel. The clear
difference in the cosψ distribution between the τL and τR samples reflects that the ρ
− in
the decay of left-handed (right-handed) taus is predominantly transversely (longitudinally)
polarised in the laboratory frame. As a consequence, for left-handed taus the two pions
from the ρ− decay tend to share the energy equally, whereas for right-handed taus one pion
tend to be harder that the other.
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Figure 3: The cos θ (left) and cosψ (right) distributions for the pure h−pi0ν channel (top),
and for the inclusive h−npi0ν channel (bottom). The inclusive channel includes h−pi0ν and
h−pi0pi0(pi0)ν. Plots based on Monte Carlo generator-level information.
3.2 Observables at the LHC
At LHC energies, tau leptons are strongly boosted and their decay products tightly col-
limated. Experimentally, the determination of the number of final state pi0 s is therefore
difficult. Hence, in the current study, no attempt has been made to separate the h−pi0ν
state from states with additional pi0 s. All decays in the inclusive sample with one or more
pi0 s—denoted h−npi0ν— are treated in the same way as h−pi0ν decays. For the multi-pi0
states, Eq. (6) is still being used, however, Epi0 (ppi0) now designates the sum of all pi
0 ener-
6
h−ν h−pi0ν h−pi0pi0(pi0)ν h−npi0ν
cos θ 0.57 0.26 0.06 0.21
cosψ − 0.37 0.19 0.31
cos θ and cosψ − 0.48 0.18 0.39
Table 2: For one-prong τ decay modes, generator-level sensitivities of the two polarisation
variables. The h−npi0ν inclusive mode comprises h−pi0ν and h−pi0pi0(pi0)ν.
gies (momenta). Figures 3c and 3d show the cos θ and cosψ distributions for the inclusive
h−npi0ν channel.
Table 2 summarises the sensitivities (for definition, see [5]) of the cos θ and cosψ observ-
ables for the one-prong hadronic decay modes. As expected the h−ν channel is the most
sensitive. For the h−pi0ν channel, the sensitivity is increased considerably by inclusion of
the cosψ variable. In fact, the cosψ alone carries nearly 50% more information than the
cos θ variable alone. The addition of multi-pi0 final states to the h−pi0ν channel results in
a dilution reducing the sensitivity by about one fifth.
Since cos θ is extracted from the energy fraction x = E/Eτ , its definition relies on
knowledge of the tau energy. As energy is carried away by neutrinos, this is experimentally
accessible only via the collinear approximation [20] in which the tau direction is assumed to
be identical to the direction of the visible decay products, and the total missing momentum
in the event is assumed to arise from the neutrinos from the tau decays. The collinear
approximation reaches its limit when the two tau decays are back-to-back. Thus, for a
heavy Z′, it leads to a considerable loss of statistics with an acceptance only at the 10%
level.
The cosψ variable, on the other hand, does not depend on the tau energy. Apart from
the preceding mass factor, cosψ depends only on the sharing of energy between the charged
and the neutral pions from the ρ−ν decay. Experimentally, measurement of the mass of
the hadronic state, mv, is difficult, so instead of cosψ we use the variable Υ being identical
to cosψ except that the mass factor is left out. Observing that |ppi− + ppi0| = Epi− + Epi0 ,





A Monte Carlo generator-level study has shown, that the sensitivity of the Υ variable is
practically identical to that of cosψ.
4 Analysis Procedure
4.1 Tau Identification
As a first step of the event selection, hadronic tau candidates are reconstructed. The
reconstruction is done using the calorimeter-seeded version of tauRec [21, 22]. The al-
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gorithm starts from a jet within |η| < 2.5 with transverse energy exceeding 10 GeV.
Identification variables are then built based on information from the electromagnetic and
hadronic calorimeters and the Inner Detector. For the purpose of performance studies,
the candidate is labelled a matched tau if a generated tau is found inside a cone of
∆R =
√
(∆η)2 + (∆φ)2 < 0.2 around the reconstructed tau. Reconstructed candidates
are categorised as one-prong or multi-prong (typically two- or three-prong) decays based
on the number of reconstructed tracks with ptrkT > 2GeV satisfying a set of quality crite-
ria. Due to detector effects and reconstruction inefficiencies both upwards and downwards
migration in the track multiplicity relative to the true number of tracks are observed.
As a second step, reconstructed candidates are subjected to a set of tau identification
criteria as developed for an earlier study of high-pT tau pairs from Z
′ decays [8]. Candidates
are required to have ET > 60GeV, to have either one or three tracks, and to fulfil an ET
dependent cut on the tauRec log-likelihood variable (llh).
As discussed below, Z′ → τ+τ− events are required to have two identified taus according
to these criteria. On top of this, the candidate for which the polarisation is to be measured
is required to have exactly one track.
In Figure 4, efficiencies of the tau identification cuts, including the one-track requirement,
are shown as a function of ET, |η|, and Υ for the τL and τR samples separately. Here, as
in the rest of the document, efficiencies are defined with respect to all true taus inside the
acceptance of |η| < 2.5. A clear structure can be observed in the |η| dependence. The drop
in efficiency from the track multiplicity requirement at forward rapidities reflects the higher
material budget in the forward region of the tracking detectors, making precise tracking
more difficult. For the llh variable, the dip around |η| ∼ 1.5 reflects the transition region
between the barrel and end-cap electromagnetic calorimeters.
The structure in the Υ dependence is more intricate. The differences between the τL and
τR samples reflect the influence of the tau polarisation on the kinematics of the tau decay
products. As an example, in candidates with Υ close to −1, the charged pion carries only
a small fraction of the total energy. As, at the same time, the τL sample tends to be softer
than the τR sample, the requirement that there be a track with p
trk
T > 2GeV leads to a
larger loss in the τL sample than in the τR sample in this region.
Table 3a summaries the reconstruction and identification efficiencies for the τL and τR
samples. Again the efficiencies are given with respect to all true taus inside the acceptance.
4.2 Selection of h−npi0ν Decays
As already discussed, the tau polarisation will be extracted using the Υ variable from an
inclusive sample of one-prong hadronic tau decays with a single or multiple pi0 s. Inclusion
also of the h−ν channel, which has no physically meaningful definition of Υ, would dilute
the sensitivity, and is therefore avoided. No attempt will be made to reconstruct the
individual pi0 energies. Instead, the total transverse energy deposited by pi0 s is estimated as
the difference between the transverse energy of the tau visible decay products, as measured
by the calorimeters, and the transverse momentum of the charged pion, as measured by
8
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Figure 4: Efficincies of the tau identification criteria as function of true ET (top), |η|
(middle), and Υ (bottom) for the τL (left) and τR (right) samples.
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Efficiency [%] τL sample τR sample
h−ν h−pi0ν h−pi0pi0(pi0)ν h−ν h−pi0ν h−pi0pi0(pi0)ν
(a) Tau identification
- reconstruction 92.6 99.4 99.7 99.2 99.5 99.5
- ET > 60GeV 54.1 83.3 94.6 88.9 90.6 95.3
- Nntrk = 1, 3 47.0 64.1 66.8 78.7 70.2 67.4
- llh cut 36.5 46.3 44.8 62.2 50.4 45.4
(b) h−npi0ν selection
- Nntrk = 1 36.3 43.4 40.1 61.8 47.3 40.7
- E0T/ET > 0.2 3.6 38.3 38.7 5.9 34.8 38.3
(c) Event selection
- two identified taus 1.4 15.3 15.9 2.8 15.9 17.8
- other selection cuts 0.6 6.5 7.2 1.4 7.3 7.9
Table 3: Cumulative efficiencies for the three parts of the overall tau selection: (a) tau
identification, (b) selection of h−npi0ν decays, and (c) event selection. (For discussion of
the three parts of the selection, see Sections 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3.) All efficiencies are given at
the tau level with respect to all generated taus inside the acceptance.
the Inner Detector, i.e.
E0T = ET − ptrkT . (8)
Figure 5 illustrates the resolution of ET for identified one-prong hadronic tau decays.
On average, the reconstructed ET is higher than its true value, as defined from the visible
decay products of the matched tau decay, by about 2.5%. This is a calibration effect,
which could be easily removed if sufficient attention was paid to the calibration of high
momentum taus. The possible effect on the tau polarisation measurement of such a scale
error is discussed below. The resolution on ET is found to be about 6%.
Figure 6 illustrates the resolution on E0T for identified one-prong tau decays with a total
true pi0 energy exceeding 12 GeV. The distribution is clearly non-Gaussian, reflecting the
composed nature of the E0T variable. On average, the reconstructed E
0
T is higher than its
true value by 7%. This is a reflection of the scale error on ET.
For an identified one-prong hadronic tau candidate to be selected as a h−npi0ν, that is as
having one or more pi0 s, it is required that the ratio between its reconstructed neutral and
total energy, E0T/ET, be at least 0.2. Figure 7 shows the E
0
T/ET distributions, for the h
−ν,
h−pi0ν, and h−pi0pi0(pi0)ν channels. The clear difference between the τL and τR samples for
h−pi0ν is directly reflecting the polarisation. For left-handed taus, the two pions tend to
share the energy equally, whereas for right-handed taus, one pion tends to be harder than
the other leading to the observed double peaking structure. From this it is clear, that the
selection will be less efficient for right-handed taus, since these have more candidates in

















Mean   0.03183
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Figure 6: E0T resolution for identified one-
prong tau decays with true transverse en-















































Figure 7: Ratio between neutral and total energy for h−ν, h−pi0ν, and h−pi0pi0(pi0)ν
decays passing the tau identification requirements. The vertical line denotes the cut.
At this level, the dominant internal background from other tau decay modes comes from
the h−ν channel with 3% (5%) in the τL (τR) sample. Another sizable contribution of
1.8% comes from decays with a final state K0L. Three-prong decays contribute with about
1%. Backgrounds from the leptonic modes have not been addressed in the current study.
However, their contribution can be reduced to the per mille level by dedicated lepton veto
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Figure 8: The Υ distributions for the signal samples after full selection. Leptonic decay
modes not included.
algorithms [22]. Further work should assess this point.
Figure 8 shows the reconstructed Υ distributions for the selected decays including in-
ternal backgrounds. No candidates appear with Υ > 0.6 due to the E0T/ET > 0.2 cut.
Figure 9 shows true versus reconstructed Υ values. The band at Υtruth = 1 is due to the
background from h−ν.
4.3 Event selection
At the LHC, discovery of a Z′ boson decaying to tau pairs is a challenging task. Harsh
selection criteria must be applied to suppress the large backgrounds from QCD jet pro-
duction, W+jet, tt, and Z+jets events [7, 8]. A further complication is, that the resonance
mass can be only reconstructed via the collinear approximation, leading to a considerable
loss of efficiency. For the current study, where knowledge of the Z′ energy is not required,
use of the collinear approximation is avoided. It has been shown in Refs.[8, 24] that it is
possible this way to extract a sample of Z′ → τ+τ−, with a signal to background ratio
(S:B) of 3:1. The main requirements for the event selection were:
i) Two hadronic tau decays of opposite charge be identified, both with one or three tracks
and ET > 60GeV;
ii) The missing transverse energy, EmissT , be below 40 GeV;
iii) The transverse mass, mT, as constructed from the lower pT tau candidate and the
missing momentum, be below 35 GeV;
12
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Figure 9: True value of Υ versus the reconstructed value for the selected tau decays.
iv) The magnitude, pTOTT , of the vector sum of the transverse momenta of the two tau
candidates and the missing momentum be smaller than 50 GeV. (In case a jet with
pT > 40GeV was found, this was included in the sum).
v) The visible mass, mvis, constructed from the visible decay products of the two tau
candidates and the missing momentum be above 400 GeV.
Figure 10 displays the discriminating variables for the τL and τR samples. Except for the
mvis variable, good agreement between the two samples is observed. The clear difference
between the two mvis distributions, which reflects the harder nature of the decay products
from right-handed taus, results in a overall difference in selection efficiency between the
two samples.
To gauge the impact of the event selection, Figure 11 shows the selection efficiency as
function of Υ. Two steps are illustrated: after cut i), and after cut v). As seen, the
acceptance is rather flat in Υ, however, lower for the τL than for the τR sample.
The final selection efficiencies are summarised in Table 3c. At the event selection level,
the efficiency for the τR sample is somewhat higher than for the τL sample. This is again
due to the harder nature of the decay products from right-handed taus, leading to a higher
probability for the event to pass the ET > 60GeV cut on the other tau and for the event
to pass the mvis > 400GeV cut. It should be noticed, that this effect depends on the
spin correlation of the two taus, and thus on the assumed spin-1 nature of the decaying






























































































Figure 10: Event selection variables for the τL and τR samples. The vertical lines corre-
spond to the cut values.
4.4 Method to extract the Tau Polarisation
The method to measure the tau polarisation takes advantage of the linear dependence on
Pτ of the shape of the Υ distribution. In the presence of real data, Pτ would be extracted
from the best fit to the observed Υ distribution of a linear combination of the the two Υ
distributions corresponding to simulated right- and left-handed taus. Since real data are
not available, simulated data has to be used instead. Thus, each of the samples, τL and τR,
were divided into two approximately equally large subsamples. The idea being, that half
of the data would emulate real data, while the other half would be simulated data used to
14
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Figure 11: Event selection efficiency as function of Υ.
extract the polarisation from the “real data”. By adjusting the relative admixture of the
τL and τR samples, a resulting “real data” sample, denoted τSSM, with a polarisation of
Pτ = −0.15 was established, in accordance with the expectation from the sequential model.
To extract the polarisation, a binned log likelihood relating the “observed” and pre-
dicted Υ distributions is maximised with respect to Pτ . The predicted number, Mi, of tau
candidates from Monte Carlo in a given bin, i, is the sum
Mi = Ci +Wi +Bi, (9)
where Ci is the number of correctly identified tau decays, Wi is the number of incorrectly
identified taus from some other decay mode, and Bi is non-tau background. All the de-
pendence on Pτ is carried in Ci and Wi. Letting Si ≡ Ci +Wi, we have
Mi = Si +Bi, (10)












Here the superscripts R and L refer to the particular τ− helicity. The normalisation factor,
N , is such that the predicted number of taus in the Monte Carlo equals the total number
of tau candidates in the “data”, minus the predicted non-tau background.
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4.5 Result
Here we present the result of the tau polarisation measurement on the “real data” sample,
τSSM. At this stage, we ignore external backgrounds, which are deferred to the discussion
below.
Before carrying out the actual measurement, it is interesting to investigate the remaining
sensitivity of the Υ variable to the tau polarisation after all selection cuts. Relative to the
generator-level sensitivity of 0.31 reported in Table 2 (cosψ), the sensitivity after all cuts
is found to be reduced to 0.24, where the main reason for the drop is the truncation of the
Υ distribution at 0.6.
From each of the two samples, τL and τR, 32,000 events were used to construct the
Monte Carlo SLi and S
R
i spectra. The initial number of events in the τSSM sample was
38,700 corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 30 fb−1. Hence, by construction, the
normalisation factor, N , should be 1.21.
The results of the fit are
Pτ = −0.173± 0.073 (stat.),
and
N = 1.214± 0.023 (stat.),
in good agreement with the true values. Figure 12 shows the fit result graphically.
4.6 External Backgrounds
To investigate the effect of external backgrounds, one would ideally perform a Monte Carlo
study generating large samples and subjecting these to the same selection criteria as the
signal events. Due, however, to limited resources and the enormous rejection factors for the
backgrounds, this strategy could not be pursued. Instead, an alternate path is followed.
In accordance with the above discussion, a signal to background ratio of 3:1 is assumed.
This is likely to be a conservative estimate, since the background, being dominated by QCD
jets, was evaluated in Ref. [10] for an inclusive sample of one- and three-prong tau decays.
Concentrating here on one-prong decays only, a somewhat lower background level can be
expected. As a model for the shape of the background it is assumed that the Υ distribution
be the same as that of the τR sample. This can have the following justification. If, on the
one hand, the source of the misidentified taus is QCD jets, the single charged track will
likely be accompanied by a sizable amount of neutral energy, resulting in Υ values close to
−1. If, on the other hand, the source is an electron or a muon from W+jets, Z+jets, or tt,
the background will likely be concentrated on the positive side of the Υ distribution.
First, the fit procedure to extract the tau polarisation was repeated assuming a perfect
modelling of the background level and shape in the Monte Carlo. This was done by adding
the background contribution to the “real data” sample as well as to the Monte Carlo sam-
ples, as represented by the term Bi in Eq. (9). This way it was confirmed, that the assumed
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Figure 12: Fit result. The points with error bars are the observed spectrum. The dashed
(dotted) histograms is the Monte Carlo contribution from left- (right-) handed taus. The
solid-line histogram indicates the sum of the Monte Carlo contributions.
effect on the central value of the polarisation measurement. The background leads, how-
ever, to a dilution of the sample reflected in an increase in the statistical uncertainty from
0.073 to 0.087.
Second, the influence of a wrong Monte Carlo modelling of the background was inves-
tigated. For this, the background level was varied by ±10% in the “real data” sample,
keeping the Monte Carlo samples unchanged. The size of the variation was inspired by
current studies of the evaluation of the backgrounds in Z → τ+τ− using control samples
from real data [26]. By following this procedure variations in the extracted Pτ values of
the order of ±0.049 were observed.
In conclusion, it is important for the tau polarisation measurement to understand well
the level and shape of the external backgrounds. To control the measurement to the few
percent level, the external backgrounds have to be understood to the same level of accuracy.
When real data will be available, the study of like-sign candidates could potentially be a
handle to understand in particular the background of QCD events.
4.7 Other Systematic Effects
Besides the external backgrounds, other contributions which may have a sizable systematic
effect on the tau polarisation measurement is the energy response of the calorimetry. Two
effects have been studied:
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• A variation of the calorimetric energy scale (E±T ) by ±5%.
• An increase of the energy resolution (EresT ) on top of what is already provided by the
detector simulation by the term (0.45GeV)×√E[GeV]. This amounts to an relative
increase of the resolution by about 25% at the lower end of the ET scale falling to
about 15% at the higher end.
The systematic effects were evaluated by applying each of the variations to the “real
data” sample, keeping the Monte Carlo samples unchanged. The tau polarisation mea-
surement was influenced in two ways: i) by a direct shift in the Υ values for the selected
events, and ii) by a change in the selection efficiencies. Table 4 summarises, for the τL and
τR samples, the selection efficiencies with and without the systematic variations. Sizable
shifts in the acceptance can be observed.
Efficiency [%] τL sample τR sample
h−ν h−pi0ν h−pi0pi0(pi0)ν h−ν h−pi0ν h−pi0pi0(pi0)ν
No variation 0.6 6.5 7.2 1.4 7.3 7.9
E+T 0.9 7.3 7.8 2.2 8.5 8.5
E−T 0.4 5.5 6.4 1.0 6.3 7.2
EresT 0.7 6.5 7.2 1.5 7.3 7.9
Table 4: Overall tau selection efficiencies without and with the systematic variations in
the calorimeter response.
Table 5 summarises the observed effects on the tau polarisation measurement of the
studied variations. It should be noted, that the statistical precision of our studies is such,
that a rigorous evaluation of the systematics effects cannot be carried out. Hence the
reported numbers should be merely seen as indicative.
Variation considered ∆Pτ
E+T : shift of calorimeter scale by +5% 0.071
E−T : shift of calorimeter scale by −5% −0.023
EresT : smear calorimeter response by σ(E)⊕ 0.45
√
E 0.031
Table 5: Systematic uncertainties from experimental mis-measurements.
5 Summary and Discussion
Using fully simulated data samples, the prospects of measuring the tau polarisation in
Z′ → τ+τ− events, with both taus decaying hadronically, have been studied. For the sake
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of definiteness, the mass of the Z′ was set to 600GeV and the sequential model was chosen
as a benchmark scenario. Although necessary to make such specific assumptions for a
concrete study, it should be stressed that this work illustrates, in general, the possibility
of measuring the tau polarisation in the decay of a heavy resonance.
The investigated method is making use of the inclusive sample of h−npi0ν final states
with one or more pi0 s, corresponding to more than one third of all tau decays. The main
sensitivity comes from the pi−pi0ν channel, whereas decays with multiple pi0 s are included
mainly to avoid the experimental difficulty of having to separate these from the pi−pi0ν
decays. The polarisation is extracted from the energy sharing between the charged and
the neutral pions, and, thus, does not require knowledge of the energy of the decaying tau.
This avoids the use of the collinear approximation, which would have otherwise resulted in
a significant loss of statistics.
Assuming the Z′ production cross section of the sequential model, the amount of data
used corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 30 fb−1. From this, about 3,000 τ± →
h±npi0ν decays were selected, resulting is a statistical precision on the tau polarisation
measurement of 0.09. By extending the study to also include events, where the other tau
decays leptonically, it should be possible to increase the statistics by nearly a factor two.
Various systematic effects which may influence the measurement have been investigated.
Important effects are the level of non-tau backgrounds and the calorimetric energy scale.
The necessary control of external backgrounds to the few percent level may turn out to
be a challenging task requiring detailed studies on real data control samples. To match
the statistical precision, the calorimetric energy scale has to be understood to the 5% level
which would seem a realistic goal. If a heavy resonance will be indeed observed in all three
leptonic channels, consistency of the mass measurements may give an important handle on
the calorimetric scale.
In conclusion, within the chosen scenario, a measurement of the tau polarisation in
Z′ → τ+τ− events to a statistical precision of 0.09 has been demonstrated using 30 fb−1 of
data. Control of the systematics to the same level of precision seems plausible, resulting in
a overall precision at the 0.12 level. This would already constitute an interesting constraint
on the Z′ couplings. The statistical precision can be improved by including events where
the other tau decays leptonically and, beyond that, by collecting more data. Whether or
not the systematic precision can be made to match this improved statistical precision can
probably be only answered with certainty when real data will be actually available.
Appendix A
Samples of Z′ boson was generated with PYTHIA [14] in ATHENA version 14.2.10. The Z′
boson was forced to decay to tau lepton pairs. The tau leptons were then made to decay
using the TAUOLA package [15] version 00-01-49. Details related to the generated samples
are summarised in Table 6. Validation plots, jobOption files used for the events generation
and the sample location can be found in Ref. [28].
The ATLAS detector was fully simulated using the GEANT4 package [17], implemented
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τL pydat1 parj 192 1 dmode 2 600 (300) 200,000
pydat1 parj 193 1
τR pydat1 parj 192 1 dmode 2 600 (300) 205,000
pydat1 parj 193 −1
Table 6: For each generated sample set the (non-default) PYTHIA and TAUOLA parameters,
the invariant mass and number of events are given.
inside the ATHENA. Simulation and digitalisation was performed in one step using the official
transformation csc simul trf.py and the ATHENA version 14.2.23.1. These data were saved
in the Raw Data Object (RDO) format. Oﬄine reconstruction was performed with the
official csc reco trf.py transformation and ATHENA version 14.2.25.2. These data were
stored in the Athena Aware Ntuple (AAN) format. Transformation parameters can be




Table 7: Number of events for each sample and data format
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